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A RHETORICAL AN~LYSIS OF THE LETTERS OF PAUL,THE APOSTLE •. 
Introductiont The purpose of the Dissertation .is wholly literary and in .no 
sense critical. 
T.be Letters of Paul,. the Apostle, have been .examined, and:.in 
this Dissertation are quoted, according to the King James Ver-
sion of the Holy Scriptures. This English translation of 1611 ;I 
is as true to the original language of Paul in spirit and in :\ 
style as is any othe~ translation that has been made. 
Development of theme: 
The Life and Character of Paul, the Apostle. 
------~~~~~~~---~~~---~-~ 
The style of the writing of any author depends primarily upon the man 
h~mself, his character and his experiences. The Apostle Paul was a true man 
and his letters are emphatically a reflection of himself. 
The Race to which Paul belonged: 
Paul was a Hebrew of ·the Hebrews. He had some Hellenistic manners .[ :• 
put ·these ·were·incidental,rather than natural. Hebrew traces can be discover-. 
( 
·ed ~in every part of ·his expression. 
The ~ducation of Paul: 
Paul received the strict Jewish education in the Scriptures of the 
home and synagogue. Also he studied at Jerusalem under the .noted teacher., 
Gamaliel. Gamaliel was very liberal in"his religious views compared ~ith other 
teachers of ~erusalem in that day. 
lt is probable that Paul read some GreeK while be was in Jerusalem. 
. -Traces of GreeK style are to be found in his letters. 
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The eonversion of Paul: 
This experience ~s fully related ·in the Book of Acts, which .book 
.. 
serves as a companion to the Letters of Paul in giving some important facts 
of the life of Paul. 
The conversion of Paul is the greatest experience of ·his life,· 
transforming his whole view-point and exerting a permanent influence on·his 
life and his letters •. !twas· truly a new birth to Paul. At the time it occur-
red he saw Ghrist. A note of unusual positiveness always creeps into the tone 
of Paul whenever he speaks of this Damascus road experience. 
Paul's Growth in Grace} 
While the conversion of Paul meant everything to him and to his 
ministry of preaching and organizing and writing it' was never more than a 
.beginning .in the .new life. Qe was always pressing on ·toward the mara for the 
prize of the high calling of God in Christ Jesus. 
Baul had many experiences,. desir,ble and undesirable. Be had holy 
visions that.lifted him out of himself. He learned more and more of the grace 
of Gmd that is able to aeep that which is committted unto God. ~n the other 
hand he stirred up many enemies,·.especially the Judaizing teachers, and ·these 
aroused righteous wrath within his soul that makes ·itself felt in his letters. 
Also .in his travels ~aul saw the unutterable ravages of sin, which sight 
sbarpened.his tongue and his pen.to fight against wrong. 
The Great Apostle had a thorn in the flesh that provoked sincere 
humility of heart and of speech. Paul was a part of all that he had met which 
fact is clearly evidenced in his letters. 
Note: The writngs of Paul, which we have to consider,, ·are in the form of 
letters. There is a looseness ·about letter-literature not permissible in othe 
form~s of literature. And yet the freedmm of ·the· letter is well-suited to 
Paulfs deeply emotional nature. 
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A RHETORICAL ANALYSIS OF THE LETTERS or PAUL~THE APOSTLE. 
Very briefly stated the plan followe~ .in this Dissertation 1st 
1. A thorough study of Paul, the Apostle, as the fundamental expl~nation 
of the style of the Letters. 
?· An examination of each letter to discover its distinctive rhetorical 
quality according to the circumstances that called it forth, and the con-
ditions under which it was written. 
a. The statement of the general theme of the entire body of letters, and an 
· attempt to show bow each letter contributes to the general theme. 
~. The particular theme of each letter, and an inquiry into the Unity of each, 
. 
5. The elements of ~be style of the letters, subdivisions of each, sentences, 
and words. 
s. The qualities of the style, espemially strength and clearness, with a 
study of the ~igures·of Speech that are used. 
7. The kinds of composition appearing in the letters, description, narration, 
exposition,· argumentation, and persuasion' the extent and effectiveness 
of each kind of composition. 
s. Conclusion: The immediate and tbe.enlarging influence of the ~etters of 
Paul as a final test· of their style. 
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O~a~acteristics of··the Jndividual Letters .because of ·the Circumstances 
of Wriilingi 
Each ;Letter cf ~aul, ·the Apostle, .was .written tin ~.a crisis. ·A cnisis 
tin a church rrade a cr,ieis •in Faui' s soul, •and ·be wrote :accordingly. The 
place frcn .which ·a ·letter was .wr.i tten, and the stage of ·the development of 
Paul Is Cbrist~an :experience, ~re al~ays :reflected ctn the ~language and ·style 
pf a ·letter. 
The ~etter to ·the Gaiatians; 
.liaul h_ad .a peculiae •.interest :.in the Gaia-~ian people because _anong 
·them·he had:established ·his first churches. They :represented his first can-
v:erts, and ~any disturbance cf their faith greatly disturbed ·his own ·soul. 
The disturbance ~aiie from a most ex_asperating source, nanely, ·the Ju~ai~ing 
teachers. These ·atte~rpted to .unsettle the Galati_an Chr.isti.ans by ·telling 
them that ·they Itust be circumcised. Such•a procedure~roused iaul to •right-
eous :indignation • 
.Paul wrote this ~letter frcm the \'i.icked city cf Ccninth, tin ·.a ·tin:e 
of scme discouragement. :Disappointments were doubly bard ~_at ·this ·time. i_aul 
.wr.iteA·to ·the Galatians with consider.able spirit, _and yet ·he .uses _arguments 
t~at are ·strang ~nd logical. The ·letter :is ·truly characterized by FERVENT 
SYSTEMATIC ARGUMENTATION. 
The ·Letters to ·the Thessalonians: 
This letter was probably written fro~ Corintb~also. But iaurts 
Iortunes have changed scrrewbat. Be tis .net so ·lonely, for ]imotby ·bas con:e ·to 
·him. Moreover the Gospel ·is having•a freer course :in Corinth. Also ·the 
Thessalonians, for whom faul had always cherished special -regard since the 
time when they had responded so re~dily to ·his efforts aban he was .in their 
city, .were reported as .re~taining steadfast ~in the faith ·in most particulars. 
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. Tm3 especial character.istic of the F:irst Letter ·to ·the Tbass_alcnians :is .. a 
·tone of CHARMING INTIMACY. 
I the ·tone cf ·the Second Letter·to ·the ~hes~alonians tis :so~ewbat 
sharper than tba_t_ of ·the first ·lette7;1 for ·the Thess_alonians 'had -taken ad-
vantage of some of the 'statements !in the First ·tetter .regarding ·the Second 
Coming of Cb~ist. They ·bad .become tidle gossipers. iaul does not forget 
their former goodness and their since~ity. Ee w~ites ·in a tone of EARNEST 
E:XHORTAT.ION. 
The ~etters to the Co~inthians: 
The Apostl~ wrote to the Co~inthians because they were divided 
.into parties according to different leaders. Also there were tinstances of out-
breaking sin amongst the Co~inthian Christians. Easy methods of treatment 
under such circumstances was out of the question with Paul. The distinctive 
characteristic of the style of the First ·Letter to the Cor.inthians is 
UNCOMPROMISING STRAIGHTFORWARDNESS. 
'\'~ 
Before~ wrote our Second ·Letter to the Corinthians he had learned 
that the Corinthians bad received graciously the admonitions of a former 
letter. He was pleased a~out this. But false apostles ·bad questioned iaul'~ 
autho~i ty. This fact stirred him to wrath. So Paul wr.i tes w.ith mingled fee11n~ 
of joy and anger. Throughout the letter there tis a tone of -DEEP .EMOTIONALISM. 
The ~etter to the Romanst 
.Faul bad not been tin Rome when he wrote this letter to the Romans. 
Re wrote .it from the city of Corinth during his second sojourn .in that aity. 
But be wished to preempt this central aity for the Gospel of Christ. There 
.is not so much of fee1ing in the letter as there 1is logic. The outstanding 
rhetorical quality might be said to be LOGICAL CLEARNESS. 
---·--·-- ~--~--~--~~-----------------~------~ 
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T~·~etter to the Colossiansr -5-
This .is the fiirst p~ison letter of the Great Apostle. ~ts diction 
s.uggests the Roman confinement. Paul had not been writing for three years 
or more but he had been suffering. 
Eaul did .not know personally the members of the Colossian Church. 
But Epaphras, iaull s d.isaiple, had founded the church tin t·hat place, and had 
reported to Paul the mischievous :influences of false teachers. 
The matter of the letter ,is theological, and the style rather 
formal. The letter :is A SYSTEM OF CHRISTIAN -DOCTRINE. 
The ~etter to the Ephesianst 
This letter ds closely related to that to the Ephesians, baing 
written from the Boman prison about the same time. There .is a strong resemb-
lance between the thought and style of the two letters. But the letter to 
the Ephesians ·.is plainly a circular letter. clts language tis more abstract 
and general. It treats of the Church Universal. .Its style :is .liGNIFIED 
AND STRONG. 
The ·Letter to Philemons 
Philemon was a close friend of Paul. He was a man of wealth and 
~nfluence. Paril writes to him very :intimately on a personal matter., that of 
reinstating a runaway slav~.- who had been converted. The expression of the 
letter .is marked by UNSTUDIED GRACE. 
The Letter to the Philippians: 
Paul loved the Christians at Phild,ppi even as he loved those at 
Thessalonica. In Puilippi he had planted his first church on E~ropean soil. 
The Philippian Church had continually remernber~d Paul with gifts. Jn spite 
of his Roman .imprisonment, which was by no means rigid, Paul writes to the 
~I -6-
Philippians .in a spiri ~ of .joy and thanksgiv,ing. The expression 1is character-
.ized by BRIGHTNESS AND SYMPATHY. 
The iastoral ~ettersi 
These are very practical letters. Timothy had been placed ~n· 
charge of the church at Ephesus, and Titus of the church dn Crete. The ffiirst 
·~etter to ~imothy and the 'Letter to ~itus are manuals of rules for administrat-
:ion. As such they are characterized by PRACTICAL EARNESTNESS. 
The Second ·~etter ·to Timothy was .written out of iaul's second 
imprisonment at Rome, which was attended with far greater hardships than the 
first .imprisonment. There ,is no hope of release no~, and iaul knows that 
he must soon suffer death. Under these circumstances Faul still writes force-
fullJ, but with a touch of sadness. PATHOS AND FORCE stand out prominently 
tin this letter. 
The ·Letter to Ttit.us .is also a CHURCH DISCIPLINI!I. 
The Unity of the Entire Body of the -Letters of Paul. 
-------:--~-;-.~-~~-----4------~--~----:---~-~-----~---+-
The great basal theme of all of the letters of Paul .is, The Be-
liever!s Life .in Christ. Each letter males a contribution to this central 
theme. This gives to the letters of Paul a substantial .unity. To show how 
each letter conserves this .unity .is an .important part of this .Dissertation. 
The 'Letter to the ~alatiansi 
The argument !in this letter ~s that we are .j.ustified by faith 1in 
Christ rather than by a stnict observance of the .Mosaic law. The Be~iever's 
G 1 5 a. ·Life tiD Chr.ist tiS attained and preserved through faith tiD Chr.ist. . "P'or 'in a • . , ~· 
Jesus Christ neither circumcision availeth anything, nor unoircumcieion; 
but faith whichworketh by lo~e~" 
.. 
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The ~etter to the Thessaloniansi 
:In these letters J?aul affirms the .unfailing •interest that be and 
his companions, '!timothy and Silvanus, have tin the Thessalonians. They desire 
that the very highest blessings shall come .upon the Christians at Thessalonica. 
J?aul declares that the Thessalonians shall be .examples of true be1ievers only 
:in so far as they .imitate Chnist. .:t:t is their present, :every-day -life that 
counts, and any future revelation should be but a further tincentive to present 
1Thess~6, i Christian consistency •. "For God hath not appointed .us to .wrath, but to obtain 
and.10. d J C d d f t t h salvation by our ·Bor ·esus · nnist, who ie or .us, ha , w ether .we wake 
1om. ,~, 1 
and .2. 
or sleep, we should live together with him.q 1 
The ·~etters to the Corinthians: 
These ·~etters to the Corinthians deal ~in somewhat .negative fashion 
with the Believerls ~ife .in Chnist. The Corinthian ChristiaD!are divided 
because they have forgotten that Christ .is the supreme Head of all believers. 
They are following different human leaders. Also they have departed from the 
straight edge of the Christian life by tolerating such sins as fornication, 
1idolatrJ, personal .indulgence,etc. Indirectly iaul makes plain the true 
believer's life, to the detriment of the false teachers. 
The •Lettertto the Romans: 
Jhe ·Letter to the Romans :is a logical presentation of the right-
eous life. The righteous life results from faith :in Christ. ."Tnerefore baing 
justified by faith., .we have peace with God through our Lord Jesus Chnist; by 
.whom we have access by faith .into this grace wherein we stand, and rejoice .in 
the hope of the glory of God." 
The ·Letter to the Colossiansi 
Paul stresses the fact that :it .is tin Christ that the believer 
lives his -life dn this Letter to the Colossians. No other .name .is sufficien~,, 
~ -8-~ I; 
b.ut · Ch11.ist ~is fully s.uffillient. !!For ~in him dwe!leth all the fulness of 
the Godhead bodily~" 
The ·~etter to the Ephesiansi 
ln the ~et~er to the Ephesians faul adds to his g~eat theme by 
claiming that ,it ~is the ete~nal purpose of God to gather all men together 
;in @hrist. All men aay be saved but all must believe tin Chnist. 
The ,~etter to Philemont 
ln this bnief personal letter Jaul declares that all profession-
al life, such as his own, and all ~industr.ial life, such as }?hilemon' s, may 
be a ·life of love through the power of Ch~ist. 
The ~etter to the PhildppiansJ 
.In this letter Paul seeks to show that the ielieverls ·Life .in 
Chr.ist :.is preeminently a life of .joy, .even .in the midst of sore t~ials. 
The Pastoral ~ettersJ 
Christian leaders are the subject of thought 1in these letters. 
First of all, Timothy and ~itus are .exhorted to the white life of faith; then 
they a~e urged to appoint as .under-shepherds those who by creed and life 
l'llim.5., :21. a~e t~ue folloBers of Ch~ist •. ".I charge thee befo~e God, and the ·Lord Jesus 
Christ, and the elect angels, that thou observe these things without p~eferr.ing 
one before anothe~, doing nothing by partiality.~· 
. . . 
The ·laws of good rhetoric demand Unity tin single compositions. The 
mental and moral a~ility of an author tinsures this. The greatest bond of 
.unity .in any letter of ~aul .is his own strong personality • 
. In this analysis :it will be sufficient to state the tapis of .eachL 6f 
Paull s letters. .ln the Dissertat.ion we have attempted to show by analysis 
~-.;;::;-_;;;'_:H;;;;:!!"~iit:l!!: .. ..;...,.... ' , . . ,m·a~ 
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and .by quotation how each part of the letter is related to the subject of the 
letter. The main topics of the letters are as followsi 
1. The ~etter to the Galatians~ Justification by Faith in Christ versus 
Justification by the Mosais ~w. 
2. The First ~etter to the Thessalonianst The Unfailing Interest of paul 
and his Companions .in the Chr.istian Prosperity of the Thessalonians. 
a. The Second Letter to the Thessalonians% The Second Coming of· Christ. 
4. The First Letter to the Corinthians: The Unity of Christian Believers 
coupled with other Questions of Discipline. 
5. The Second tetter to the Corinthians% The True Apostleship of Jaul. 
6. The Letter to the Bo~ans: Righteousness by faith in Christ is the Gospel 
Plan of Salvation. 
?. The Letter to the Colossiansi Full Sufficiency for Salvation in Christ 
Alone. 
s. The Letter to the Ephesiansi Tbe Div.ine Possibilities of the Church that 
is centered in Christ,· and the Conditions on which the Bealization of 
those Possibilities depend. 
~. The Letter to Philemon: The Obligation of a Christian Master to an Erring 
Servant who bas Repented. 
10. The Letter to the Philippians: The Unity of Christian Believers among 
themselves and with Christ. 
11. The First Letter to Timothyi The Qualifications and .Duties of a Good 
Minister of· Jesus Christ. 
12. The Letter to Titusi The Organization of a Church, and the Qualifications 
of the Officers and Members thereof. 
13. The Second Letter to Timothyi A ~eade~ts Exhortation to a Follower to 
be Faithful. 
, .... ~/ 
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The Elements of Style !B_th~~~~!te~~-of Jaul, the ~ostie. 
• J 
1. The Subdivisions of the Letterst 
The law of Unity .is well observed .in the Subd.iv.isions of 
the letters. Paul says all he bas to say on one phase of a subject ~in one 
place. This ,is true even 'in the manuals of rules. There are some apparent 
exceptions to this rule :in the quotations, from the Old Testament, 1in the 
frequent parentheses, and .where Faul seems to digress from the main line 
of thought because of the associations of some word; but even .where such ,is 
the case the law of Unity tis not seniausly ~ialated. 
-2. The Sentences tin the ·Letterst 
fhe sentences :in ·the Letters of Paul are predominantly ·lang, I . 
but they vary~ccording to the nature of the ·thought. Iri structure the 
sentences are generally ·loose, although some well-constructed periods ·are 
to be met .with. There are very many ·sentences of balanced structure.and 
these add grace and force to the style. 
3. The Vocabulary of the ·Letters: 
The ·Letters of Paul give evidence of a .wide vocabulary. Many 
of the words that are used are very realistic and picturesque. Paul bas a 
~ 
a habit of .repeating a noun4 than using :an ~xpected pronoun. 
4. The Figures of Speech used by Paul tin his Letters: 
Paul's ~i~ures of Speech are ·largely tropes, words turned 
from their ordinary usa~e, rather than formal similitudes. Metaphors abound I 
throughout the ·letters: personification, synecdoche, and metonymy •are ~ figures i 
r, 
ijuite commonly used tiD the letters. Examples of all of the figures of speech 
are given .in the Dissertation. 
Similes and comparisons of some ·length can easily be found 
~--------------------~----------------------------------------------------------~ 
,.. ________ _ 
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-\ ~in the letters. Also there are many fiigures of contrast, ·at times .enlarging 
tinto more comprehensive contrasts. 
Those fiigures of speech commonly known·as rhetorical fiigures are 
used to good effect tin the ·Letters of fault Epigrams, .Interrogation, ayper-
bole, Apostrophe, lrony:,and Glimax. The Climaxes of iaul are particularly 
strong, are often -referred to as models. 
Qualities of Style tin the ~Letters. 
--~-~--~--~-~~--
-Reference to the Qualities of Style ~in the ·Letters of iaul has fre-
guently been made 1in the study of the Elements of Style. The Qualities of . 
Style ·and the Elements of ityle tin any composition :are necessarily bound up 
together. The outstanding Quality of Style tin the 'Letters of Paul ~s·an 
emotional one, namely:, Force or Energy. The •letters ·are also characterized by 
Glearness or Perspicuity. All Elegancies of $tyle are lacking, with .the except' 
.ion of the Balanced Structure and ~1imax. 
Kinds of Composition .in the ·Letters of Paul, the ·Apostle. 
-~---------------
Rive Kinds of Composition iin the ·Letters of Pau~ are .referred to ~in th& 
Dissertation: Description, Narration, Exposition, A:tgumentat..ion, ·and Per-
suasion. Paul ·bad the faculty of suiting ~e his composition· to ·his timmediate ii 
purpose. ~Xa$ples or eacn are ~lven in th~ Dtsser~atton. 
l· .D~scription: The descl'iptions tiD the •Letters of Faul are of the subjective;! 
kind. Paul could deso.ttiJbe with peculiar still his own -religious .experiences:! 
and those of others. Hi's descriptions of ev.il practises are particularly 1'1 
\I 
v.ivid. 
?. Narrations 
! 
., 
i 
I 
There ·is not a great deal of narration 'lD the :(,etters of Paul., .1 
b.ut .wba*here tis ;is true to the ·highest principles of this lind of com-
-· -·· <- ... "~'-" 
"3 t t? . 
)-. 
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position. The :signif.icant f~ture of an .event tis ·selected and minute details 
are omitted. There tis Rapid Movement. iau~ a~~ays adheres strictly to the 
facts \in histor,ical compasitiont ·nis narrative matenial forms the most unim-
pasaioned paruions of ·his letters. 
An .example of mixed description and narration (is given tin the Dis-
·sertation. 
3. Exposition' iaul ·bad the gua1i ties of a teacheri ·be enunciates propos! t-
tions and sets out to explain them. Exposition deals with truth, and truth tis 
greater than fact. Paul tillustrated by example. Be always began on the ·level 
of ·his readers, using ·the synthetic method -tather than the analytie. 
•· Argumentation! This kind of composition ~is ·higher than exposition tinas-
mucb as !it leads to conviction .rather than to mere understanding. The greater 
part of iaul• s exposition ~1s •.in rea11 ty ·Argument. 
In faul's ~etters :Argument tis generally direct .with tna concessions 
whatsoever -to ~he opponent. The Argument at times takes the form of dialogue, 
especially when !ine theological points :are to be carnied. 
5. P~rsuas.ion: The .real object of Paul :in all ·n1s .wniting .was to tinfluence 
lives for God; to ·lead his -readers to perceive the truth and 1intellectually 
accept ,it .was not enough for Paul!: the truth must be ~accepted and made '.a 
part of 1ife. 
The appeal :in all the ·letters :is pnimar1ly to the feelings. 
The exhortation~ at the olose of the -letters tiS of great :importance.: 
Faul was a preache~; ·be was master of the chief .art of the preacher, the art 
.cf exhorting. 
Two -reasons for ~aulfs power over ·the wills of menj 
a. ~e felt deeply himself and his feelings were contagious. ~e bad great 
power~ of 'Self-control, and ·his controlled feelings .were most ·strongly 
----------------------------------------~~~·---·-·· ___...1 
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(~ l'• felt. His affect.ions ·and ·his .wrath .were alike powerful through sub.ject.ion. 
1 
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b. Ht: gave concrete examples which persuaded by their plainness. l; 
I! 
:In the Acts we ·have evidence that Paul .was a persuader before his conversion \ 1 
lil and he -lost none of the power when·he was born again. ·lD cases .where two 
·letters were.wnitten ·to one church there tiS .ev.idence tin the .second ·letter 
that the ~irst had done 1its .work. 
The· Worth of the Letters of Paul since the -Death of their Author. 
------------~-:---
~otet tnls tis the truest test o! the :Rhetonis of the ~Letters. 
1. The Worth of the ·Letters dn the 'irst centunies~ Paul ·left di~o1ples 
behind, Timothy, T~itus, B'arnabas, Mar.~t,etc. Perhaps some of the disciples 
of Jesus became disciples of iaul. •Lul~'s Gospel has the mark of Pau! 1j 
•Letters upon •it. 
I! 
~ 
•j 
) 
I 
i 
H 
I! 
i 
The fact that the :Letters of iau! .wer.e :included tin the New Testa- : 
. I 
ment canon shows ,in what estimation they .were held and what ,influence they :
1 
i'' q 
had. ·1 
' 
' Worth of the ·Letters to Chl!isti~n Reformersi History repeats Litself !1 
!I 
!in tbe matter of the decline of -re1igion and the .raising up of a reformen~~ 
even as .Pa.u.1. was -raised up. Martin Luther and John Wesley, two of the ·!j 
greatest ·Reformers since the days of Paul, received personal peace and 
reforming power from the pages of the Letters cf Faul. 
The Vaiee o1 tne ~Le~~ers o1 rau! tln rormu~a~~ng•a ~neology: Paul ·left 
!"~ 
I' ;f! 
ji' 
II 
1'1 I 
no real system of doctrine, although the •Letter to the Romans approaobes ·~ 
;I :a system. But the •Letters of Paul form a basis for all. future systems 
'· of Christian Doctrine. For technical theological vocabulary, for subject~:
matter of doctr.ine, for Scnipture .reference, formulated theologies draw 
·heavily on the ·Letters of Paul, the Apostle. ~~ Concerning the ~tediatonial ,I 
I 
\· l 
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office of ·Chnist the ~~etters of iaul are the most ·helpful part of-the New 
Testament. 
Faul 1 s theology grew out of ·his expenience, and therefore tis v.ital 
·and universal. 
•Conolusionj tn~ lnlarging ~nfluence of Faul and his 'Letters. 
~rnest Renan wrote that Paul was dying, but tit was because ·he 
.wanted Protestantism to die. Matthew Arnold and Dr StalKer are guoted·to 
the contrary :in the :Dissertation. Thousands that ·have failed of peace until 
they have learned the ·lesson of Jus,ification by Faith 1in ·Christ through 
the Letters of Jaal are ready to·add their testimon) to the vitality and 
worth of those •Letters. As ·long as Christ ·lives and :reigns so long .will the 
Letters of Pau.1 endute •as the chief .exponent of Christ. This fact :is their 
.justification and the proof of the high guality of thair expression • 
• 
I 
.I 
.B ,J S S E ·B T ·A T .I 0 N. 
, I 
A RHETORICAL ANALYSIS OF THE LETTERS OF PAUL,THE APOSTLE. 
This Dissertation seeks to set forth the more important characteristics 
of the 'Diction and Rhetoric of the ~etters of Paul, the Apostle, as these 
are found in the English Bible. The text followed is that of the King James 
Version, as originally printed in."olack ·letter~ folio in 1611, ·though the 
English Revision of 1881, and the American Standard Edition of the Revised 
' 
il !j 
,, 
I j 
II 
i I 
I 
I 
Version, in itself a recension of the English Revision, have been consulted. I 
\. 
As the purpose of the Dissertation is literary and not critical, there is no: j 
:\ 
discussion of questions of criticism, higher or lowe~, and the writer takes no 
part in controversies that are at present proceeding. 
In the year 1911 the present wr.iter submitted to the Graduate School of 
Boston Oniversity,~in partial fulfilment of requirements for the degree of 
Master of Arts, a Thesis entitled,"Tbe Rhetorical Quality of Christ's Sayings". 
It seems wise to repeat here one oe two observations made. at that time. In the 
first place it should be noted that while the New Testament was originally 
written in.the Greek language its style is preserved in its translations. It 
I 
is one of the few examples ~n English of a translation which preserves the 
spirit and vigor of the original. This fact makes the present study in English 
possible. Then it should be borne in mind that the King James Version of the 
Bible was authorized because it was the best. In."A Short History of the English 
: I 
People~, by John Richard Greene, New Edition, Page 461, we read: :~As a mere 
literary monument, the English version of the Bible remains the noblest example 
of the English tongua, while its perpetual use made it from the instant of 
its appearance the standard of our language". While the later revisions may 
be more accurate they are not truer in spirit and in style than this English 
version of 1611. In no part of the New Testament are these observations more 
/ 
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,BIBLIOGRAPHY .used tin preparation of the :Dissertat~n, ,---l 
A ·RHETORICAL.ANALYSIS OF THE •LETTERS OF PAUL,TBE ·APOSTLE. 
The ~!J~fa and Worx of St. l?a.u.L, by Jl. w. ]farrar, :D.;D• Published by E. p. 
:Dutton ·and ·Company., New York, 1902.. J ·have :read and studied· this book 
very tborougbly. 
St. ia.ul, tbe ·'Jrav:eller .and the .Roman Citizen, by W. ·•· .samsay. iub1ished 
by G. B. Putnam's Sons, 1896. This booR .was .read carefully by me. 
The Apostolic Age, by A. C. McGiffert. Pub~ished by Chas. Scnibner's Sons. 
l nave .read this book and .used ~it for .refersaee. 
St. Paul and Jrotestantism, ·by Matthew Arnold. Published by Smith, Elder 
:and Co~, 1887. J :read carefully the parts ~n this booR that ·bad :a 
'Special beaning upon the subject of the :Dissertation. 
i:iaint 
lti:~e-e~-S:i. ap3uJ., by Ernest Renan. Translated from the j'renoh by ·:lng.arsoll 
·~ocKwood. F.ublished by G. w. :Billingham Co.:, 189?. ·.I .read this book 
·at one sitting to get ·Rena~~s ~iewpoint. 
•Life and Jtpistles of St. Pau.L, ·by W. J. 0onybeare !and J. S. ilowson. iublished · 
by Cba~. Scr..ibner ~ s 6ons, ·2 volumes, 1906. Thls .worK .was .used for 
:reference. 
The Apostle fauJ., by A. Sabauier. Third Edition, 1896. Published by Hodder 
·and Stoughton. ..I ·.read this book at a sitting. 
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The Man1 the MisaionarJ, ~and the Teacher, by e. Cone. PubLished by The Uac-
mi!lan Co~, lase. !his book .was =read. 
The Bib!e tiD English ·lliterature1 by J. B. Gardiner. iub11sbed by ·Gh>as. Scr>ib· 
·ner 's. Sons, 190i •. 1 ;read this book carefully. 
St. iaul, the Man and his .work, by HainDich Weinel. 
G. P.J 
iuDLished by.Putnam>Sons, 
I [ 
1906. ~·read this book.while dn college and .was quite deeply tinterest- !i;,l 
ed tin tit. 
"1 
l?au:line Theology., by G. ,s. Stevens.· Published by Ghas. Scribner 1 s Sons, 
1892. This book w_as =read through. 
St. Paul, his Life ·and Times, by James J.Iverach. Published tiy Fleming B • 
.L 
·Revell Company. Read and .referred to fr,.guently.. 
' The ·Autographs of St. Paul., by Marcus .D. Buell. Published by Eaton·and Mains1 
1912. This book ~I ·have read very carefully twice. 
The Mind of Christ, by A. :D. Batchelor. Published by Jennings ·and g-:.anam, 
1912. Book =read through. for help on ·the •Letter to the PhiLippians. 
The Studentts u1te of Paul, by G. B. Gilbert. Published by The Ma~ill1llan Co~, 
1909. ~1 used this book as a text :in Boston Dniversity School of Theol-
ogy, and ·have studied 'it very carefully. 
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•· The Twentieth Century New Testament, a translation tinto modern English made 
from the oniginal Gree~( Westcott and Bortle ~ext} o~ a company of 
twenty scholars. fubltished by Fleming R. Savell Company, 1904 •. I :read 
the •Letters of :Paul, the ~Apostle, tin ·this translation for the purpose 
of =the effect of~a free, modern translation. 
The New Testament tin the Oniginal Greek, the text -rev.ised by lfestcott ·and 
Bort. Published by Macmillan and eo.:, -~ondon, 190a. ·I ·have .read cni t-
tica1ly tin Greek the ·Letters to the Galatians, Romans, :and eolossians. 
King James Version of the Boly·sc~iptures, Thomas ~elson rand Sons, ~~w York. 
This text was .used dn the :Dissertation. See .Dissertatien. 
American Re~ised ~ersion of the Ho!y Scriptures, Thmmas Nelson ~nd Son~. 
This text .was used for comparison and .reference. 
, The Expositors Bible, edited by .w. Robertson Nicoll. Published by ·A. c. 'Arm-
·strong and Son, 1903. 1 :read ~he live volumes tin this series that 
~expound the -:[,etters of Saul. The .wniters on these ·letters _ares 
1 and 2 Thessalonians--JaKes -Denney. 
Ga~a~ians--G.G. F-indlay. 
l -Coninthians--Uarcus :Dads, 
:2 Corinthians--James ;Denney. 
-Eomans--~and!ey ·0. G. loule. 
-Colossians--Alexander Maclaren. 
Ephesians--G. G. Findlay. 
Pol!emon--Alexander Maclaren. 
Philippians--Bobert .Bainy. 
The Pastoral ·Letters--Alfred Blummer. 
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A Short ':Introduction to ·the1{t1terature of ·the Bible, by Richard G~ .Moulton. 
Pub1ished by :n. ,c. Heath and .co. ·-l :read ·and studied this book carefull 
• 
A :Dictionary of the .Bible, .edited by :James Has'hings. Published by ;Cb_as. Scnib 
~ne~'s Sons, 1901. Qn ·this ;Dictionary cr :read the •articles on iaul ·the 
Apostle,· and on:each of ·his ·letters ·•itb-autbors as followsi 
Paul the Apostle--G.'G. ffiindlay. 
Galatians--Marcus :Dods. 
l~nd ~ Thessalonians--W. 1Lock. 
1 and -2 Coninthians--A. Robertson. 
-Romans--A. -Robertson. 
Colossians--J. O. E. Murray. 
Ephesians--W. ·Lock. 
Phi1ippians--J. Gibb. 
Philemon--J. H. Bernard. 
The pastoral •Letters--W. •LAck. 
' t 
;Dictionary of Chnist and ·the Gospels, edited by Ja~as Bastings. Article on 
Paul by w. Sanday. This ·article .was carefully :read. 
The Encyclopaedia Bnitannica, eleventh edition. ·Article on Paul by ·JameH 
Vernon Bartlett. Article carefully read. 
The Encyclopaedia Bib:hioa. Article on Paul, by Edwin aatob and W. C. ·van 
Manen. Article read. 
Questions ·and ·Answers on the PauLine Epistles, by ~arcus .D. Buell. These 
.uno, -11, -12. 
notes .were ·used tin seminaryAand carefully studied since that time. 
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The Manifold Message of the iospel, ~dited by Charles M. Stuart. iublished 
by ~ennings and G!rabam, 191;3. Wr.iters on the •tetters of Paul•as followsl 
Galatians--Amos .w. iatten. 
1 and -4 Thessalonians-~D. M. Tompkins. 
1 and -2 •Cor.inth1ans--Wallaoe N. Stearns. 
·Romans--Rollin H. -Walker. 
Golossians--1. Ft •. w. •llesemanl\1, 
Ephesians--L. ·L. }iammitt. 
Philemon--Ohas. M. Stuart. 
ihilippians~~w~·a. ·§arolay. 
The pastoral ~~etters--Samuel Plantz. 
Bible ·Criticism and the Average Uan,~~oward Agnew JooDsLon. Published by 
Fleming H. Revell Company, 1902. Bead the chapter on."The WI!it'tings of 
Paul~, Pages 190--208. 
!ne Worker;and Jis Bible, by .E. a. Eiselen·and W. 
~he .icard of Sunday Schools of the Methodist 
studied and taught ·this book 
a. ·~arolay. Published by 
1909. i)piscopal Church~ :~ ·have 
" 
lhe ¥ractioal Commentary on the New Testament, edited by w •. Robertson Ricoll. 
Published by Jennings and Sraham, 1905. ,In this series tl r.ead and stud-
tied Epistle ·to the Ephesi_ans, by Joseph Par.Ker. 
,Introduction to ~The Temple Bible~, edited by ·vern•n .Bartlett. ~ublished by 
J. B. •Lippincott Co.:, 1902. -Read this tintroduot1on to 1 _and 2 '!'hess-
·alonians, Galatians, and l·and 2 Oon1othians. 
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The Oambr.idge Bible for S6hoo1s and 'Colleges, ·edited by J. J. s. ierowne. 
The Univeraity ir.eas, Gambr.~iige, 1898. -Bead 1 ·and 2 Tnessalonians by 
G. G. P!indlay. 
The.·~1fe of ~t~ Jaul, :~ames italker. Fuo~isbed by ~. ]. Glark, Edinburgh, 
1910. This book.was :read. 
I -
.. 
Fr.inaiples of -Rhetonic:, by A. S. Hill. The :rev:.ised and enlarged .edition .was 
studied, published by (American Book Co~, 1895. 
Gutlines of -Rhetor.ia, Genung. Puoii3ned by Ginn-and Co~, 1898. Studied. 
Elements of -Rhetoric, by -Richard -Whatel~, •!rchibishlp of ·~ondon. iuo~ished 
by Sbeldon and Co~, New ¥ork, 18?6. This book .was studied with special 
:reference .to ·Argumenta1i1on ·anct f3J:suasion. 
Manual of English Prose 'Literature, by -Wm. Minto. Published _by Ginn~nd Ca~, 
188'/ ~ .Eoik studied -w.i th special .reference to F.igures of Speech. 
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evident than in the letters of Saint Paul. 
Paul, the Man. 
---;.----~----- il 
The first step towards a thorough study of a man's rhetoric or literary f'i 
\) 
style is a study of the man himself. 1n literature grapes do not grow on 
thorn-bushes nor figs on thistles. A man .expresses HIMSELF as much with his 
pen as with his .eye or his bandshaRe. The .eye is often referred to as the 
window of the soul: a man's handshake .indicates the force of his character. 
Just so a man's manner of writing tells what manner of man be .. is. A man's 
style can no more be separated from him than can his .eye or his band. These ~11 
grow out of him and serve to ~ndex his soul. A man's life .is a unit consisting 
in t~e abundance of things that be doth as well as in what he bas and is. In-
deed what be does is the flower of what he is. For a time there may be imitat-
ion and hypocrisy but these can neither go far nor last long. A man will in-
evitably come to his own. Especially in literary composition there must be 
spontaneity and sincerity. Paul was a true man. His prodigious achievements 
,, 
in many fields were made possible because he never stood in his own way. There _ l 
had never been a Paul up to his time and the world bas not produced once since. 
He bad an intense .individuality and we can get to his style through his person-
ality better than in any other way. 
His Race: 
A man's racial affiliations determine his tendencies. Paul belonged 
C).. 
toAunique race of men. The Hebrews are a peculiar people and Paul inherited all 
the peculiarities of his steeR. He was very religious. He was .intensely emot-
ional. He was a mystic. He held rigorously to tradition and law. Be revered 
the Jewish patriarchs. These things were in his blood. He acquired some 
Hellenistic manners, but these were grafts on the parent stock. After years 
of GreeR culture and wide travel be turns, in his deepest moments, to the 
I 
\ 
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thoughts and .ways of his fathers, .even as a foreign-born American, though 
proud of the country ~nd tongue of his adpption, will, in moments of stress 
and .excitement, return to his mother language. Paul always reckons 
ing to the Jewish calendar, makes eeB frequent reference ·to Jewish customs, 
Jewish laws.and Jewish feasts. Many of his metaphors and turns of expression 
are derived from that quiet family life for which the Jews haYe been disting-
uished in all ages. The Jew blood in faul is .ever mingled with his writing-
ink. 
His Education: 
Faul would receiYe the customary aewish.education •. All parents were 
bound to instruct their children .in the-history and .in the religion of their 
Deut.62?. nation: ."Tiou shalt teach them diligently unto thy children, and thou shalt 
talk of them .when thou·sittest .in thy bouse, and when thou walkest by the 
Deut.S%20,21 way, and when thou liest down, and when thou risest up.~_"When thy son askest 
and 24. 
th~~ .in· time to come, saying, What mean the testimonies~ .and the statutes, 
and the ordinances, .which Jehowah our God hath commanded you? then thou shalt 
say unto thy son, We were Pharaoh's bondmen in-Egypt: and Jehovah brought us 
out of.Egypt.with a mighty band---And Jehovah commanded us to do all these 
statutes. to fear_ Jehovah our God, for ou_r good .always, that be might preserYe 
us alive at this day~. 
In addition to the home training school education began.at the age of 
six. In most cases this.elementary school was.attached to the synagogue of 
the town. In these synagogue schools the course of study was restricted mostly 
to the law.and .its application. 
Furthermore Eaul studied at jerusalem. According to his own testim-
!cts 22i3. ony iamaliel .was his teacher~ .0 1 am verily a man which am a Jew, born in Tar-
sus, a city in C111c1a, yet brought up in this city, at the feet of Gamaliel, 
and taught according to the perfect manner of the law of the fathers, and .was 
zealous toward God~. Thus .we see the law continued to be the chief subject 
,I 
Acts 5t38. 
Bage 64. 
' 
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of study cin the secondary school. .And yet Gamaliel was very liberal-minded. 
When Beter.and the other.apostles had been.arrested for their good works in 
d 
the .name of Jesus, .and some of the Pharisees:and Saducees called for the 
punishment of death upon ·them 1 t was Gamaliel .who counselled care .and toler-
ation: ."And now I say .unto you, Refrain from these m•n, .and let them alone't 
for if this counsel or this work be of men, it will come to naught: but if 
it be of God, ye cannot overthrow.it; lest haply ye be found to fight again-
st God II. There .is no doubt that Paul .imbibed some of the liberal spirit of 
his great ~erusalem teacher, and although the rigor of his early training 
seemed to dominate him in the forepart of his public career, yet ~amaliel's 
spirit very clearly .influenced ·him in his later life. Dr. Fl. W. Farrar .in 
his fifth Excursus writes:.nln what we .know of Gamaliel, we trace,. a tone, 
a spirit, a point of view, wbicb.eminently resembles that of his far greater 
pupil. His decis.ion that soldiers in war time, and all people .engaged in 
works of mercy, duty,or necessity, might be exempted from the more stringent 
Sabbatical traditions; his concession of rights of gleaning to the poorer 
brethren; his direction that the."Peace be with you" should be ·addressed 
even to pagans on their feast days - are all exactly analogous to the .known 
sentiments of the Apostle; while the just, humane, and liberal regulations 
which be la~d down to prevent tbe unfairness of husbands towards divorced 
wives, and of disobedient children·towards their mothers., ·are identical in 
spirit to those which St. Paul applies to similar subjects". 
Seeing that Paul wrote in Greek he must have had some .education in 
the Greek language. It is guite possible that a young man with St. Raul's 
thirst for knowledge may have read Greek literature while studying in Jer-
usalem. While tbe Greek of the letters of St. Paul could never be called 
classic .it more nearly approaches the classic than any other part of the 
. · ~e Le.tter to .the BeQ.rews. New Testament-with the~ except1on of theA~~:tn.~ 
-~-- -----~---=· ~-~~----------------------
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The influence Df Greek style is apparent in the letters of st. Faul ~n the 
long sentences with the thought sustained to their close, .in the wide vocab-
Eph. SjS--12.ulary, and in the rich and varied apparatus of phrases and clauses. nunto 
Page 186. 
me, who am less than the least of all saints, .is this grace given,· that I 
should preach among the Gentiles the unsearchable riches of Christ: and to 
make all men see what is the fellowship of the mystery, which from the _begin-
ning of the world hath been hid_in God, who created all things by Jesus Chrisi 
to the intent that now unto the principalities and powers .in heavenly places 
might be known, by the church, the manif~~d wisdom of God, w~e according to 
the eternal purpose which he purposed in Christ Jesus our ~ord: in whom we 
have boldness and access with confidence by the faith of him.''' Professor 
J. H. Gardiner, in his book, "The Bible as English Literature~~ says, "St. 
Paul's special mission was the translation of a Gospel which bad been first 
delivered in terms of Jewish and Oriental thought into terms of Greek and 
modern thought"~ 
His Conversion: 
A greater influence than his training and education affected l?aul' s l 
style, namely, tpe influence of a sudden revelation of God to his inner 
spirit. The experience is detailed in the Book of Acts, Chapter 9. Paul 
frequently refers to in his letters. Consider the following, by way of 
1Tim.1J12&13.example, "And I thank Christ Jesus our Lord, who hath enabled me, for that 
l 
I 
l 
,I 
1 j 
he counted me faithful, putting me into the ministry; who was before a blas- ] 
phemer, and a persecutor, and injurious: but I obtained nercy, .because I 
did it ignorantly in unbelief". 
The interrelation and interdependence of the Acts of the Apostles 
and the Letters of St. Paul is an interesting fact. If Paul reveals his 
own character through his letters the author of the Book of Acts furnishes 
the setting for that character by giving the story of Paul's iife. 
1 j 
,J 
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.In that .uniq.ue little book, "[oe Autographs of Saint Paul"·~ by 
Professor Marcus D •. Buell of Boston University School of Tbeolog~, ~uke, 
l?age 20. \ the author of the Book of .Acts is descr.ibed as Paul• s ~F.idus Achates'~• 
iage$ 20 and 2ll)r. Buell writes: "rtbe book of Acts in those v:ivid g~impses of the great aposiij 
which were first caught by a . .keen-eyed traveling companion and colabore~, : 
beginning at the psychological moment when he. first crossed .into Europe of 
the Gentiles and only ending with tllose two years' ministry in the heart of 
the Roman world,· furnishes an .incomparable basis for comparing the portrait 
of the apostle drawn by a contemporary, with those. self-r.evelat.ions made by 
Paul himself in his extant writings. One sees emerging from this phenomenal 
histor.ical sketch of a long complex of prov.idential events with ever-growing 
distinctness, the lineaments of a unique and powerful personality,. none of 
I 
whose words, sentiments,· or acts are at variance with those which are every~ 
where disclosed in the epistles"~ 
Paul's great life-exper.ience, as outlined .in the Book of Acts 
and referred ~o in ~~e his letters, .is well cal~ed Paul'~ Conversion. It 
completely revolutionized his whole life. He himself speaKs of it thus: 
Sal!ai~nfs~ ."For ye have heard of my conversation. in time past .in the Jews'. religion, 
l Cor.15:d. 
how that beyond ~easure l persecuted the church of God, and wasted it; and 
profited in the Jews' religion above many my eguals .in mine own nation, being 
more exceedingly zealous. of the traditions of my fathers. But when it pleas-
ed God,· who separated me from my mother's worn~, and called me by his grace, 
to reveal his Son in me, that I might preach him among the heathen; .immed-
iately I conferred not with flesh and blood"~ 
To Paul this transforming experience was a ~ew ~irth. "And last 
of all he was seen of me also, as of one born out of due time."· Paul became 
a .new man.Not a feature nor a characteristic, not a theory nor a practice, 
not an inheritance nor an acquirement but what was either radically broken 
up or thoroughly cbangej on that day. He bad seen Christ. When Ananias was 
, 
'I 
I 
' ~, 
·' I 
I 
l 
J 
author.ized to open the eyes of Paul that bad been sdcken blind by the v.ision 
at the time of his conversion on the Damascus road he proceeded to his task 
with considerable trepidation. But Ana.nias did his duty. Paul received his 
Acts ifl? >sight at his bands. The record reads thus:"And Ananias went his way., and 
anf1 18. · 
• 
entered into the bouse; and putting his bands on him, said, Brother Saul, 
the Lord, even Jesus,· that appeared unto thee in the way as thou camest,· hath· 
sent me,. that thou m1ghtest receive thy sight, and be filled with the Holy 
Ghost. And immediately there fell from his eyes as .it bad been scales; and 
be received sight forthwith,• and arose and was baptized~~ With the opening 
of Paul's eyes he looked out upon a new world. On that day the course of his 
·life and activity and eapression was turned into another channel. 
While Paul's QQDYil'I10n may be 4il9~~&#€~j,.g. in one sense it 
is not so .in another sense. It itself defies explanation but .it explains 
many factors in Paul's after life and experience. It .is the tap· root of his 
theologtrnd .. it throws .1 ts romant.ic light over his literary expression.· There 
is a dogmatism about Paul~s theology as a result of definite and claar-cut 
conversion: also there .is an energy of style that .is .inexplicable except in 
the light of this indubitable experience. It would seem as .if be bad enough 
of experience on that d~y to last him a lifetime. It will not be anticipating 
too much to say right bere that Paul expresses himself clearly because be 
bad seen Ch~ist clearly and experienced the Christ touch ~mmediately; that 
be writes forcefully because such deep convictions were burned ~nto ~'m 
. his soul that day on the road to Damascus; that there .is a vital unity in 
r 
all his letters because that great .initial expe~.ience contolled and colored 
all his expression; that there .is a beauty and grace .in all his words and 
phrases because the baptism of power was also the baptism of goodness and 
love. 
That Paul is always easy to understand .is not the .1mpl1cat.1on a-
1 Tim.~,1S.: 7 bove. His high subject and our lean expe~ience often preclude tbat.nJith-
1 Cor.· 2,14.~ out controversy great ~s the mys~ery of godliness.•, •aut the natural man 
re4eiveth not the things of the Spirit of God: for they are foolishness un-
to him: neither can he know them,· because ·they are spiritually discerned.~· 
In a sense and to sense faul is a mystic.· Be deals with matters where ~manls 
reason flags helpless'.· Paul bad the genius for expressing inexpressible~ 
thoughts.· The mystical ~s closely associated with the emotional. Paul~s 
'1 Know' was the outgrowth of his ~1 have felt'. lltt~t Such an experience 
as be bad in conversion was possible because of his superb .imagination and 
his capacity for feeling. And these powers of soul were not paralyzed that 
day but awakened to a deeper and truer meaning. In his writing days ~aul's 
neart, bat the tenderness of a child!s heart and the passion of a beast of 
prey on just provocation., Dean rarrar quotH,. Casaubon, Adversaria. ap. Wolf •. , 
page 135, as follows~"Paul alone of w~iters seems to have written, not with 
fingers and pen and-ink, but with his very heart~ his very feelings, the 
unbared palpitations of his inmost being"~ 
His GL·owth: 
Paull~ conversion did not perfect the man. Conversion is never 
more than a beginning in the right direction with an enduement of power to 
go on. With Paul the beginning was miraculous but the growth was evolutionary. 
Paul was still in the making and with him his quality of expression. He re-
tired to Arabia and there be bad opportunity to reflect and to formulate 
his beliefs. In that quiet time be grew in grace and in the knowledge of our 
Lord and Saviour aesus Cb~ist. When he came from that place of pr~yer and 
revelation he bad many things to learn about bimsel$, his work,· and others. 
breathe He began preaching in Damascus where he bad last intended to e~e~e out threat-
enings and slaughter. There be first tasted the cup of persecution which 
cup be was to drain to the dregs ere his earthly ministry was complete. The 
., 
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pain of suffering is often alive in his writings and his own pain gives him 
a heart of tender compassion. 
But Paul's pathos of style .is not more striking than his words 
of wrath.; He developg~ a vocabulary and a style of anger and scorn from the 
false and pestilential Judaizers. To have his own flock ravaged made his 
blood to boil and his words to flame forth. The ~ictims were his converts,· 
his children, his dearly beloved and longed for,· his joy and crown. 
As a Christian Paul had visions which left their marks upon his 
Acts12,1--4i· soul and so .influenced his expression. "I will come to visions and revelation! 
of the Lord. I. anew a man in Christ above fourteen yeats ago,(whetber ~n the 
body, I cannot tell;· or whether out of the bo:ly, I cannot tell: God knoweth;) · 
such an one caught up to the third heaven. And I anew such a man,twhether 
J.n the body,· or out of the body, l cannot tell: God xnoweth;) now that he 
was caught up into pa.ra.iise,· and heard unspeakable. words, which it is not 
lawful for a. man to utter.•• 
In his travels Paul saw sin at ~ts worst. Before his conversion ~ 
Faul bad experience with sin but his sins did.not outrage all moral decency. 
His had been sins of ignorance or stubbornness,or at worst disobedience. 
But now Paul came to see bestiality .incarnate in men. His list makes you 
Gal.5,1W-~1. shudder but Paul had looked in the face of it all and so wrote:"Now the 
works of the flesh are manifest, which are these; Adultery, fornication,· 
2Cor.12,7. 
uncleanness, lasciviousness, i:lolatry, witchcraft, hatred, variance, emulat-
ions, wrath, strife,· seditions, heresies,. envyings, murders, drunkenness, 
revellings, and such like.n Paul wrote h~t from the bell of such scenes. 
Paul was troublej with a thorn in the flesh which, without a 
doubt, influenced bis life and his language. •And lest I should be exalted 
above measure through ~he abundance of the revelations, there was given to 
me a thorn in the flesh,· the messenger of Satan to buffet me., lest I should 
-10-
be exalted above measure.~·lf we are not just like other p~ople ~n some par-
ticular., we are- prone to shape our whole course so as to reduce to the lowest 
noticeable terms our infirm! ty. Paul, though the humblest of men, eve.n 
boasts of fleshly advantages, as it wobld seem to offset tbe-~mpression of 
Ph11.3,t. ~ his physical peculiarity. "Though I might also have confidence ~n the flesh. 
It any other man thinketb that be bath whereof he might trust ·in the flesh,· 
I more.' Some of the charges which Paul'~ enemies made against him are di-
rected against his appearance and address, and his manifest .infirmity gave 
these charges plausibility. Be had to speak for himself against his foes and 
acor.12,11~ his thorn. "For I suppose I was not a whit behind the very cbiefest apostles. 
But though I b~ rude ~n speech, yet not .in knowledge; but we have been thor-
oughly made manifest among you in all things. 0 • 
Because of real humility of heart, 'aul freguently passes abrupt-
ly in his letters from self-praise to self-abnegation, sometimes even quot-
ing the very reproach of his enemies,~I am become a fool .in glorying------
though I be nothing"~ The variable appraisals of himself by Jaul ee are to 
1 be exRained by his thorn. Be was extremely sensitive on that pointjtri,t~g 
_, 
striving to cover his trouble and yet fearful tbat be might be es misunder-
stood as proud and boastftil. In nlhe L1fe and Work of St. Paul~~ Or. F.W •. 
Page 122.F'arrar writes:" No.. ope ean even cursorily read St. Paul \s Epistles without 
observing that be was aware of something in his aspect or his personality 
which distres~ed him with an agony of humiliation-something which seemed to 
force him, against every natural instinct of his disposition, into language 
which sounds to himself like a boastfulness which was abhorrent to him, but 
which he finds to be more necessary to .b.iJDse.lf th.an to other .me.n.----1"& .is 
this which ex,pl_ains the -whole style .and char.acter of his Epistles"• We are 
r 
safe in suppoting the theory.that Paul'~ language woul~ have been.quite dif-
. ferent from what it is if he had not_die1 daily. 
l. ------. «• ---~~·--- --
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f We may be very sure that Paul wrote according to his nature and 
experience. Some characteristics be carried from the cradle to the gravei 
some were his endowment when he was born from abovei some arose .in him be-
cause of his labor of lovei all had a distinct influence upon his literary 
• 
expression. Some qualities were fixed in his soul, and yet he was ever a 
growing man. With Ulysses, in Tennyson's poem, Paul might well have saidi 
"I am a part of all that I have met. 
Yet all experience ~s aa arch wherethro' 
Gleams that untravellfd world, whose margin fades 
For ever and for ever when I move.q· 
These writings are lettersi . · 
Pa.ul! s extant literature is .in the form of letters. 
a style of their own. At best they are apt to be fragmentary. 
~etters have 
They are 
not written for critical examination. We have some letters ~n literature 
that are splendid examples of prose expression, such as those of Thomas Car-
lyle to his mother, but even these show little regard for the laws of rhetoric.' 
They do not possess the unity of a more formal composition. ~iKe a great 
many sermons they may be concluded in several places without any sense of in-
completeness. Letters are not carefully planned in matter and expression. 
They usually arise from a present, urgent circumstance, or else they are 
parts of a regular correspondence. They are generally spontaneous, and often 
quite irregular. Letters may be vivid and forcefu1, but their strength is 
usually an emotional rather than an intellectual strength. 
The spontaneity of letter literature is quite in accord with St. 
iGu!'s temperament. We have found him to be a man of deep feeling and 
decided individuality. He was ofttimes too deeply .in earnest to pay any 
heed to form, too angry to care about his language, too grieved in spirit 
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to attend to the manner of his expression. It may be that ~nto .no other 
literary form could be have poured the earnestness of bis soul. 
A ~etter-writer .is allowed many liberties. Paul uses his li-
cense ·to the full. Consider his habit of 'going off at a word'. he will bold 
to a line of argument very well for a time, but .in the discussion make use 
of a word which has irresistible associations for him, when he will leave 
the thread of his discourse ·and follow the· lead of ·the suggestive word. 
Such a habit of writing ~s not logical nor according to law,but with Paul 
it is very effective and leads to a fine conclusion. 
fbe word ~Jews•. ~as full of suggestivenes~ for Paul. It furnish-
1Thess.2,14&li.es a splendid example of the digression mentioned above. ~For ye, brethren, 
became followers of the churches of God which .in Judaea are .in Christ Jesust 
for ye also have suffered like things of your own countrymen, even as they 
have of the~:!~; who both killed the Lord Jesus,, and their own prophets, 
and have persecuted ~s;· and they please not God, and are contrary to all 
It is this guali ty of style that causes Dr. Farrar .in .. The Life 
iage 633. and Work of St. Paul"r to write: "The style of St. Paul may be compared to 
a great tide ever advancing irresistibly towards the destined shore,· but 
broken and rippled over every wave of its broad expanse, and liable at any 
moment_to.mighty refluences as it foams and swells about opposing sandbank 
or rocky cape. With even ~ore exactness we might compare it to a river 
whose pure waters, ·at every interspace of calm, reflect as in a mirror the 
hues of heaven, but which is liable to the rushing .influx of mountain tor-
rents, and whose reflected images are only dimly discernible in ten thous-
and fragments of quivering colour, when its surface is swept by ruffling 
r: 
P~ge 105. 
Each one of· the letters of· Paul, the Apostle., arose out of· a special 
exigency. Paul was not a professional letter-w~iter. Indeed ~t seems as 
if be never would have put pen to pape~,. or dictated any letters, .if he 
could have been with his f~iends whenever be so desired. To jaul w~iting 
letters became a necessity rather than being a matter of choice. Be never 
wrote for pastime .nor for future generat.iona, though we are under eternal 
obligation to him for writing. Paul wrote to a church when be could not 
visit it and when a word from him was much needed. He wrote for specific 
reasons every time. Something definite was in his mind, something of a 
very urgent character,when he would leave his preaching or his weaving for 
w~iting letters. This urgent cause, whatever it was, determined his words 
and his tone. 
Other elements than that of the special condition of the church 
to which be addressed himself entered 1nto the character of each letter. 
The place from which the letter was w~itten, the peopl• with whom be was 
living,and the church with which be was laboring_.at the time of writing,. 
all served as a background and a viewpoint from which Paul looked out .upon 
the church ·to which he wro)e. 
Professor Richard G. Moulton in "AShort Introduction to the ~iter­
ature.of the Bible"• writes:"A pastoral epistle is called forth by an emer-
gency~ in its doct~inal discussion the apostle 1s bringing to bear upon 
this emergency the expanding thought of the new religion". Professor Moult-
on regards all of the letters of St. Paul as pastoral. An emergencyJ~~t~~f, 
either in the form of an error or a doubt, created a mood of discontent 
in the mind of the Apostle and this mood would inevitably creep out on the 
written page by way of reproof or exhortation. As no two emergiences were 
just alike in any two churches Paul's mind was always differently agitated 
and as a result each letter has its own peculiar cast of style. 
-14-~rhe ~etter to the Galatiansr 
Professor Buell of Boston Univer~ity presents strong e~idence 
in favor of the theory that the Letter to the Galatians was the first of 
faul•s letters in point of time. Throughout this study we shall consider 
this letter first. 
Paul bad a special interest in the Galati~n people. Amongst them 
be bad established his first churches. With them be began his misaion to 
the Gentiles. lt was in Pisidian Antioch that the Jews first rejected the 
Acts 13, 45and46.Gospel of Paul,and where, straightway, be turned ·to the Gentiles. .~But 
when the Jews saw the multitudes, they were filled with envy, and spake 
Acts lS,· 19. 
Acts li,· 23. 
against those things which were spoken by Faul, contradicting and blasphem-
ing. Then Paul and ~arnabas waxed bold, and said, lt was necessary that the 
word of God~bould first have been spoken to you: .but seeing you put it away 
from you, .and judge yourselves unworthy of everlasting life, lo, we turn to 
the Gentiles.~• The same rejection on the part of the Galatian Jews, and the 
same turning to the Gentiles, occureed in the towns of !conium, Lystra, 
and Derbe. Only the Jews became more savage in their opposition. Ot the 
Jewish attitude in ~ystra we readi'And there came thither certain Jews from 
Antioch and !conium, who persuaded the people, and, having stoned Paul, 
drew him out of the city, supposing he had been dead~ 
1'1le·work in Galatia alway£3 appeared to Paul as a Kind of probation 
and ordination for the great missionary work of his succeeding years. These 
Galatian Christians belonged to Paul in a peculiar way. Once and again he 
visited them, counting no sacrifice too great, if only be might .be with his 
early converts for a short time. In the course of his third missionary 
journey Faul "went over all the country of Galatia and Phrygia strengthen-
ing the disciples~~ 
But Paul was not left unmolested in his Galatian claim. While he 
was in Galatia, as we have noted, the Jews had opposed him and driven him 
-1 
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out. After he had gone they took advantage of his absence to push their 
claims and to turn aside iaulls converts. False Judaizing teachers came 
from Jerusalem for the express purpose of undermining P.aulls .influence and 
teaching. They affirmed that iaul was no true apostle, that his doctrine 
was unscriptura1, and ~mmpral in tendency. These contentions made the 
Apostle righteously ~ndignant, and he wrote the letter to the Galatians. 
It is most likely that Paul wrote this ~etter to the Galatians 
from the city of Corinth. Corjnth was a very wicked city. It was difficult 
for a man with a conscience, such as the great Apostle possessed, to be of 
a co~tented spirit in Corinth. lhe lack of sympathy which faul felt for 
his Corinthian env~ronment may be said to be reflected, in a measure, .in 
his Letter to the Galatians. 
~ 
I 
I 
! 
I 
jaul wrote at this time to defend himself and the Gospel of Christ,! 
l 
to expose the proselyters, and to strip the wool from the eyes of the ~alat- ! 
ian Christians. lie wrote f.ieraely, and yet tenderly, for the sake of his 
own children in the Gospel. The letter is a perfect cyclone in words of t~~~ 
memories,and grief,. and wrath, and sba~e, and conviction, and love, and 
hate, and confession, and assurance. There is no initial thanksgiving. 
No congratulations appear. Every now and again throughout the letter 
there is an outburst of indignant remonstrance. And still the consistent 
spirit of wrath in the letter against the Judaizers .is tempered by an under-
current of sympath7· for the weak, foolish ~a¥atiti~ Christians. All the 
stops of a highly emotional nature are drawn out for the expression of the 
thoughts and feelings which have been aroused .in the great Apostlefs soul. 
However Paul'~ power of thought does not suffer from his deep 
feeling .in this letter. ae adheres to his subject. He develops his thesis 
with strong and clear logic. The letter as a whole presents an argument 
that bears down all opposition and wins all fair-minded readers. 
The distinctive rhetorical guality of the Letter to the Galatians 
. -·. - . -; 
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might be called FERVENT, SYSTEMATIC ARGUMENTATION--mighty thought-systems 
are clothed in strong worda, effectively arranged. 
The ~etters to the ThessaloniansJ 
It is quite generally agreed that from the city of Cor.inth Faul 
also wrote letters to the Thessalonians. The first letter was prompted by 
1Thesa.S,6-S. Timotbyls report from the city of Thessalonica. !But now when Timotheus 
came from you unto us, and brought us good tidings of your faith and charity, 
and that ye have good remembrance of us always, desiring greatly to see us, 
as we also to see you: therefore, brethren, we were comforted over you in 
all our affliction and distress by your faithj for now we live, ~f ye stand 
fast in the l,.ord. "' faul bad e-.per.ienced espec.ial .joy .in his wor.lt at Tbessa-
lonica. ae ·had been driven out of Th~~~ Philippi. At Thessalonica some 
very influential men, such as Jason, accepted his Gospel and cast •in their 
lot with the Christian people. flowever, for the safety of his friends, 
and because some of his enemies bad followed him, Paul bad to leave Thessa-
Acts 1?,9-10a. lonica rather hurriedly. nAnd when they bad ta.lten security of Jason, and 
of the others, they let them go. And the brethren ~mmediately sent away 
Paul and Silas by night unto Berea."~ 
Paul bad hoped to return to Thessalonica very soon. ~e felt that 
his wor& there bad not been completed. He was ~n some anxiety over the 
converts,. for he .ltnew that ·~bey were liable to persecution. But he was not 
1 Tbess. 2,18. permitted to return, passing on instead to Athens and Corinth. WWherefore 
we would have come unto you, even I l,al, once and again; but Satan hindered 
us.~· But Timot~y was sent to Thessalonica to find out just bow the young 
church was doing. As noted above, Ti~othy's report, ~n the main, was a 
good one. It reminds Paul of his happy times with the Thessalonians and calls 
forth his commendation and gratitude. 
What a difference between the tone of the first letter to the 
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Thessalonians and that to the Galatiansl That to the Thessalonians is 
saturated with gratitude and affection. The style .is simple and direct. 
Its special characteristic might be termed CHARMING 1NTIMIC~. 
The language of the Second Letter to the Thessalonians is sharper 
than that of the First. Paul had heard, perhaps from the bearer of the first 
2 Tbess.i,1~ letter,that some disorders had set in amongst the Tnessalon~ans. ~For we 
and 12. 
bear that there are some which walk amang you disorderly, worKing not at 
all but are busybodies. Now them that are suoh we command and exlort by 
our Lord Jesus Christ, that with quietness they worK, and eat their own 
bread." Some statements in the first letter touching the secon4 coming of 
Christ had been misinterpreted so as to induce gossip and idleness. lt 
seems as if Paul is still at Co~inth when this second report comes. Be is 
quicK to write again, endeavoring to control into calm and to shame into 
diligence the gossipers and idle ones. His affection is not dimmed; only 
ir 
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2 Thess. 1,3. 
,, 
his anxiety is increased •. "We are bound to thank God 'lways for you, bretb- t 
2 Tbess. 2,1 
and 2. 
.. 
ran, as .it is n:eet, because that your faith groweth exceedingly, and the 
charity of.every one of you all toward each other aboundeth." But as we 
read this letter we are very soon sensible of e~ a sterner tone than that 
e 
of the first letter. The Second Letter to the Thessalonians is onAof 
if 
KIND EXBOJATION. The keynote of the letter, a type passage,is the following! 
n 
Now we beseech you, brethren, by the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ, and 
by our gathering together unto him, that ye be not soon shaken in mind, 
or be troubled, neither by spirit, nor by word, nor by letter as from us, 
as that the day of Christ is at hand". 
lne Letters to the Corinthians: 
Apparently Paul's next letters in order were to Corinth rather 
than from it. Manifestly the First Letter to the Corinthians was written 
from Ephesus towards the end of a three-year sojourn in that city. So we 
f ~ 
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might reasonably expect to find some Ephesian coloring in the letter. '! Ephesus; 
I 
I 
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was a city of magic and superstition. There was the temple of Diana, which 
weieh was temple, art museum, and bank, all :in one. Formulae o~ magic were i 
in such common use in Ephesus that converts to Ch~istianity found ~t hard 
Acts 19, 18; to break away from them. "And many that believed came, and confessed, and 
and 1~. 
shewed their deeds. Many of them also which used curious art~rought their 
books togethe~, and burned them before all men: and they counted the price 
of them, and found it fifty thousand pieces of silver." Because of this 
inherent superstition and because of the bitter opposition of those who 
made their gain by making images Paul had hard fighting at Ephesus and the 
·t h resol~ness of the language in the first Letter to the Cor.intAians may be, 
in part,due to conditions at Ephesus. 
For their own sake it would not do for Paul to mince matters with 
the CorintUan Christians .if the reports that came to him were genuine. 
The household of Chloe repotted serious divisions in the Corinthian Church. 
Different parties·arose within the church according as one preacher and 
1 Cor. 1, 11 organizer was preferred above another. "~or it bath been declared unto me 
and 12. 
of you, my bretbten, by them which are of the house of Chloe, that there 
are contentions among you. Now this I say, that every one of you saith, 
I am of Paul; and I of Apollos; and I of Cephas; and I of Christ." 
Also there was evidence of sin of darker hue, namely, fornicat-
1 Cor. 5, 1. ion. ~lt .is repotted 6ommonly that there is fornication among you, and such 
fornication as is not so much as named among the Gentiles, that one should 
have his father's wife." Paul, of sturdy conscience, could not be expected 
to looK upon such outbreaKing sin with tba least degree of allowance and 
be expresses surprise that the Church should. Be uses language ~~a~ the 
meaning of which can never be mistaken. I' is simple and unadorned, sharp 
and clear. His moral vision is not blurred. He can lay bare the heinousness 
of lust as surely as he can rebuke false teaching. 
,• 
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The First Letter to the Corinthians .is one of the ·longest of the 
letters of St.· Eaul. Moreover there .is no .useless verbiage .in .it, no 
'beating about the bush'. Paul has something very definite to say and he 
says it with clearness and directness. The distincti~e quality of the 
letter might be termed UNCOMPROMISING STRAIGHTFORWARDNESS. 
In the Second Letter to the Cor.inthians.; as we have these letters., 
tone 
~aul adopts a somewhat gentler.than that of the F~rst Letter. We might 
quite safely conclude that Paul feared he had been too severe in some letter , 
2Cor.?,Sand~. previously written. In this second recorded letter he writesi .nFor though 
I made you sorry with a letter,, .I do not repent, though I did repent: for 
I perceive that the same epistle hath made you sorry, though it were but 
for a season. Now I rejoice, not tha~ ye were .made sorry, but that ye 
sorrowed to repentance: for ye were made sorry after a godly manne~, that ye 
might receive damage by u1 in nothing~~ Jaul had been waiting with some 
anxiety to know how a former letter had .been received. Apparently this 
letter, which has been lost,· was a severe .one. If it were not well received 
by the Corinthians it were better for Paul not to vis.it them. He had gone 
from Ephesus·into Macedonia to meet Titus on his journey from Corinth. 
e Titus brought a favorable report of the reception of this sever.letter,· 
and the door into the hearts of the Cor.intltaas seemed wide open. 
In our Second Letter to the Corinthians Paul expresses these 
2cor. 2, l--a. resolutions. "But I determined this with myself., that I would not come 
again to you in heaviness. For _if I make you sorry, who .is he then that 
maketb me glad, but the saae which .is made sorry by me? And I wrote this 
same unto you, lest, when I came,· I should have sorrow from them of whom I 
ought to rejoice; having confidence in you all,· that my J:oy .is the joy of 
you all. 11 1 
The favorable report from the Corinthian Church naturally pleased 
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:Paul. This second letter of ours reveals this gratitude. And yet the 
Corinthian Christians were far from perfect. They were very easily deceived 
-s 
by the false apostles. They even guetioned faults author.ity., a.nd some of 
them forsook Ohnist. ,_Jt .was .necessary for Paul to represent the Judaizers 
as they really .were, and to ~indicate his own method .and message for their 
2 Cor. 11, 3-5. sal{es and the sal{e of the Gospel. . "But .:r fear, ·lest by ,_any means, as the 
serpent beguiled Eve through his subti1ity, so your minds·should be corrupte~ 
from the -simplicity that ds 1in Ghrist. For tif he that cometh preachetb 
another jesus, whom we ·have .not preached, o~tif ye :receive another spirit, 
.which ye have not received, or another gospel, which ye'have .not :accepted, 
ye might well bear .with ·him. For I ~suppose ~ .was .not a whit behind the 
very chiefest apostles." 
On account of -the mingled feelings of gratitude, solicitation, 
and anger ·in the Apostle's ·heart the style of the Second Letter to the 
Corinthians ;is occasionally ·labored. The ease and grace cf the first ·letter 
are ·lacking. There ,ts ·little system tin the ·letter. The~expression through-
out the •letter might be said to be characterized by SPONTANEOUS EMOTIONALISM. 
The Letter to the Romans: 
Just as the Second Letter to the Corinthians tis the least system-
.atio of the wnitings of Paul so the Letter to the Romans tis the most system-
·atic and lo~ical. It ·seems to hA.ve been written from the ai ty of •Corinth 
during Paul'6 ~1Dter1stay there. Of ·the morals of Coninth .we have already 
written. .Eor the Apostle .it was a ~ucb better aity than when he .wrote from 
it to the Galatians and the Thessalonians. Be naJ found ·some very congenial 
friends .in the city by this time, and formed some pleasant 'associations. 
Romans 16, -23. "Gains mine ·host, and of the whole church, saluteth you. Erastus the chamber-
·la1n of the o1 ty ·salutet'lb you, :a:nd1 ~a.,.t.nR ·A ht'other." 
Paul bad .not been tin Rome as yet. However be bad been brought 
·-
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into close ·touch with the church there by reason of the fact that the 
Christian cburch·bad been founded by those who .were his converts in other 
parts. Paul was desirous that in Rome, the center of the pagan world, l 
there should be a full comprehension of the Gospel of Christ. So this letter 
. I 
stands out as a scientific-treatise of the Gospel system. It ~s less impass1 
ioned ·than the other letters but more logical and intellectual. Here Paul ! 
is a lawyer interpreting the law rather than a barrister pleading before 
the court of-the people for tolerance and fair play. The language is calm 
and well-chosen, ·the tone deliberate, and-the style clear and strong. We 
might say-that the distinctive rhet&rical quality of·tbe ~etter·to the 
Romans is LOGICAL CLEARNESS. 
The Letter to the Colossians: 
Between'the Letter·to the Romans and-that to the Colossians 
.. 
there' seems to have been an .interval of-three years or more. These were 
stormy years and when Paul does write again his writings afford evidence 
of the fact that be has been in the storm. The sufferings of His Master 
were falling upon Paul. He went from the city of Corinth up·to 3diusalem 
in a roundabout way and all the way he had prophecies of coming trouble. 
In Jerusalem he was mobbed by jealous ~ews; about to be scourged be appeal- : 
ed to his Roman citizenship for the first time; be was thrust into prison; 
a plot was formed against him and to save his life he was hastily removed 
to Caesarea. In Caesorea be appeared before Felix, Festus and Agrippa and 
because of ·his appeal to Caesar was taten·to Rome. After a stormy voyage 
in which Paul gave hope and courage-to all others in·tbe ship at last the 
Apostle arrived in Rome. He was thrust into prison and,altbough given a 
' J,. 
number of unusual priv.leges, his confinement told upon his writings. Al-
most all the remainder of Paul's !etters came out of the Roman prison. 
·----····· ··----- -~~-------------------------------
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·his •soul .was tnot bound. The great . .Apostle ~never gave .way to discouragement: 
And yet he borrows some of ·his .words•and ligures from his surroundings. 
Galatians '~a. "Withal praying :also for .us, that God would open .unto .us'a door of.utter-
ance, to speak the mystery of ·Chnist, for .which ;I -am also ,in bands." 
Colossians seems to have been the f.irst p~isan letter, although 
Colossians and Ephesians .were probably .written •about the same time. iaol 
Qid not found the church at Colassae !in the Lycus valley, but tit was _es~ab-
·lished by his disciple, Epaphras, ~nd this gave Paul~ pastoral dnteredt 
Col. 1, 7 ana B~n tit. "As ye also ·learned of Epapbras our dear fellow servant, .who ds for 
you a faithful minister of Christ; who also declared .unto .us your ·love ~in 
the Spirit." Epaphras apparently ·bad come all the way from •Colossae ·to 
Rome to acquaint his master .with certain mischievous dn~luences that .were 
creeping <into the Colossian church,· and to ·ask ·his counsel. False teachers 
had been .insisting on·a mass of.nitualism; tintermediary beings .were being 
worsh~pped; mere .ethical pnino1ples were being preached as sufficient for 
salvation •. Such doctnines and practices were tintolerable to Paul. fte could 
not go to the Colossians so he .writes to tell them of the entire suf~iaiency I 
of Christ. Not knowing the members of the Colossian church ;individually, 
. the point and passion of the ·Letters to the Galatians and to the Coninthiansl 
,is absent. This letter 1is more formal than those to the Thessalonians 1 
and to the Pbillipians. The subject ,o1! the Letter to the Colossians tis a 
comparatively new one. Tbe 'Same fluency of ·language and freedom of ·style 
.is not to be expegted ·as tin ·some of the other letters. And yet the ·language 
:is very definite and concrete. 
The timpression left after •reading the Letter to the Colossians 
.is that Paul, by virtue of bis of:fiice, was attempting to show the night 
place of emphasis ·in the Gbnistian faith. There tiS considerable doctnine 
and some formality., even .in the practical' portions of the ·letter. The 
style ~is THEOLOGICAL AND OFFICIAL,!n cits character. 
Ool. ~~ 22. 
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The Letter to the Ephesians: 
Tne Letter·to the Ephesians is quite closely linked to that 
to the Colossians. It was written about ·the same time and carr.ied by the 
same messengers. There .is a strong parallelism between the thought and 
language in these letters. The same words and phrases predominate .in each. 
The resemblances are especially numerous in the parts containing the pract-
ical.exhortations •. •servants, obey in all things your masters according 
to the flesh; not with eyeservice,· as menpleasers; but in singleness of 
.Eph. 6~5 and S.heart, fearing God .. " ."Servants, be obedient to them that are your masters 
accordind to the flesh, with fear and trembling, in singleness of your 
heart, as unto Christ; not with.eyeservice, as menpleasers; but as·the 
servants of Christ, doing the will of God from the heart." 
However there .is a deal of difference between these two letters 
Epb. 1, 1. 
A difference of circumstances and occasion makes sameness·impossible. The 
:tetter to the l!.:phasians is quite clearly a circular letter intended foe 
several churches. While in the English we read at the t8 beginning of the 
letter, _apaul, an apostle of Jesus Christ by the will of God, to the saints 
which are at Ephesus~" 1n the original Greek the words."at Ephesus" are 
lacking. Uarcion gave the letter the title~"to the Laodiceans". There is 
an absence of greetings from several of Paul's companions in th~tetter 
to the Ephesians and this is not the case in the companion letters, Col-
some 
ossians and fhilemon. It would seem as if ~&e mention of t~eee companions 
would have been made had the letter been intended for a single church. 
But all being omitted it is reasonable to conclude that all .weee not known 
in all places to which the letter was dirested. 
The language in the Letter to the Ephesians is more abstract 
and general than in tbe Letter to the Colossians. This would naturally 
be the case in a letter that was to be read to several churches having 
different needs. 
' 
Epb. f, 10. 
Philemon 22. 
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And yet there tiS a 1distinct mes~age :in the ·~etter to the 
Ephesians. :Paul .wanted to ·show ,in this ·letter that the Gentiles had a 
standing tin Christ ·.as .well :as the Jews; that tit .was the eternal purpose 
of God to gather all •into oneness tin Chnist. .~Tnat ;in the dispensation of 
the fulness of times ·be might gather together tin one all things tin Christ, 
both which are tin ·be.aven, •.and .which a~e on earth; :even tin him. 11 This tis 
a great theme and :its g~eatness ·bas an effect on Faul's style. 
The style of the ~etter to the Ephesians as a .whole tis marked 
by .DIGNITY AND STRENGTH. 
The Letter to Philemon: 
Paul's ·lett~r to Philemon :is not .unlike modern correspondence. 
For instatlce, . "Letters of C.-Lamh, .with ·a sketch of His ·lJife~:, published 
by 'TI. N. 'I'alfourd tin 183'7., ·and reedited by aazli tt tin 1886. .Jn :rea1i ty 
these letters form the ~utobiography of Charles Lamb; and, tin like manner, 
the ·letters of PauL, the Apostle, form his biography, :and espeoiallp cts the 
personal -letter to Philemon self-revealing. 
Paul did not expect that any other .eyes than those of Philemon 
would look .upon these words. Be was ,intimately acquainted .with Bhilemon 
and therefore ·be might .wnite to him,without -reserve. Philemon's ·house 'had 
been a sort of Bethany ·home for Cbnistians, and iaul ·himself, .was .looking 
forward to a visit with his friend. ~But .withal prepare me a ·lodgings for 
.I trust that through your prayers .I shall be given unto you.~ 
Jt was a de1ioate matter that prompted Paul to .wnite to his 
fniend at this ti~e. ae wanted Philemon to take baci Onesimus, :a -runaway 
slave, .and treat him as a brother. That .was asking :a good deal from :a 
man who was accustomed to man~ge his own affairs. ihilemon was a man of 
authority. ~e .was -wont to command rather than take orders. But .no eeBfieseet 
suppliant patronizing .is .apparent on .Paul's part. There ,is perfect free-
-- -- ______..... 
-- ~- ---~-t-
- .... ~-~-· ., -· 
Phil. 4, 1. 
Phil. 2., 25. 
Phil. 4, 10. 
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dom .in the letter. ~t reminds us of our:every day correspondence with 
little care for form_al rules of composition. Indeed the style .in ·the letter 
to Philemon is very spontaneous and unstudied. Compared with the remainder 
of the correspondence of Paul, the Apostla, the distinctive quality of 
the letter to Philemon .is UNSTUDIED GRACE. 
The Letter to the Phili~p.ians: 
Paul writes one more letter during his first Roman imprison-
ment. The great Apostle bad a special regard for·tbe Christians at Phillip}. 
It was here that·he planted·his first church on European soil. As Faul 
loved the Philippians so ·they loved him. Wherever he went they followed 
with tender thought, frequently making contributions to his physical ne-
cessities. They never questioned his apostolic autb~rity but believed his 
word to be the pure word of God. 
This letter shows forth the love of Faul's heart for his friends 
-"~j,itJllitl:.f.Ll My brethren, dearly beloved and-longed for, my joy and crown." 
This letter was seemingly written at this time because Paul bad just re-
ceived a voluntary gift from the Christians at Philippi and he wishes to 
make known his deep gratitude to them by the returning messenger •. PYet I 
supposed it necessary·to send to you Epapbroditus, my brother, and compan-
ion in labor, and fellow soldier, but your messenger, and he that minister-
ed to my wants •. " ."But I rejoiced in the Lord greatly, that now at the 
last your care of me bath flourished again; wherein ye were also careful, 
but ye lacked opportunity." 
The Letter to the Philippians is the least dogmatic of all 
of the letters of Paul. It sets forth the true Gospel in very simple form. 
There is a tendency to some disunion in the church at Philippi but even in 
speaking of this Paul uses mild terms. Only once does be seem to be stirred 
Phil. a, 2. by an angry passion: . "Beware of .dogs, beware of evil workers, beware of 
~------- ----~------------------------------------'~~~~ 
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the concision." 
In this letter we have then the warm, free outpouring of a 
loving heart expressing itself with unreserved gratitude and tenderness 
toward the favorite children of his ministry. Tie letter affords us a deep 
look into the character of tha great Apostle. The characteristic~ of the 
letter ~ BRIGHTNESS AND SYMPATHY. 
The Pastoral Letters: 
Paul bad appointed T.imothy and T.itus to look after the inter-
ests of certain churcb~~hat he had founded. They were .in reality pastors 
or shepherds of-the Christian p~ople in these places. Paul did not leave 
them to their own counsel, inexperienced as tbey·themselves were, .but 
writes to them on the qualifications and duties of those who are true pas-
tors. Two letters were wrttten·to Timothy and ont~ to fitus and these ·three 
are commonly spoken of as the Pastoral Letters. 
These Pastoral Letters are just as personal as the letter to 
Philemon and this intimacy affects their style. In a recent book edited 
r 
fage 159. by Dr. Cha).es M. Stuart, . "The Manife~d Message of the Gospel~, B~. Samuel 
Plantz writing o~ these pastoral letters remarks: _aBeing less official 
and more confidential·than the other writings ascribed to the great apostle, 
the Pastoral Epistles have many expressions and usages of language which 
are special and not characteristic of the Pauline Epistles •• There is less 
logical vigor in them, but more tenderness and solicitude. They lack the 
brillancy and strength of some of the other writings, but betray the same 
deep spi~itual tone. Although there are occasional doctrinal digressions 
they are intensely practical and are related to the particular needs of 
localities and times.a 
Although these three letters are all Pastoral the differences 
in localities and times, as well as the difference betwaeoj·the-~wo pastors, 
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make some rhetorical distinction inevitable. 
The rirst Letter to Timothy: 
the First Letter to Timothy seems to have been written while 
Paul was .enjoying a space of freedom between ·the first and second .imprison-
- menta. Paul loved timothy as a son :in the Gospel. Timothy had been ~rue 
to Paul in service and in his bonds. After his release Paul seems to have 
visited the Church at Ephesus. Seeing their need be appointed Timothy 
as their pastor and went on his way. But ~aul realized that the task at 
'timothy 
Ephesus was not an.easy one and that~ was young and somewhat timid. 
Q Tim. 1, 12 •. "Let no man despise thy youth; but be thou an .example of the believers, 
in word, in conversation, in charity, in spibit, in faith, in purity." 
Paul seems to be writ,..bg from Macedonia: it is not long since be was in 
iphesus; be knows all about the false·teachers and the gossiping disturbers 
1 T~im. 1, i&~. 11 As I besought ·thee ·to abide sti~l at Ephesus, when I went .into Macedonia, 
that thou migbtest charge some that they te~ch no other doctine, neither 
give heed to fables and .endless genealogies, which minister questions, 
rather than godly.edifying which is in faith: so do." 
From these circumstances, Paul's special care for Timothy, 
a consciousness of his youth~ul timidity, the seriousness of the problems 
to be solved, and withal,a burning desire that the Christian Church prospe~ 
there arises a .. style specially characteri~ed by PRACT.IC~AL EARNEjNESS. 
The Letter to Titus: 
The Letter to Titus cis supposed to have been written at about 
the same time as the first letter to Timothy. Titus was a Grntile who had 
been of real service to Paul, assisting him in establishing the Guhrch in 
the island of Crete and being left·there to complete·the organization. 
Titus was a strong and fearless leader. Paul wishes to impeess upon his 
""tb D..JJ, ~ 
mind the instructions that had been given prally1 and is the wister to join 
L 
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~tk~. 
!itus 3, 12. t- him, Paul, .in Nicopolis ..... "When I shall send Artemas unto ·thea, . or Tychicus,, 
be diligent to come unto me ·to Nicopo)is: for I have determined ·there·to 
winter." 
There are serious and delicate situations to be managed An Crete 
Titus l, 10_12~"For there are many unruly and vain·talkers and deceivers, specially ·they 
of-the circumcision: whose mouths must be stopped .1 who subvert whole housS1 
teaching things which ·they ought not. One of-themselves, :even a prophet of 
2 Tim. 2, 9. 
8 Tim. 4, 16. 
their own, said, The Cretans are always liars, ;evil beasts, slow bellies." 
The Letter to Titus is very plain and practical, outlining situations. 
clearly, and giving very definite ~ules of treatment. The Letter·to Titus 
might be characterized as'a manual of CHRISTIAN ;DISCIPLINID. 
The Second Letter to Timothy: 
This Let•er /.~1/itJ.f.J, was written during Paul's second •.impr.is-
onment, a period of closer confinement and of much less hope of liberation, 
than that of the first imprisonment. Many passages in-the Second Letter 
to Timothy denote persecution and hardship •. "Wherein I suffer trouble, as 
" an evil doer, even unto bonds."· At my first answer no man stood with me, 
but all men forsook me: !_pray God that it may not be laid to their charge! 1 
2 Tim. 1, 15. ."this thou knowest, that all they which are in Asia be turned away from 
me; of whom are Phygellus and Hermogenes." 
Although Paul will not allow his afflictions to overwhelm 
him it is inevitable that·they should affect-the tone of his writing. 
There is a loneliness and sadness that cannot be brushed aside. It would 
seem as if the chief reason for writing this letter was that Timothy might 
2 Tim. 4, 9. come·to him in his sore trials. "Do thy diligence·to come shortly unto me". 
2 Tim. 4, 11. "Only Luke is with me. Tak~ Mark, and bring him with thee: for he is profit· 
? Tim. 4, 21. able to me for the ministry." ."Do thy di~igence to come before winter." 
T\t.e~e is nothing of_ weakness in. this letter. The great Apostle 
never loses heart for a moment. There is more of the triumphant in the t 
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letter than there .is of the sad. The tr.ue soldier lives .in Paul to the 
2 'f.1m. 4, '1 &: a. very end. ''I have fought a good f.ight, I have finished my course, l have 
~ept tbe faith: henceforth there :is laid up for me a crown of righteousness, 
which the Lord, the righteous judga, shall give me at·that day: and not 
to me only, but unto all them also that love his appearing." Moreover 
Paul is as brave and as unselfish .in his directions as be is in his faithl 
2 Tim. 2, a •. ~fbou·therefore endure hardness, as a good soldier of Jesus Christ.• 
Letter S. 
The Second Letter to Timothy furnishes a fine literary example 
of how PATHOS AND POWER may be combined without any weakness on·the one 
band or any harshness on the other. This is·the distinctive guality of the 
Letter. 
Thus far in this study the letters of Paul have been consider-
ed separately, according to the .individual setting and expression of each. 
It is the purpose now to study them collectively, ascertaining their relat-
ions or the bearing of each upon one central topic. This is the rhetorical 
principl~ of Unity. 
Oni ty is one of the essential qual! ties of good wr.i ting •. It may 
be considered in connection with sentences and paragmaphs or as affecting 
entire compos! tions. In the case of the Letters of Paul, the Apostle, .it 
seems possi~le to arrange them all under one common topic. The strong per-
sonality of the author himself .is, to say the least, a common bond of unity. 
He binds the products of his great mind together by one absorbing theme 
and by the use of a characteristic style. 
Ruskin in ."The Elements of Drawing"., writesz "t;omposition means, 
literally an~ simply, putting several things together., so· as to make one 
thing out of them; the nature and goodness of which they all have a share 
'I 
- " - . - -- - - - " ' 
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tin producing. Thus :a musician coRposes an ai~, by putting notes together 
in certain relationst a poet composes ~ poem, by putting thoughts ~nd .words 
tin pleasant order: and~ painter a pictu~e, by putting thoughts, forms, 
and colours cin pleasant order. 
"In all these oases, observe, an ~ntended .unity must be the 
result of composition. A pav:iour cannot be s_atd to compose the ·he_ap of 
stones which 'he empties from·his cart, nor :the sower the ·handful of seed 
which ·he scatters from 'his band. -~t tis the .essence of composition that 
everything should be 1in·a determined ~lace, perform an tintended part~:and 
act, ,in that part, ·advantageously for :everything that tis connected .with tit. 11 
:lt appears to us that the ·letters of Paul, taken all togethe~, 
fulfill this criterion of John Ruskin. 
To go·at once to the paint, faulTs basal theme tis, THE BE1IEVER}3 
LIFE IN -CHRIS]. From ·his own ·life, from the ·lives of those of ·his followers 
who eere true to the Gospel Paul constantly strives to make clear the Chr.ist 
life. By concrete examples, by abstract statement, by .exhortat.ion, by con-
trast, ·be seeks to keep that ·life fo~emost and make tit .winsome. Although 
those to .whom Jaul wrote varied greatly in their spiritual .needs, and dn 
their .religious standing faith 'in Ch~ist :is Faui's .universal prescription 
and ·his constant theme. -
The following might be taken:as a topic verse for .all of Paul's 
Rom. 1,16&17~pistolary writings: °For ~I ·am not ashamed of the gospel of Ohnist: for dt 
~is the power of God unto salvation to.every one that believeth; to the Jew 
first, and ·also to the Greek. For therein •is the -righteousness of God :reveal-
ed frm faith to faitb: as tit tis written, The Just shall ·live by faith." 
We must now seeK to discover ·bow each ·letter relates !itself 
to this common theme, and how it maKes :its distinct contnibution. 
I 
~ 
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Gal.1, :Q--5. 
Gal. :2, 16. 
Gal. ;E, 11. 
G_al. 4, 4and5. 
The Letter to the Galatians: 
The particular phase of the Chl1.istian ;life th_at tiS ·treated 
tin the Letter to the Galatians 1is the condition of ~dmission and contin-
uance. This condition tis faith tin Christ. Justification by faith tin Ch~ist 
,is the theme of the ·letter. This theme tis very closely ~1lied to the •aain 
theme of all the ·letters, the Believet's Life .in Ghnist. ilt might be re-
garddd as the main di~ision of the basal theme. 
The 1Letter to the Galatians tis clearly autobiographical. The 
;Damascus .road experience ·is a pivot around .which the whole ·letter =revolves • 
. In one sense the letters of Paul form an antio1ima~: this first one ,is the 
· most :important and the most ~ital~ !t forms a ·sort of text for ~11 of the 
other ·letters. Itds, above.all ·the others, the topic ·letter. Baul very 
clearly writes ·his own experience of Justification by jaith 1in Christ tinto 
this •letter. 
We will choose a passage from eaoh chapter tin the ·letter to 
illustrate the prevalence of this theme. 
"Grace _be to you,. and peaca, from God the Fathe~, and from 
our Lord Jesus Chr.ist, who gave himself for our sins, that he might de1iver 
.us from this present ev.il ;world, according to the ;will cf God and our 
Father: to.whom ·be glory for ever and ever. Amen." 
"Knowing ·that a man tis not Justified by the ;works of the 
·law, but by the faith of Jesus Ch~ist, even .we have believed 1iD Jesus Christ, 
that we might be justified by the faith cf Ohnist, ~nd :not by ·the .works 
of the ·la~: for by the .works of the ·law shall .no flesh be ~ustified." 
."But that no man tis justified by the ·law tin the ·sight of God, 
tit •is evident: fo~, The just ·shall •live by faith." 
"But when the fulness of the ·time .was come, God ·sent forth 
·his Son, made of~ wo~an, made .under the ·law, -to·re~jem them that .were under 
the law, that ~e might .receive ·the :adoption of ·sons." 
G_al. :5, 6. 
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_"For tin Jesus Chnist ~neither aircuaoisian ,a;vaile th :_anything, 
nor ~unaircumoisian; but faith .whioh.worketh by ·love." 
·they 
G 1 6 13 d14 . !I For ;neither •theD!selves who are oiraumaised keep the •l_aw,· a • , an • 
1Thess.l, •2 
·_and -S. 
hut desire to•have you airoumoised, t~at ·they may glory dn your flesh. 
But God forbid ·that I •should glory, ·save tin the cress cf our •Lord Jesus 
Christ, by :whom-the .wo~ld tis cruaified unto ~e, ~and Ll unto-the :wo~ld.~ 
Mucb ·argument tis .not ·.necessary to prove that the ·tetter to the 
salat.ians :is closely ;rel_ated to the basal ·thought of :_all the ·letters, ·.and 
th~t tit makes·a large and distinct contribution thereto. 
The Letters .·to ·the Thessalcnians: 
The Letters to the Thessalonians offer concrete tillustrat.icns 
cf what tit neans to be •a believer tin Ohnist. The Thes~alcnian Chnist~ans 
are worthy of commendation .when they believe 1in Cbnist•and ·live His ·life, 
•and they ~re open to onttiaism tin so far :as they depart from the pninaiples 
of that ·life. 
The ·Apostle opens his correspondence .with ·tbe Thessalonians 
by-thanking Sod for ·their faith~nd good works. -~We give t~anks ·to God 
·always for you :all, making IIenticn cf you tin cur pr_ayers; :reiiember.ing .with-
out ceasing you~ .work. cf faith, :and ·labor of ·love, :and patience cf hofe 
tin our Lord Jesus Chnist, tin ·the ·sight cf Gcd ·and cur father .. " The con-
tinued Christian consistency of the Thessalonia•~ believers, ~s •reported by 
1Thess.3, ? 'llimothy, gives Paul ·heart tiD the -aity cf Corinth. -"Therefore, brethren, 
and 8 • 
. we were comforted over you 1in ·all aur~ffl1cticn·and distress by your faitbJ 
for new we live, t1f ye stand fast :in the Lcrd." 
The exhortations :in these letters to ·tbe Thessalcni_ans :are 
very direct and practical, ·showing hew a believer :in Cbnist aught tc ·live. 
1Tbess.q, 11 •. "And that ye study to be guiet, •and to de y~ur even business, ,_and ·to .work 
!2Tbess.31 12 •. with your own ·hands." -~Now· them -t~at ~re such we cc~~and :and :exhcrt by our 
1Tbess.4, 17 
·and !8. 
:2Tbess. 2, 1 
·.and 2. 
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;Lord ·Jesus Obr.ist, th.at .aith quietness they .work, .and :e_at their own br.e.ad." 
The doctnine of tbe Second Coming cf Obnist ·bas considerable 
prominence tin ·tbese ·letters to ·the Thessaloniaas. llt tis :not treated -as ~ 
mere dcctnine but as'a ~ita11z1ng principle of conduct, ~n the first •letter 
Faul .wnites on this ·subjedt ·to.encouragecthe Thessalon~ans tiD the Obnistian 
-.way: tiD the second ·letter 'he deals w.i tb ·the ·same ·subject tin order to correct 
.wrong tinferences fran ·statenents tin his first ·lette~, .and ·to tinaite to 'a 
present conatstent ·life of Ghr.istian ser~ice. The Seccnd Ccming cf Christ, 
which by some 'Bas been given ·as the subject cf these ·letters, tis,tin .re.ali ty., 
•introduced by Faul as~ native cf Cbnistian ·li~ing • 
. "Then .we which :are ·alive and renain shall be caught .up to-
gether with them tin ·the clouds, to meet the ·Lord tin the :_aiD; :_and so ·sb.a11 
.we :ever be .Rith the 1Lord. Wherefore comfort one ;ancther.with ·these -words.n 
qNow .we beseech you, brethren, by ·the coming of cur ·Lord 
Jesus Chr.ist, •and by our gather.ing tcgetber wi tb ·him, ·that ye he .net ·soon 
·shaken tin mind, or be troubled, neither by ·spinit, .ncr by .word, ncr by 
letter :as from us, :as ·that ·the day cf Cbr.ist tis ,_at ·b_and. n 
Thus by:enccurageRent, exbcrtationiaDd doctrine Paul ·seeks 
·to·have the Thessalonians perfectly exerrp11fy the believe~'s ·life :in Ghrist. 
The rletters to the Corinthians: 
The Letters tc the Corinthians ~ight be •said to treat ·negativt 
ly the general tbene cf ·the Pauline letters, ·the .Believe~'s ·Life tin Chnist. 
They show bow, witbcut a true!and constant faith 1iD Christ, di~isions ~nd 
disorders are bound tc anise. They contrast ·the genuine Chnistian •life 
with the false •life, tc ·the advantage of ·the fcriier. 
Christ ·is ·the Head cf the church. ·All believers :are united 
~in Hi~. True Christians are not divided because they follow different 
under~stie~herds. ~here ·there :is ·sch1sa there 1is net ·the perfect Christian 
1Cor.1,11-15. 
. ~ 
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·life. . The Ccninthi_ans .were ·suffening div.isions, :_and, ·therefore,· they 
-were .net truly ·loyal·to -Ohnist • 
. ~For tit ·bath been declared .unto rre cf you, my brethren, by 
them which are cf ·the ·hcuse cf -Chloe, ·that there contentions 1_amcng you. 
New this ~l saj!, ·that .every one cf you ·saith, fi am of Paul; ·and t1 of Apollcs; 
-:and -I of Cephas; :and T of ·Chnist. !Is Christ div,ided? Was Ilaul or.uaified 
for you? cr .were ye baptized tiD ·the nan:e of Faul? ;J ·thank God 'that [1 bap-
'tized none of you, but CIIispus :and G_aius; ,lest •_any •should ·say ·that [1 'bad 
ba~tized tiD mine cwn ,narre~" 
.By ·shewing ·hew the Coninthiars ·bad ~iDfniz;ged the .reguirerrents 
of ·the ·true Christian ·life ·that ·life tin tits punity tiS made plain tin these 
- -·letters. The ·toleDance of ·an tincestucus person, ·laws.ntts between Gbnisti_ans 
:and ·heathen, fornication, disgraceful conduct tin church, all ~are contD_ary 
·to the ·spinit and the •letter cf ~he Chnistian •life. Baul claias that tin 
lCor. e, 15. the genuine Christian ·life even the body must be ·sanctified. ·''Know ye .net 
·that your bodies are the members of Christ? shall 11 ·then ·take the merrbers 
of Chnist, and rrake them ·the rrerrbers of :a ·harlct? God fcrhid.n 
Even the corrn:ands ,in these •letters are, ·to ·a great extent, 
1Cor.10, 7-10~ .. ' .pl'ohibitions. . "Neither be y.e tidolaters, •as were scrre cf them; :as tit :is 
:wnitten, The people ·sat dcwn ·to.eat:and dnink, ·and ;rose .up ·to play. Neither 
let us commit fornication, ·as rscme cf them commi ted, :_and fell tin one day 
1Cor.8,9-11. 
·three-and ·twenty ·thousand. Neither ·let us ·tempt Ohnist, ~s ·some of them 
also ·tempted ~nd were destroyed cf serpents. r Neithe 4 murmur ye, ~as ·some 
of them ·also ItUritured, •_and .were destroyed cf the destroyer. n 
TAe tindirect rretbod •.is further .used by F_aul tin ;wniting to the 
Co~inthians tin condeitning so~te·acticns ~net .wrcng tin themselves. Personal 
·11berty ,is :not ·the :tlirst rule cf ·the Gbnist~_an ·life. Paul exhorts to 
~bstinence, and praolices tit titself, ofttimes for the sake cf .weaker breth-
ren •. naut -~ake ·heed ·lest by~ny rreans this •liberty of ycurs become~ stumb-
---------------------------------· 
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•ling bleak ·tc ·then ·th_at ,_are .we_ak. .Fer tif ~_any. man see ·thee :which ·bast 
knowledge sit :_at ne_at tin ·the tidal's tenpla, ·sball :.not the consaienoe of 
'bin :which tis :weak be ·e~tboldened to ~at these things :whioh~re offered ·to 
tidols; :and through ·thy knowledge shall ·the ;weak brother penish, for .whom 
1 .cor. 9, 19. .Cbnist ·died?" And for ·himself Paul :wnites, . nFcr ·though ti be free from ,_a11 
men, yet ·have~ nade nyself servant unto:all, t~at II might gain ·the ncre." 
iln the ~eoond ·Letter to ·tbe CDninthians ·the Apostle continues 
tc nake the true ·life 1in .Gbuist -nanifest by ocntr_asting ·his own ministry 
w.ith ·that of ·the ·Judaizing teachers, :which tis •after the nanner cf Moses. 
!2Cor.:~, 14-16, . nAnd .net as Mesas, :which put •a vail ever ·his face, ·that the children cf 
. ·.and 18. 
;2Cor.11,!22 
'.and :23. 
:1Cor.12, 11. 
asrael could net ·st~adfastly •lcok·to·the end cf ·tbat :which tis·~bolishedJ 
but their minds .were blinded: for unto ·this d_ay remaineth the ·same v_ail 
.unt_aken ·away ~in the .reading of ·the old ·testament; ;which vail tis done •away 
liD Ghnist. But ·even untc this day when Moses !1S .read, ·the vail tis .upon 
·their ·heart. Nevertheless :when :it ·shall ·turn·to ·the Lord, ·the vail s~all 
be ·taken:away.---But .we~ll, -with open face bebolding~s tin~ glass~tbe 
glcry cf the •Lord, ·are changed :into the ·sane tinage fran glory to glorJ, 
even·as by·tbe ·spirit of·tbe ·Lord." 
!In vindi~ating ·his own ~pcstclic authcnity Paul nakes com-
paniscn with the false teachers. Thus ·his ·life becomes typical •. ~Are·they 
Hebrews? ·so ·an I. .Ane ·they llsraelites? sc 1_am ;I. 'Are ·they ·the ·seed cf 
. .Abrahan? sc :am ;r. :Are ·they ministers cf Cbr.ist?(:I ·spe.ak ·as ·a fool) ~1 ·_am 
nore; tin ·labcurs u:cre •_abundant, tin stl'.ipes ebcve neasure, tin pnisans ncre 
frequent, tin deaths oft. n 
-~I ~an beccne ·a fcol 'in elcrying; ye '~ave compelled m~: for a 
ought to ·have been conmended cf yod: for tin :ncthing ·an a behind the very 
chiefest apostles, though :I be .ncthing." 
:.Indirectly, but v.i vidly, ·the Believer's Life 1in Ghnist tis set 
forth ·tc the Corinthians, and to .us. 
Rom.2,11--11. 
' Rom. 9, 31--33. 
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The Letter to the Romans: 
In tits thought the ·Letter ·to the .Romans tis ver'y ·similar ·to 
the :Letter to the Galatians. The.conditions of the Chnistian ·life .are 
set forth •in the .. Letter to the Galatians: the results of faith tin Cbnist 
are logically set forth .in the Letter to the Romans. These results may be 
summed up tin the .word'rigbteousness'. The Believer's •Life ;in Cbnist tis a 
righteous: life. 
·As has .been stated when Paul .wrote the Letter to the Romans 
he ·had not.been tiD Rome. Nor ·bad be received very definite tinformation 
from the few Christians ·in that city. But he was truly desirous of having 
the Christian church make.a right start, and the members to .be true ex-
ponents of Ghrist, tin the capital oity of the world. Consequently he 
wrote this letter to the Romans, .which •is •in truth .a system of Christian 
docti'ine. 
The first eight chapters of this ·letter of Christian doctrine 
undertake to show ·bow, to Jew and Gentile alike, the only.adeguate means 
of a nighteous life tis faith in Christ. . "For there tiS no respect of per-
sons with God. For as may as have sinned without ·law shall also peDish 
w.ithout law; .and as many as have sinned :in the ·law shall .be judged by the 
law; ,(For not the hearers of the law are just .before God, .but the doers of 
the ·law shall .be justified. For when the Gentiles,wbicb have not the law, 
do by nature the things contained tiD the law, these, hav.ing not the law 
are a law .unto themselves~)a 
In chapters nine, ten and eleven of the ·letter Paul speaks, 
for the most part, of the Jewish people, showing how, through their .unbe-
·lief, they are at present unsaved, but how they may.be saved by belief 
in Christ. aBut Israel, which followed after the ·law of nighteousness, 
hath not attained to the law of righteousness. Wherefore? Because they 
sought it not by faith, but as .it were by the works of the law. For they 
L 
Rom.10, 1-3. 
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stumbled at that stumblingstone; .As dt tis w~itten, Behold ~ lay dn Sion 
.a stumblingstone.and a .rook of offence: and whosoever .believeth on ·him 
shall not .be ashamed." ."Brethren my heart~s desire and prayer to God for 
Israel ·is, that they might .be saved. For ·I bear them record that they 
have a zeal of God, but not according to knowledge. For they, .being t1g-
norant of God's ~ighteousness, and going about to establish their own 
righteousness, have not submitted themselves .unto the ~ighteousness of 
· God."· 
The remaining chapters tin the Letter to the Romans are pract-
ical chapters of exhortation, .based upon the truth that faith dn Chnist 
12 1 d2 will sanctify the •life tin all :its vanied relst.ions. "I beseech you there-Rom. , an • 
Rom. 3, 23-26. 
Rom.5,1and2. 
fore, brethren, by the mercies of God, that ye present your bodies a ·liVcing 
sacri£ice, holy, acceptable unto God, which tis your reasonable ser~ice. And 
be not conformed to this world: .but be ye transformed by the renewing of 
your mind, that ye may prove what :is that good, and acceptable, and perfect 
will of God."· 
A few additional quotations from the ·Letter to the Romans 
will not be out of place. They will show ·bow definitely Paul deals with 
tis e. his constant theme, the Believer's Life !in Chnist, :in this doctrinal treat-~ 
"For all have sinned, and come short of the glory of God; 
being justifiied freely by his grace through the redemption that tis tin 
·Christ Jesus: whom God sent forth to be a propitiation through faith tin his 
blood, to declare his righteousness for the remission of sins that are 
past, through the forbearance of God; to declare, ·I say, at this time his 
~igbteousness: that be might be .just, and the justifier of him which be-
·lieveth in Jesus. n, 
"Therefore being justified by·faith, we have peace with God 
through our ·Lord Jesus Chnist; by whom we have access by faith tinto this 
Romans 10,4. 
Col.1,19and20. 
Col.2,1Sand19. 
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grace wherein .we stand, and .rejoice ,in hope of the glory of God~"· 
"For Christ tis the end of the law for righteousness to every 
one that .believeth." 
Such references, dealing very directly with the doctrine of 
Righteousness, might easily .be multiplied. To exhaust such references one 
would need to quote the whole of the •letter, so pregnant ~is tit with this 
vital doctrine. 
The Letter to the Colossians: 
Up to this letter the emphasis has been upon the ·~ife of 
the Be1ieber. Here the motive power for that ·life ~s stressed. That 
· motive power ~s Christ,· and Christ alone. ae tis wholly suf!ioient for the 
·life of righteousness. This ~akes a distinct and valuable addition to 
the basal thought of the epistles. 
Some members of the Colossian church had been partially 
trusting to other •intermediary beings, tinstead of looking solely to Cbnist. 
·In this letter Paul represents Cbr.ist as wholly sufficient for salvation. 
"For .it pleased the Father that tiD him should all fulness dwell; and, 
having made peace through the blood of his cross, by him to reconcile all 
things unto himself, whether they be things 1in earth, or things ·in heaven." 
And .just as truly as the sufficiency of Christ is stated so truly tiS the 
·insuf~iciency of the false teaching proven. "Let no man beguile you of 
your reward tin a voluntary humility and worshipping of angels, ~intruding 
into those things which be bath not seen, vainly puffed .up by his fleshly 
mind, and not holding the Head, from which all the body by .joints and bands 
having nour.ish~ent ministered, and knit together., •increaseth with the 
increase of God." 
The Letter to the Colossians so ·lifts up Christ to the place 
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of preeminence that a righteousness Rithout his ·help ~s clearly out of the 
question. 
The Letter· to the Ephesians: 
The power and glory of Chnist are the factors of timportance 
~in the Letter to the Colossians: tin the Letter to the Ephesians, the 
Church, -the corporate body of believers, •.is the supreme factor. In this 
letter Paul passes from the dndi~idual Chnistian ·life to the ·life of all 
believers. The social .ideal predominates. The Be1ieverJs Life .in Christ 
•is expanded to the Believers' Life .in Christ. 
Jews and Gentiles are bound together tiD common pnivelege in 
~ 1 1 1 this letter. "In whom also we have obtained an \inheritance, being pre-J:Iph. , 1- 4. 
destinated according to the purpose of him who worketh all things after the 
counsel of his own will: that we should be to the praise of his glory, 
who first trusted in Chr.ist, In whom ye also trusted, after that ye beard . , 
J 
the word of truth, the gospel.of your salvation: tin whom also after that 
. 
ye believed, ye were sealed with that holy spirit o~ promise, which ~is the 
earnest of our ,inheritance until the redemption of the purchased possession,' 
unto the praise of his glory."· 
In the ·long and corr.prehensive prayer of this letter the solid-· 
arity of the church is kept prominent. Believers are ·looked upon as one 
Eph.B,14and15, great family •in the Father. "For this cause I bow my knees unto the father 
20and21. 
of our ·Lord Jesus Chr.ist, of whom the whole family ,in heaven and earth •.is 
named.-------Ncw unto him that ·is able to do exceeding abundantly above 
all that we ask or think, according to the power that worketh tin us, unto 
him be glory .in the church by Christ Jesus throughout all ages, world with-
out end."· 
Loving Chr.istian unity ~is Paul's exhortation for all Chnistian 
. . . ··~=======-------_,;;.""'='=~~~--.. \1 
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soaiety and for the home. 0therw1se there tiS .no true ·life tin ·Chnist. 
Eph.5,1 and 2~ ."Be ye therefore followers of God, as dear children; and walk Lin ·love, 
as eh~:~.ist also hath ·loved us, and hath g.iven himself for .us an offering 
Eph.5, 25--S2 .• 
and a sacrifice to God for a sweetsmel1ing eavour. 0 • 
~'-Husbands,·love your wives, even as Cbr.ist also loved the church, 1 
I 
and gave himself for .it; that he might sanctify and cleanse tit with the 
washing of water by the word, that he might present ,it to himself a glor-
•.ious church,· not bav,ing spot, or· wninkle, or any such thing; but that •1 t 
should .be holy and without blemish. So ought man to ·love their wives as 
their own bodies, Be that loveth his wife ·lovetb himself. For no man ever 
yet hated h~s own flesh; .but nour.isbeth and cherisheth \it, even as the Lord 
the church: for ee we are members of his body, of his flesh, of his ,bones, 
For this cause shall a man leave his father and mother, and shall .be joined 
unto his wife, and they two shall be one flesh. This !iS a great mystery2 
but I speak concerning Christ and the Church." 
The church's ·life ,in Christ ,is clearly the department of the 
main theme treated tiD this letter to the Colossians. 
The ~etter to fhllemons 
The Letter to Philemon~is a very short one. However tit 
makes a definite contribution to the general subject, the Believer's ~ite 
.in Christ. It makes clear the duty of a Christian emplorer to a servant 
who has .not been faithful, but who bas repented of his delinquency. The 
duty .is raised to the ·level of pr.ivelege. Forgiveness, charity., brother-
·liness--these are the graces of a true believer according to this personal 
letter. 
Paul practices what he preaches tin acting according to the 
pr.inaiple of ·love toward Philemon, when, ex officio, he might lawfully have 
Philem.e and i· used authority. ~Wherefore, though I might be much bold lin Chnist to en-
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.join thee that which cis convenient, yet for lovels sake I rather beseech 
thee, being such a one as Paul the aged, and now also a p~isaner of •J6sus 
Ohnist. "· 
Paul exhorts Philemon to this motive of ·love .in the fo1low-
Philemon 1~12. •.ing wordsi . ~l beseech thee for my son Oneaimus., whom ·l ·have begotten tin 
my bondst which tin time past was to thee unpro£itable, but now profiitable 
to thee and to me~ whom I have sent againi thou therefore .receive him, 
that tis, mine own bowels.~· This passage also declares the power of Ohnist 
to transform a dishonest servant 1into a protitable workman. 
ihil.l, 12-14,. 
1S~21,. 
The speaial ~essage of the Letter to Philemon ds, therefore, 
~ndust~ial ~n ~ts character. The 0bnistian employer will be conaiderate, 
the Ch~istian servant faithful. 
The Letter to the PhlLippiansi 
The ~etter to the fnilippians abounds ,in expressions of love 
and .joy. ,lt tis an ev,ident fact that the ·love and .joy are the fr.uits of 
union with Cb~ist. .In no other of Fau!Js letters does the Believerls 
Joy ~n Ch~ist receive such marked attention as •in this letter to the Philip-
piams. Accor~ing to tit when believers are at peace one with anothe~, and 
when they are perfectly .joined to 6b~ist, genuine joy tis bound to be the 
resultant. 
Paul's own optimism and faith under great difficulties, as 
,indicated tin this letter., are the best ,illustrations of his theme. 
nBut .I would ye should understand, brethren, that the things 
which happened unto me have fallen out rather .unto the furtherance of the 
gospel; so that my bonds tin Chr.ist are xna.nifest tin all the palace, and 
~n all other places; and many of the brethren ~n the Lord, waxing confident 
by my bonds, are much more bold to speak the word without fear.----What 
then? notwithstanding,every way, whether tiD pretence, or dn truth, Ohnist 
fhil.4, 1. 
ihil.4, 4-7. 
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~s preached; and l therein do rejoice, yea, and will -rejoice. For 1 know 
that this shall t.urn to my salvation through your prayer., and the supply 
of the Spir.it of Jesus Chr.ist, according to my earnest expectation and 
my hope, that r.in .nothing ·I shall be ashamed, but that w.ith all boldness, 
as always, so now also Christ shall be magnifiied tiD my body., whether lit 
be by ·life, or by death. For to me to ·live tis Christ, and to die ,is gain.~' 
And again tin exhortationi "Therefore, my brethren dearly be-
loved and .longed.for., my .joy and crown, so stan• fast ,in the Lord, my deanly 
beloved. n, 
llRejoice <in the Lord alwayt and again l say,.lejoice. ~et your 
moderation be known .unto all men. The ·~rd ,is at hand. ~e careful for 
nothing; but tin everything by prayer and supplication with thanksgi~ing 
let your requests be made known unto God. And the peace of God, which 
passeth all understanding, shall keep your minds and hearts through ·Chnist 
Jesus~ n. 
According to this letter one of the plain fr.uits of the Spinit 
~is joy. lf a believer does .not expenience real .joy something tis wrong 
· with his Christian experience. This <is the contnibution of the ~~etter to 
the Philippians. 
· The Two Let~ers to T:imothy., and the One to 1\itus: 
These ~astoral letters are, for the most part, manuals of 
direct.ions for ·.indiv;idual 0hr.istian,and for Church conduct. As such they 
are very practical. Their special theme tis, the Christian Worker~s ·Life 
and Work dn Christ. This ~s closely allied to the basal theme of all the 
letters and throws new and clear ·light thereupon. 
Paul f s clirectHms .in these letters are f,irst of all for the 
leaders themselves, ~imothy and 1\itua, and also for those subordinates 
whom they may appoint. The character and duties of each are considered. 
---- ·-------
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Examp:Pes of Faul' s declarations concer.ning the person of 
Timothy., and of rules for his guidance, might be selected as followsi 
1'f..im.1, 1e~na19. "This charge l commit unto thee, son limothy., according to 
1T.im.4, 12-16. 
~T:im. ~~ 1land12. 
2Tim.l,5ande. 
the prophecies which went before on thee, that thou by them mightest war 
a good warfare; holding faith and a good conscience. n, 
"~et no man des~ise thy youth; but be thou an example of the 
believers, .in word, ;in conversation, tin chal'.ity., :in spir.it, tin faith, ,in 
pu~ity. !ill ~ come, give attendance to reading, to exhortation, to doc-
t~ine. Neglect .not the gift that :is dn thee, which was given thee by 
prophecy., with the laying on of the hands of the presbytery. Me~itate 
.upon these things; give thyself wholly to them; that thy profiting may 
appear to all. TaKe heed unto thyself, and unto the doctnine; continue 
.in the~2 for .in doing this thou shalt both save thyself, and them that hear 
thee."' 
"But thou, 0 man of God, flee these things; and follow after 
righteousness, godliness, faith, love, ·patience, meekness. ffiight the good 
f~ght of faith, lay hold on eternal life, whereunto thou art also called, 
and hast professed a good profession before many withesses."' 
And tin the second letter: "When I call to remembrance the 
unfeigned faith that .is dn thee, which dwelt first ctn thy grandmother Lois, 
and thy mother Eunice; and I am persuaded that :in thee also. Wherefore ~1 
put thee ,in remembrance that thou stir up the gift of God, which .is ,in thee 
by the putting on of my bands."• 
"I charge thee therefore before God, and the Lord desus 
Christ, who shall judge the quick and the dead at his appearing and his 
kingdom; preach the word; be ·instant in season, out of season; reprove, 
rebuke, exhort ~ith all longsuffering and doctrine.• 
.. \. } 
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l1tUs·1~4andj. For !itusi ffTo Titus, mine own son after the-common faithi 
IJ:Ltus3, 1and2 .• 
tT,im. S, 1--4. 
1T.im. 3, i--10. 
. 2T.im. 2, 21. 
grace., mercy and peace, from God the Father and the ·Lord Jesus Chr.ist 
· our Sav.~our. For this cause left .! thee ,in Crete, that thou shouldest 
set Lin order the things that are wanting, and ordain elders .in every aity, 
as I had appointed thee.n, 
Also the qua1if.icat.ions of those Chr.i~tian workers .under 
Trimothy and 'llitus., and appointed by them, are enumerated. · 
~Put them lin mind to be subject to pninaipa~ities and powers, 
to obey magistrates, to be ready to every good work, to speak ev.il of no 
man, to be no brawlers, but gentle, shewing all meekness unto all men." 
n['his :is a true saying, .If a man desire the office of a 
bishop, he desireth a good work. A bishop then must be blameless, the 
husband of one wife, v.i~ilant, sober., of good behaviour., given to hospital-
ity, apt to teach; not ~iven to w.ine, no striker., not greedy o~ filthy 
lucre; but patient, not a brawler., not covetous; one that ruleth well his 
own house, having his children ,in subjection,etc."· 
"Likewise must the deacons be grav~, not doubletongued, 
not given to much wine, not greedy of filthy lucre; holding t~e mystery of 
the faith !in a· pure conscience. And let these also first be proved; then 
let them use the office of a deacon, being found blameless."• 
"Ir any man therefore purge himself from these, he shall 
be a vessel unto honour, sanctified, and meet for the master's .use, and 
prepared unto every good work."• 
~For a bishop must be blameless, as the steward of God; not 
selfwilled, not soon angry, not given to wine, no striker, not given to 
filthy; but a lover of hospitality, a lover of good men, sober, just holy., 
temperate; holding fast the faithful word as he hath been taught, that he 
may be able by sound doctrine both to exhort and to convince the gainsayers. 
-45- t Thus the speaial contribution of these pastoral letters to 
the general theme, the Believer'f s ·lJite tin Chr.ist, ,is the :fast or 1 s ·Life ~in 
Chr.ist. 
Conclusion on the Unity of the entire body of lettersj 
We have thirteen letters of iaul, the Apostle. }3ut, tin a 
sense,these are one. Beneath all their differences and variations there 
~s a fundamental theme. Each letter treats of some phase of the Eelieverls 
·L1fe .in Chr.ist. The Unity of all the letters tis ~ore than an expectation 
from a great saul ~ired with one ambition; dt :is an actuality. Just as the 
Bible <itself ,is one book, and also a library of sixty-six books, so the 
thirteen letters of Paul, the Apostle, can be thought of as one letter 
because they elaborate one general theme. 
The Unity of the Individual ~etters of Paul. 
---------~. ---:----.--~---~~-=-~-'7~~-~-~~~+--
In good composition the pr.inciple of unity ds observed not. 
only for the entire body of wr.iting but also for the constitutent parts. 
I 
It becomes necessary, therefore, for us to examdme the letters of :Paul 
one by one ~n order that we may discover .if this principle of unity obtains 
in each. The very fact that all the letters amplify the one general theme, 
as we have shown above, .is, dn some Reasure, a proof that there .is some 
coherence about each one. But this scarcely definite enough to be final. 
Romans12,4andf). In writing to the Romans Paul says, "For as we have many members ·.in one 
body, and all members have not the same office: so we, being many, are 
one body ~n Chr.ist, and every one members one of another." Borrowing the 
• figure here :it might be said that there are-many letters and each has not 
the same office and yet together they form one body. But as each letter 
has a distinct office .it will have a more or ·less distinct topic and a 
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unity within itself. Whether this be. the case or not we shall new attempt 
to discover. 
Of~~ie:e~=~B~ee facth already alluded to we must remind ourselves 
here. We must always bear in mind that these are but letters that we are 
studying. It is wholly impossible for a letter that bas to pay attention 
to several different de~ands to exhibit the same unity as a more formal 
composition. A business letter may be written for a single purpose and, 
if· that be the case, the writer usually goes direct to the point and 
having dealt with that comes to an abrupt close. But none of· the letters 
of· Paul are mere business letters. Some of them have business matters 
mentioned in them but there are also matters of friendship, of religion, 
of ethics, of personal experience, and many otb~r things. ro unite all of 
these elemeats ·into one requires rhetmrical art and literary sRill. 
And yet Unity in such an informal composition is possible if 
only the author have a strong personality and the gift of language. The 
different parts will find their untty in him. Many different kinds of 
nutriment go into the building of a tree, into the development of any par-
ticular branch of that tree: also in that one branch there are leaves, bark, 
fibre,· etc. But the tree is one and the branch is one, bound together by 
the force- of nature. So th~ Letters of Paul are one, and if we find the 
individual letters to be units, they are such because of the force of 
Paul'~ mind and heart.· 
unlty or the Letter to the Salatians: 
lt ~a not a difficult matter to find the unifying factor in the 
Letter to the Galatians. Paul bas one deep underlying motive in writing 
to the Galatians,~t this time,· na~ely, to set right the foolisb,bewitched, 
Christians of Galatia.· Judaizing teachers had been endeavoring to lead them 
astray and with some success. Paul knows full well the artfulness of the 
Sal.~, e. 
(t 
I 
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false teachers: he is equally as cognizant of the weakness and inexperience 
of· the Galatian Christians.: Seeing the whole situation clearly, being 
tile 
aware that allAmisdemeanors sprung from one primary source, Paul deals 
very definitely witp the root of· the trouble and starts out in this letter 
with the thesis,, Justification by raith in Christ versus Justification 
by the Mosaic Law. 
Paul states the topic of the, letter very definitely~s follower 
'for in Jesus Christ neither circumcision availeth anything, nor uncircum-
cision; but faith which worketh by love.n, 
IL may be tpat tile unity of the Letter to the Galatians can best 
, be shown by following the course of Paul's tnought throughout the letter. 
He opens the letter by saluting the churches and by laying claim to a 
divinely ordained apostleship. The Ga~atian Christians are then rebuked 
for departing from his gospel, which he affirms was revealed to him by God, 
for in no other manner could he have received because of circumstances. He 
bad taKen even the Apostle Peter to task for not being true to the gospel 
in substituting law for grace. Then Paul remonstrates with these Galatians 
for having turned back from the true Gospel to eeek justification by worKs, 
and shows bow Abraham himself was justified by faith. Christ has freed men, 
who will believe on Him, from the curse of the law and so fulfilled the 
promise to Abraham. Paul contends that the law had been given to prepare 
for and lead up to the gospel. He reprobates the conduct of those false 
teachers who bad tried to mislead the Galatians into the bondage of the law, 
rbe story of Agar and Sara is usej allegorically to show how grace is 
greater than law and bow the law ~ust give way to the gospel. A number of 
exhortations follow, which by their nature are difficult to relate to the 
tberee of the letter; and yet Paul relates them for he urges the Galatians 
to hold fast their freedom which they had obtained in Christ, always being 
lest their fieedom degenerate into licentiousness. From beginning to end 
Gal. i,23--26. 
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is intent on 
the Letter to the Salatians.on proving the superiority of the Gospel of 
Grace to adherence to the Mosaic law • 
. "But before faith came, we were kept under the law, shut up unto 
the faith which should afterwards be revealed. Wherefore the law was·our 
schoolmaster to bring us unto Christ, that we might be justified by faith. 
But after that faith is come, we are no longer under a schoolmaster. For 
ye are all the children ~ee of God by faith in Christ Jesus."' 
Thessalonians 
The Unity of the First Letter to theAB&±&~~~~&: 
Thessalonians 
rne First Letter to theA6a::l:a~~aBe is not so compact as the 
ae ~ee Letter to the Galatians. That to the Thessalonians is, for the most 
part, a friendship letter. In it. there are a number of topics discussed 
and it. is .rather difficult to find the controlling one. The subjects dis-
cussed in the course of the lett~r are as follows: 
Chapter One: thanksgiving for the Christian Life, and the wide Influence 
for good of the Thessalonian Christians. 
Chapter ~wo,l--16: The Motives:of Paul, Silvanus, and Timothy in their work 
at Thessalonica. 
Chapter Two, 1?--unapter Three, 13: the Permanent Interest of Paul, Sil-
vanus, and Timothy in the Thessalonian Christians. 
Ohapter Four, 1--12: An Exhortation to Purity and Inaustry. 
Chapter Four, 13--Chapter F1ve, 11: Instruction concerning the Lord'u ~e-
turn. 
Chapter Five, 12--28: An Exhortation to Unity and Helpfulness with a prayer 
that they may be Faithful to God. 
It is not an easy matter to find a vital relation among these 
several themes. The characteristics of the-Christian life seem to be set 
forth with special reference to tbe fhessalonian Christians. The matter 
l 
- -, ======~==~~-=-==================~~~~~~--=--~--~ 
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of the Lord's return is an important element in the letter,but,· by no 
means,. central. All parts of· the letter might possibly be related to such 
a theme as,- the Christian Life of the Thessalonians;· but the ohief fact~r 
of unity in this letter is the loving personality of the author., Paul, 
writi~g to his beloved children for the· express purpose of encouraging them 
in the Christian faith. 
The Unity of the Second Letter to the Thessalonians: 
The Second Letter to the Thessalonians is of firmer texture 
than the ~irst L~tter. The Second eoming of Christ is clearly the central 
topic in tbe Second Letter and all parts of the letter have some relation 
to this topic. Some advantage bad been taken of Paul's words of consolation 
on the second coming that appeared in his first letter to them. Gossiping 
2Thess.~,11and12~nd idleness bad resulted. "tor we hear that there are some which walk 
among you disorderly, working not at all, but are busybodies. Now them that 
are such we command and exhort by our Lord Jesus Christ, that with quiet-
nes~ they work, and eat their own bread.~• 
The first chapter of the Second Letter to the Thessalonians is 
introjuctory: Paul is thankful that they their faith and love increases, 
and that persecution cannot move them from the Christian way. At the begin-
or the second Qhapter 
ningAthe Second c5mlng is taken up-.and quite closely adhered to unto the 
2Tbess.8,1and8.- end of· the letter. -"Now we beseech you, brethren, by the coming of our 
Lord Jesus Christ,- and by our gathering together unto him, that ye be not 
soon sbagen in mind, or be troubled, neither by spirit, nor by word, nor 
by letter as from us, as that the day of Christ is at hand."· 
The Unity of the Pirst Letter to the Corin~ans: 
Ghrist ian Unity 1s the main topic of the First. Letter to the 
Corinthians. The first four chapters of the letter deal very directly with 
r c::=.=~::.·:::· ~.::::'-'.:~:C:':::..::.:..~-=:;:::::--=:=~':'cC::.·"c~:::'c.~c:•.::.:.·:c.c:.c:~.::::c"~: .. · 
<I 
1 T ~ I 
tCor.t,lt--12. 
1 Cor.16,20. 
L 
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this topic.: The lack of unity in the Church at Corinth,· the inordinate 
~ 
preferring of~human leaders by the members of the church, seems to have 
been the immediate cause of this letter by ~aul. "Now I. beseeeb you,.breth-
ren, by the· name of our Lord Jesus Christ, that ye all speak the same thing 
and that there be no divisions among you; but that ye be perfectly joined 
together in the same mind and in the same judgment. For it bath been de-
, . . 
clared unto me· of· you, my brethren, by them which are of the house of 
Chloe, that there are contentions a~ong you. Now this I sap, that every 
one of you saith, I. am of Paul;· and I ef Apollos; and I of Cephas; and I 
of Christ."· 
for the first four chapters of the letter Paul keeps strictly to 
the topic of Christian Unity;· then he makes reference to some serious lax-
ity of discipline in the case of ipcestuous person; replies to questions 
concerning marriage and celibacy, and concerning the eating of food conse-
crated· to idols;· then he speaks rather sternly about reverence in worship; 
expresses himself very gracefully on the nature and use of spiritual gifts; 
takes up the resurrection; and closes the letter with some directions re-
garding collections for the saints, including personal plans and general 
salutations. 
Inasmuch as without regularity in worship and sincerity in faith 
First 
there can never be true Christian Onity the whole of the Beeee~ Letter to 
the Corinthians may be said to bear directly on that topic, the first four 
chapters directly, and the remainier of the letter indirectly. That. the 
matter of unity is in Paul's mind appears at the close of the letter where 
be writes, aGreet ye one another with a holy kiss.'· 
fne Unity of the Second Letter to the Corinthians: 
In a very special manner Paul is in evidence in his Second Lettet 
to the Corinthians. Some of his ~otives have been called in question, npt 
I 
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~ only by the false teachers but even by some of the Corinthians them-
selves. These latter have apparently accused him of fickleness because he 
gave up a proposed visit to them; he makes it plain that his motives for 
changing his mind were wise and suffmcient according to the following pas-
2sor.t, 17_19• sagej .~When I. therefore was thus minded, did I use lightness? or the things 
that I purpose, do I purpose according to the flesh, that. with me there 
should b~yea,. yea,· and nay, nay~ But as God is true, our word toward you 
was not yea and nay.· For the Son of God, Jesus Christ, who was preached 
among you by us, even by me and Silvanus and Timotheus, was not yea and 
nay, but in him was yea.~~ 
That the Judaizing teachers had maligned ~aul is very evident 
from his vindication of himself in this Second L~tter to the Corinthians. 
Not only does he justify himself but he presents these mischief makers in 
their true light, as is clear from the following: qAnd when I was present 2 Oor.ll,i-13. 
with you, and wanted,· I was chargeable to no man: for that which was lackin~· 
! to me the brethren which came. from Macedonia supplied: and in all things l. 
nave kept myself from being burdensome unto you, and so will I keep myself. 
As the truth of Christ is in me, no man shall stop me of this boasting ( 
I 
But what I do, that I will do, that I map cut off occasion from them which I 
j: 
in the regions of Achaia. Wherefore? because I love you not? God knoweth. 
desire occasion; that wherein they glory, the6y may be found even as we. 
For such are false apostles, deceitful workers, transforming themselves 
into the apostles of Christ"• It appears from this that the false apostles 
bad been accusing faul of seeking a living by his ministry. Ba clears him-
self of the charge in very strong ter~s, anj takes occasion to refer to 
their deceitfulness. 
I, 
l 
From the bold denials and declarations of Paul in this Second Let~ l 
ter to the Corinthians it is evident that other calumnies bad been heaped l 
.2. Cor. 11,· 31~pon him. He bad apparently been accused of lying: ~The Sod and Father of 
2. Cor. 12,_, 2 
and Q•: 
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ou~ord Jesus Christ, which is blessed forevermore, tnoweth that I lie 
not."' The fal:-se tea'cher~ had also attacked his personal appearance as is 
seen by the follo~ing: •For his letters,- say they, are weighty and power-
ful; but his bodily presence is weak, and his speech contemptible. ~at 
such a one think this, that,· such as we are in word by letters when •e 
are absent,· such will we be also in deed when we are present."· 
The True Apostleship of Faul, is clearly the leading thought 
of the Second Letter to the Corinthians. As be bimself says,before he 
visits them in person he would have them very sure that Christ speaks 
through him. "i told you before, and foretell you, as if I were present, 
the second time;· and being absent now I writeto them which heretofore have 
sinned,· and to all other., that,, if I come again, I will not sparez since 
ye seek a proof of Ohri~t speaking in me, which to you-ward is not weak, ~ . 
but is mighty in you. •. 
Unity of the Letter to the Romans2 
As we have ~bt1ced the~~urpose of the Letter to the Romans was 
to present to the Christians at Rome a system of Christian dcatrine. It is 
the most formal of the Letters( of Paul and conforms most faithfully to 
the laws of rhet~rie •• Its theme is, Righteousness by Faith in Christ is 
the Gospel Plan of Salvation. 
Jf course the apostolic salutation at the outset of the le~ter., 
as well as the personal messages at the close, can scarcely be said to 
IM..$~~ ~ 
form a part of the letter. bieewiee teis~true of all of· theAletters. In 
a study of unity they are not included. The rem}nder of the Letter to the 
Romans is clearly associated with the topic mentioned above~ 
With this topic in mind, Righteousness by Faith in Christ ds the 
s: 
Gospel ~n of Salvation, the Letter to the Romans might be analyzed as follow 
-·--------------- -------------------------
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Chapter One, 1--1 '1: Personal Introduction.: 
Chapter- One,• 18--rnree,. 2'·:.: The .Universal Need. of such a Plan.· 
Onapter ·laree, 2+-~F'iv:e,; 21 z The Doctrinal Aspects of the ilan. · 
. Chapter Six, +---lleven,• 36 : The Practical Aspects of the Plan as .it 
affects the Individual and the Entire Race. 
Chapter Twelve, ~--Sixteen, 27 : rne Application of the Plan to Justified 
Believers. 
from this analysis it may be seen how closely every part of the 
Seeesa Letter to the Romans adheres to the subject, the Gospel Plan of 
Salvation. The unity of the letter is very apparent. 
tne 
Onity of the.;Letter to,Colossians: 
The Letter to the Colossians, like the other prison letters of 
~;ul,~ does .not possess the same unity of thought as the Letter to the 
Romans or the Letter to the Galatians. The reason for this maJ be that 
P~ul did not have the .urgent motive for writing the prison letters as 
when he.wrote to the Galatians and to the ~omans. As was said .in connection 
with the Letters to the Thessalonian~,so it might be said with respect to 
the prison letters they are,· for the most part,. friendship letters, or 
let~ers of kindly counsel rather than letters of doctrine or of criticism. 
In the case of the Letter to the Colossians Paul did not know 
personally the people to whom he ~as writing: this fact would naturally 
3etract from the definiteness of the letter. However it is evident that 
P.~ul!' purpose .in writing this letter was to exalt Christ. Apparently the 
Colossian Christians bad been betrayed by the false teachers .into thinking 
..a.ct-
that the. power of Christ. must be supplement_ed .if they wish .. to .experience 
,Ool.a, li and lij.· the full benefits of. salvation •. "Let_ no man beguile. you of your. reward .in 
a voluntary humility and worshipp1-.g of .angels, ~intruding .into those things 
I 
lj 
1 
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which he. hath .not sesn,· vainly puff!.l .up by his fleshly mind,.an.l not 
holding the Bead,· from which all the- body by .joints and· bands having .nour~ 
.ishment_ ministered,· and knit. together.,· .increaseth with the increase of Sod~ 
The subject of· the Letter to the Colossians might .be stated thus, 
Full Sufficiency for Salvation .is .in .Chr.ist Alone; and the letter might be 
analyzed .as. follows: 
Chapter One,. 1--li; .Introduction by Salutation,· Thanksgiving, and 9rayer. · 
Chapter One,. 13---Two, i: ,The ~reeminence of Christ, as Redeemer,· Creator, 
Head of the Church, and Reconciler.· 
Chapter ~wo,· 4•--!hree,4 : The Sufficiency of Christ_ contrasted with the 
.Insufficiency of the False Teaching. 
~hapter Three,· 5--- !our,· i : ln ~xhortation to put off the Old Man and to 
put on Ohrist. · 
enapter .Four,· 7--lS! Personal Salutations • 
. From the above analysis .it .is manifest that .all parts of the let-
ter to the Colossians have a vital relation to the topic, Full Sufficiency 
for Salvation .is in Christ Alone~ Tbe law of Unity .is observed. The whole 
letter .is an amplification of the verse, .•r•or .it pleased the father that 
.in him should all fuJness dwell~. 
Unity of the Letter to the Ephesians: 
· ~on~idering 
.As .noted .earlier .in this study, wbene~&&£~eg 4 the Letter to the 
Ephesians, this letter .is a circular one, .intended for several churches. 
Under such a circumstance the same .unity might .not be .expected as in a 
letter directed to a single church. The Church :is the central factor .in 
the Letter to the Ephesians. The topic might be thus stated, The Divine 
Possibilities of the Church that .is Centered in Chr.ist, and the Conditions 
on whioh the Realization of those Possibilities Depend. 
·~-, ..... >H~:~~~~-~-:..-:~.-:"'":...,..., \ 
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.fbe praJer that Paul makes .in the· letter might be regarded as the 
!:ph. 1,· 1., - 1~ •. central thought .in the. letter: ·"·Ina"& the God of· our Lord Jesus Shrist, 
10 
rnilem.;f-12. · 
the rather of· glory., may giv.e .unto you the spirit of wisdom and rev.elation 
.in the knowledge of him: the eyes of your understanding being .enlightened; 
that ye may know what .is the hope· of his calling, and what the riches of 
the glory of his .inheritance in the saints, and what .is the .exceeding great• 
ness ot his power to .usward who believe, according to the working of his 
mighty power.,· which he wrought .in ehrist,. when he- raised him from the dead, :1 
and set him at his own right hand in the heavenly places, far above all 
principality,· and power., and might, and domtnion, and .every .name that .is 
named, .not only .in this world, but also .in that which is to comet and 
hath put all things under his feet,· and gave him to be the head over all 
things to the church,· which .is his b•dy, the fulness of him that filleth 
all .in all "•· 
Tbe Letter to the· Ep.hesians falls naturally into two main 
div.isions, as follows;· 
Cna.pters l-8: fhe Doctrinal Part of· the Letter., showing the Possibilities 
of Gt~ce for the Church that is in Christ. 
; 
'· 
s Ghapters 4-6: Ine Practloal Part of the Letter., setting forth the Gonditiont 
on which the Realization of the Possibilities of Grace Depend. 
e . fbus the whole letter contributes to onAcentral them~, and the 1 
Onity of the letter .is undoubted. 
Onity of· the Letter to Philemon: 
The Letter to Philemon is a brief one, and iaul has a single 
purpose .in writing .it,: namely,· to .induce Pni!emon to take back his runaway 
slave,. Onesimus,· and treat him as a brother •. ~1 beseech thee for my son 
Onesimus, whom I have begotten iD my bonds: which in time past was to 
Phil.2, a.· 
Phil.~, 1. 
.fhil.41 ••. 
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thee unprofitable,, but now profitable to thee and to me: whom I have sent 
again: thou therefore receive- him,· that .i_s, · mine own bowels. ff, 
The subject of the tet•er to Philemon .is,· The Obligation of a 
Christian Master to an irring Servant. who has Repented.· Paul begins by 
commending Philemon for his Christian love and· faith,· then pleads with him 
to reinstate Pnilemon,· giving good reasons for the same., and promising to 
make .up any loss that might result. Paul speaks of a ~~e~~ee~ ~ntended 
visit. to Philemon,· and closes with his usual salutations. The principle 
of Unity is observed .in this short letter to Philemon. 
Dnity of the Letter to the Philippians% 
AS love and gratitude prompted Paul to write to the Christians 
at Tnessalonica the- first time, so now out of his imprisonment Paul writes 
a letter of· love and gratitude to the Christian at Philippi. The chief 
bond of .unity for the different. parts of· the- letter .is perhaps a p~rvasive 
spirit-of hopefulness:and•joy. Over and over again:Paul speaks of his 
joy and bids the Philippians to. rejoice:. "fulfil ye my .joy, that ye be like 
minded, having the same love,· being of one accord of one mind~; "i1nally, 
my brethren,· rejoice .in tha Lord. To write the same things to you,, to me 
indeed is not grievous,· but for you it is safe.~· "Rejoice in the &ord 
always: and again I. say,Bejoice.i~· 
Apart from this .unity of spirit in the Letter to the Philippians 
there .is a distinct unity of thought. the chief tapis of thought in the 
letter .is,· the Unity of Christian Believers with themselves and with Christ 
The first chapter in the Letter to the Philippians .is taken up 
with salutations and thanksgiving, and also some account of the state of 
the Christian Church in Rome. The second chapter exhorts the Christians 
at Philippi to perfect unity and tells bow messengers will be sent to them 
to cheer them .in the Christian life. The third chapter .urges .union with Z 
fhil. a, 15.: 
,Ph11.4, ~. · 
1 Tim.l,e. 
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Chr.ist,which,· Paul .affirms,· will save them from trusting .in the laW.,an~,· 
at the same time will guard against antinomian license.: Furthermore Onion 
with Christ will remove all disagreements .in the church and .banish world-
ly anxiety. Expressing his deep gratitude for their gifts and sending 
salutations Paul closes his letter to the Philippians. 
From this brief analysis .it will appear that the central thought 
.in the letter .is Onion .amongst.Believers and with.Chr.ist,· as stated above. 
Around this topisc the whole letter shapes .itself. Characteristic passages 
on this central theme aret .nonly let your conversation be as .it becometh 
the gospel of Christ: that whether .I. come .and· see you, or .else be abseitt., 
I. may hear of your affairs, that ye stand fast .in one spirit, with one 
mind striving together for the faith of the gospel .. ,, ."l)et .us therefore, 
as many as be perfect,. be thus minded: and .if .in any thing ye be otherwise 
minded, God shall reveal .even this .unto you .. '' .~I beseech Euodias, and 
beseech Syntyche,· that they be of the same mind .in the Lord .. ~· 
Unity of· the First tetter to Timothy: 
The chief topic of the First letter to Timothy .is, The Cualifi-. 
cations and Duties of a good Minister of Jesus Christ. A characteristic 
verse in the latter .is the following, .~If thou put the brethren .in remem-
brance of these things,· thou shalt be a good minister of Jesus Ghrist, 
.nourished .up .in the words of faith and of good doctrine, •hereunto thou 
hast attained .. "~ 
.In the first chapter of his .first letter to Timothy iaul sets 
the true gospel .in contrast to false doctrine •. In the second chapter he 
gives directions for public worship, and .in the third chapter he enumerates 
. 
the mental anj moral gualifications of those who are to lead .in the affairs 
of the church ani .in public worship. ~~~~p,er~~~-
J .... , 
1 T.im. 1, 6. · ' 
Titus a, 1 •• 
. ___ -_-__ -_-___ - __ -____ -__ -_-------------------------,---,-,-- -----· 
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The remaining three chapters of the First Letter to Timothy are taken .up 
mostly with the characteristics of· the deluded leader and the misguided 
teacher and the means Timothy .is to adopt for destroying the evil wrought 
by such teachers.· The last two verses summarize the leading thoughts of 
the entire letter and bring us face to face again with the main topic 
of the· letters no Timothy,. keep that which .is committed to thy trust, 
avoiding profane and vain babblings,· and oppositions of science falsely 
so called: which some professin/g have erred concerning the faith.~( 
Unity of the Letter to Titus: 
The subject of Paul's L~tter to Titus :is,· The Organization of 
a Church: and the Qualifications of the Officers and Members thereof. 
rhere are three chapters in this pastoral letter •. In the first fou 
verses of· the first chapter Paul tells something of his own apostleship. 
The remainder of the first chapter .is taken up with the ~ega,i¥e positive 
and negative qualifications of those who are to be the leaders .in the 
Cretan Church, .as well as with directions about the manner of silencing the 
false teachers. In the second chapter of the letter Titus is told how 
to set an example of pastoral fidelity by bouse to bouse visitation and 
instruction. In the third chapter the matter of training the elders ·in the 
church is continued: all ars to show their purity of doctrine by good 
- ' . 
'·' 
works. The letter closes with personal references so shaped that they re-
enforce the main theme of the letter: nAnd let ours also learn to maintain 
good works for necessary uses, that they be not unfruitful.n, 
Unity of the Second Letter to Timothy: 
!he Second Letter to Timothy is_ a personal exhortation to 
Timothy to be faithful to Paul and his teaching. The letter might truth-
fully be .named, A Leader's ~xhortat1on to a Follower to be Faithful. 
[ 
f 
l 
. 8 Tim.l, · 8. · 
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Paul•s Second Letter to Timothy ma.y be roughly divided thust 
Chapter One,• 1--Two, 1i~ An exhortation to be faithful under persecution. 
Chapter two,· 14--Four.,5 z An exhortation to be. faithful under the pro-
vocation of false teachers. 
3hapter Four,· 6--22. f An appeal out of the darkest. hour of Paul 1 s Ghrist-
.ian life· for Jimotby to come to him.· 
As an example of exhortation to faithfulness under persecution 
consider the followings ~Be not thou therfore ashamed of the testimony 
of our Lord,· nor of me his prisoner: but be thou partaker of the afflict-
.ions of the gospel according to the power of God~• 
As an example of exhortation to faithfulness in the face of false 
2 T1m.2,1S-18. teachers: "But shun profane and vain babblings: for they will increase 
unto more ungodliness. And their word will eat as doth a canKer: of whom 
.is Hymeneus and Philetus; who concerning the truth have erred, saying that 
the resurrection .is past already; and overthrow the faith of some'~ 
At the very close of the letter and almost at the· end of Paul~s 
2Tim.4,· 10-11.: life we read: "llo thy diligence to come~~ shortly unto me1 For Demail bath 
forsaken me, having loved this present world,· and is departed unto Thessa-
lonica; Crescens to Galatia,· Titus unto Dalmatia. Only LuKe .is with me •. 
~aKe Mark and bring him with thee.~~ 
-·-··-·-·--··--------------------------------· 
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1. The Paragraphs: : 
, \ I 
Continuing the_analysis of tbe.tetters of iaul, .after a com-
·prebensive study of ·the ·letters themselves, and the chapters of the letter& 
we turn nat~rally to the paragraphs •. A paragraph should be.a unit ,in 
thought.and tin.expression. This means that the thoughts -in.a paragraph 
should be homogeneous, .and that they should .appear ·in ·logical order. 
Paul's letters furnish splendid.examples of units of thought 
treating important sub-topics. These appear.as -•heels ·•ithin.a wheel. 
Just.as the letters themselves.are complete, revolving around.a central 
topic, so there are many comp)ete subdivisions in.each lette~, .each sub-
division revolving about tits own sub-t~pic. The sub-topics are always re-
lated to the reain topic .in a very vital_way, .and so .unity, dn the complet~­
.est sense ,is preserved throughout. 
Here .is.a paragraph, or subdivision of thought, from the ·Letters 
of Paul which .is truly representative: ."This I say then, Walk ·in the Spirit 
.and ye shal~ not fulfil the lust of the flesh. For the flesh ·lusteth again~ 
the Spirit, _and the Spirit.against the flesh: .and these.are contrary the on 
to the other; so that ye cannot do the things that ye would. But .if ye be 
led of tbe Spirit, ye.are not under the law. Now the works of tbe flesh.are 
manifest, which are these, Adultery., fornication, uncleanness, lascivious-
ness, idolatry, witchcraft, hatred, variance, emulations, wrath, strife, 
seditions, heresies, envyings, murders, drun~enness, revellings, .and such 
liKe: of the which I tell you before, as J bave also told you .in time past, 
that 'hey which do such things shall not inherit the kingdom of Go~. But tt 
fruit of the Spirit -is love, joy peace, longsuffering, gentleness, goodnese 
faith, meekness, temperance: .against such there ,is no law. And they that·aJ 
Christ's ·oav( 
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crucified the flesh Iith the affections and lusts.~ 
The topic of this paragraph~s, The Life of the Spirit over-
comes the Life of the Flesh. The first sentence .in the paragraph states 
the topic \in_a very.brief and direct way1~This I say then, Walk tin the 
Spirit and ye shall.not fulfil the -lust of the flesh~ •. Explicit .reference 
is made to .what goes before, and thus the larger unity .is preserved, by 
means of the particle, 'tnen'. Tn€ sentences of the paragraph follow one 
.another ·in a very orderly fashion. The second sentence states the contrar-
.iness of the Spirit.and the flesh, and relates .itself very closely to the 
topic of the paragraph. And it tiS so with the th~rd sentence which asserts 
the superiority of the Spirit life. The fourth and the fifth sentences 
enumerate the works. of the flesh and give their consequences •. On the other 
side, the sixth and seventh sentences.enumerate the works of the '~esB 
Spirit. The.eighth sentence brings the paragl:!aph to.a close by showing 
bow life in the Spirit can overcome the fleshly life, .namely, through the 
.ind•elling of Christ. 
In this .way this section out of the Letter to the ealatians 
maintains a unity of tits own by presenting and developing one thought. 
And yet ,1 t ·is not cut off from the letter as aJi whole, nor from the chapter 
of which it forms a part. There .is no superfluous matter .in the paragraph: 
~ 
the sentences follow one.ahother in logical 'asRioa, .and lead up to a de-
sired conclusion. 
It ·is ,interesting to note how Paul.adheres to one sub-topic 
of thought,even in his pastoral letters, until he bas said .all that be 
wishes to say on that particular subjec~. These pastoral letters, .as 
manuals of directions, treat of so many different matters, l~rge.and small, 
that unity.and completeness,at the same time, are difficult matters. And 
r yet Pau~ obse~es the laws of unity and of clear divisions in his ·letters 
to ]imothy and to t~tus. 
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!As :_an •.illustr.ation of ·this pninQiple of Unity, .~o,re .unity tis 
difficult, .we .w.ill consider wb_at ~aul ·b_as ·to ·s.ay on public :pr_ayer tin ·his 
F\irst ~~etter ·to '!l.inothy. :oe ·s_ays all ·that ·be ·b_as ·to ·s_ay on ·tb_at tinpcrt_ant 
natter tin ·tbe follow.ing p_ass_age, ·telling for .whom pr_ayess ·should .be n_ade, 
·the content of ·tbe pr_a.yers, ··the ,re.asons ·for ·pr_ay.ing, ·.and the manner of 
1 T.im. ~2, 1--8. pr_ayert .. 1\:J- :exhort ·therefore, :th_at, first cf ·.all, suppli~ations., prayers, 
tintercessions, ,_and g.iv.ing of ·tb_a.n.ks., .be ~ade· for ,all n:en; ·for .kings, 1_and 
for ·_all tb_at ,_are tin ·_authorit§; ·that .we nay ·le_ad '.a quiet ·.and p~ace_able :Ufe 
. 
tin _all godliness ·.and honesty. For ·this~good •and ,_accep~able tin the ·sight of 
God our S.av.iour; ;who .will ·bave ,_all men to be s_aved, :_and ·to come .unto the 
.Knowledge of the truth. For there :is one God, :and one IIedi_ator between 
God .and men, ·the man Ghr.ist Jesus; .who gave hillself a -ransom for _all, ·to be 
testi:Ued ·.in due --une. Whereunto ~I :am ordained a ministel!, .and '.an :_apostle, 
:tl ·spea.k ·the ·truth <in Obnist, :and '11e ·not,•) a te_acber cf ·tbe Gentiles ;in 
faith and ver.ity. •.I :JLill ·therefore tb_at men pray everywhere, lifting .up 
holy ·bands, ;w.i thcut .wrath ·and doubting." 
The ·sbcrt ·letter to PbileJian u_anifests 1iaol1s n_atur.al talent 
for ·logical development and good paragraphing. This •letter was wr.itten 
very ·spontaneously ·.and tinform_a1ly., :_and yet ;it ·shows gre.at ·s.ltill •.in ·the art 
of unity. ·ln ·the ·letter there ,_are five cle_ar subdiv.isions, ·.and f.1ve corre-
·spanding paragraphs. Tbe subjects of ·these :paragraphs ._are ._as follows: 
,IntZoductory Greetings, verses 1 ·to 3. 
Tbe ·Ch~istian Virtues of Jhilemon, vdrses 4 to ?. 
The Plea for Onesimus, verses Sto-20. 
iaur•s Confidence tiD FbileJion, verses 21 and 22. 
Closing Salutation, verses 23 ·to 25. 
The ·longest paragraph ~in the ·Letter to PbileJion tis devoted 
to the main thought of the ·lettel!, the purpose for .which the letter ~as 
written. This third paragraph tis a unit. The ·topic of this paragraph ap-
______ . _____________________ _...........__ ---- ____::.:_~-------
Philem. :20. 
Rom. 4,. 6--8. 
• 
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pears tin ·the ·tenth versa,- -"l .beseech ·thee for ny child, :whom .I ·b_av.e .begotten 
tin my .bonds, Onesimus." 'Verses :eight :_and .nine n:_ake .w_ay for ·this plea by 
:avowing :.a nct.ive of ·love -r_ather than of :autbcnity. :After verse ·ten ·the 
par_agr_aph _by _argument, by ~iteration, ·_and by personal ~~ppe_al, m_akes good 
the plea. -"~ea, brothe~, ·let me ·have joy of thee tin the ·LordJ :refresh my 
·heart :in Ch:dst .. " 
·.lnto ·his ·letters Paul tintroduces :a .nunber of quotations from 
the Old Test_anent, which, though 1=ertinent, often m_ake _a br~ak tin-the con-
tinui ty. -eere tis =_an :example ·from the •Letter ·to ·the Bomans: . "But ·to ·him 
' 
that .worketh .not, but beLieveth on·him that .justilieth·the .ungodly, •his 
faith tis counted fer nighteousness. Even as Dav.id _also desonibeth ·the 
blessedness of -the man, ~nto .whom God timputeth -nightecusness without .works, 
say.ing,- Blessed _are ·they -whose ~iniquities :a11e forgiven, and .whose :sins are 
covered. Blessed !iS ·the nan to .whom the l[ord will not timpute sin.l This 
quotation tiS fram Psalm -32, lt~nd -2. 
This ·letter ·to ·the -Romans bas nore Old ~estament guct_ations 
and -references than~all of ·the other ·letters cf Jaul ·together. This tis 
probably due ·to ·the f_act ·th_at tit tis ·a designed treatise on Ohnistiall ·doct-
rine. The allusions~and quotations tin the -~etter ·to the Bamans, from the 
Old 1!estament, :aJ."e ·as follows~ 
Romans 3, 4 •: Psalm 51, 4. 
Romans a, 10--1E 'l :Fs_alm 14. 
Romans 8, se: :Psalm 44, 22. 
Romans ~~ 25 ·~ Boae_a 2, 3. 
Romans 9, 26 •: Hosea l, 10. 
Rcm_ans 9, -2~ ·: ·.lsaiah 1, 9. 
Romans 9, -33 'l ·lsai:ah :29, 1e. 
f'omans 10, 19 '1 Jsalm 19, 4. 
Romans 10, 19 ': Deut. -32, :21. 
~ 0or.12,2-4. 
a iage l2i. 
iage 18. 
. . ' 
- .. .:~:·~·:::..'":::::.~.~~~'!="-~ 
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Romans 1~.,20--:.Isaiah 65,1. 
Romans 10, -21: -.Isaiah 65,-2. 
Romans 11,9.and 1~: Ps~iw 69,22 and 2a. 
Romans 11, .as: .Isaiah .59, 20. 
Romans 14, 11: Isaiah 45, .23. 
Romans 15, 9: Psaiw 18, 49. 
Romans 15, 11: Psalm 117, 1 • 
. Romans 15, 12: .Isaiah 11, 10. 
Romans 15~ 18: .Isa1ah.52,15. 
~urthermore the .unity of.a division .is sometimes.apparently partly 
n brogen up by ~a~a~fi- para~hesea, of which tbere.are many ~in the tetters 
of Paul. The following .will serve.as an example: ."I ~new.a man .in Ch~ist 
above fourteen years.ago,(wna&ner .to the body, I cannot tell; or .whether 
out of the body, I cannot tell: God anowetb;}sucb a one caught up to the 
third heaven. ·And I ltnew such a man, · (Whether tiD the body., or out of the 
•· 
body:, I c.annot tell: God gnoweth;) now that be was caught .up tinto Paradise, 
and beard unspeakable words, which .it ·is not ·;awful for a man to utter. a 
Dr. '· W. Farrar writes in a1he ·Life and Wora af St. Paul~, 
Sometimes his heart beats with such guicK.emotion, his thoughts rush with 
such confused :impetuosity:, that :in.anaKolutbon.after.anakolutbon, .and 
paratbesis after parenthesis, the wbole.meaning becomes uncertain." 
And yet ,amid all the ·interjections and dil'essions ·in the ·Letters 
of Paul, there :is a deep sense of unity. As Dr. Joseph Par~er bas said 
in "Tne Pracucal Commentary on the New Testament-Epistle to the (3alatian&: 
speaRing of Paul: ."He.never wearies us, because be bas.a great gift of es-
caping monotony. Be is rugged, incoherent, somettmes.almost verbally self-
contradictory; be is full of parentbesea, be makes great use of bracketings 
and asides and literary diversions, yet all the while there .is a wholeness 
,•bich eyes that love him can perfectly discern.! 
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• 2. The Sentences: 
Generally speaking the sentences ~in the ·Letters of Paul are 
long. In the doctrinal and polemical parts of the letters this tis very 
noti~eably so: but :in the ;impassioned and hortatory portions, and also 
in the very fniendly parts, the sentences are predominantly short. The 
sentences.at the beginning of a ·letter are usually of greater ·length than 
those.at the close; the opening •is frequently doctrinal while the end tis 
1 Cor. 1, 4-8. ·hortatory. For example, the Eirst Letter to the Cor.in~bians: ."I thank my 
God always on your behalf, for the grace of God which :is given you by 
jesus Christ; that .in everything ye are en11iched by him, .in .all utterance, 
and :in all knowledge; .even as the testim~ny of Christ was confirmed !in you:t 
so that ye come behind ~in no gift; waiting for the coming of our Lord 
Jesus Christ: .who shall also confttrm you unto the end, that ye may be 
blameless •in the day o~ our ·Lord Jesus Christ.' And towards the olose 
1 Cor.16,1q ·& 14.there are such sentences as, .n~atcb ye, stand fast, quit you •like men, 
1 Cor. 16, .20. be strong. ·Let.all your things be done ·in oharity.n ."All the brethren greet' 
I 
. ' you. Greet ye one another witb.a holy kiss." ! I 
, 
With respect to the length of the sentences it :is a mark of 
I 
rhetorical skill to find variety.; some ·lon~, some short,. aDd some medium. 
tbe length of the sentence .is in accoud with the thought. 
The ·long sentences in the ·letters of Paul are usually olea~, being 
true to the principle of unity. They are.oommonly ·loose ,in structure and 
this fact maKes them easier of comprehension. It is al•ay: evident that 
Paul'~ thought .was always very clear to his' own mind; that be saw the end 
of the sentence before be began to write it; he would arrive at the pur-
posed end unless tbe mention of some word a~oused his ·imatination oa stir-
red his memory. His thought was olear beforehand; his expression was not 
premeditated. 
While the ·long sentences in the letters of faul are usually loose 
' 
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they are .not always so. Some .noteworthy periodic sentences occu~, as the 
1 Cor. 13, 1-S. following: ."Though ·.I speak with the tongues of men and of angela, and have 
1
, 
not charity, ~ am become as sounding brass, or a tinkling cymbal. And 
Rom. 2, 28 ·& ~~. 
t-\o~. 7., 15. 
1 Cor. 13, 4-?. 
·-·"'-·-···----: 
though I have the gift of prophecy, and understand all mysteries, and all 
Knowledgfe; and though I ~ave all faith, so that I could remove mountains, 
and have not charity, I am nothing. And though I bestow.all my goods to 
feed the poor, and though ~ g1v= my body to be burned, and have not charf!~ 
~t profiteth me nothing.~ 
There are a great many sentenc~s of balanced structure ,in the 
Lgt~~r~ o1 ~aul. Ineae uQ!4Dc~a sentences serve to give a·toucn ot grace 
to the ruggea sty.l.e of tne .!.etters. l'ney'.turnisn the oily tinstance of 
real poetic expression that w~ ha~e tin the Letters of ~aul. At the same 
the balanced sentences are very clear and strong. However difficult some 
a 
of the long sentences ~in the letters are, the balpced sentences can always 
be understood with one reading. Moreover there ·iS a certain emphasis about 
this kind of sentence structure that ~is fu~ly realized tin these ·letters. 
The following references will serve to show bow grace, clearness, ·and ef-
fectiveness are gained ·in the Letters of Paul by ~eans of the ability to 
set one part of a sentence against another part. 
"For he is not a Jew, which ·is one outwardly; neither tiS that cir-
cumcision, which,is outward .in the flesh: ·but he .is a Jew, which ,is one 
·inwardly; and oircumoisioo is that of the heart, ,in the spirit, and not 
·in the ·letter." 
"For·that which I do,! allow not: for what .I would, that do I not; 
but what I bate, that do I." 
."Charity suffereth ·lon~, and ,is Kind; charity envieth not; charity 
vaunteth not .itself, ~is not puffed up, doth not behave ·itself unseemly., 
seeKeth not her own, is not easily provoked, -thiKetb no e1111; .rejoiceth not 
.in ·iniquity, but rejoicetQ .in the truth: bearetb all tb~ga1 believeth all 
Phil. 4, 8. 
1 Thess. 5, ?~ 
Eph. 6, 14-1?. 
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things, hopeth all things, endureth all things." 
0 Whatsoever things are true, whatsoever things are honest, what-
soever things are .just, .whatsoever things are pure, .whatsoever things are 
·lovely., .whatsoever things are of good report; tif there b"e any virtue, and 
,if there be any praise, think on these things.• 
"For they that sleep sleep ·in the .night; and they that be drunken 
are drunken tin the night.n 
~. The vocabulary of ~aul: 
rne Letters of the Great Apostle prove that be had an extended 
vocabulary. The greatness of his ,intellect, as well as his capacity for 
deep e~otions, demand a broad range of words and exact skill :in their use. 
Pau~ aoes not fail here. He seems to have a word for every thought and 
feeling--a word coordinate with the thought and feeling. His religious 
terminology ·seems unlimited, especially tin his ·later letters. In the eMp!le 
expression of authors and W!l~ speakers on the subject of theology to-day 
there .is noticeable a strong leaning to Pauline terminology. ·verbal tin-
spiration is almost credible theory .in the case of paul, the Apostle. 
In the ·Letters of Paul specific terms are always chosen ,in prefer-
ence to general. His very definite words crowd the mind with timagery. 
There ·is a·realism about paulls language that males the mystical tangible 
and visible. Consider the following passage by way of example: .IStand there 
fore, having your loins girt about .with truth, and having on the breast-
plate of righteousness; and your feet shod with the preparation of the 
gospel of peace; above all, taaing the shield of faith, wherewith ye shall 
be able to guench all the fiery darts of the wicked. And take the helmet 
of salvation, and the sword of the Spirit, which .is the word of God." 
Paul has a banit of repeating substantives which ·adds force and 
vividness to his style. He frequently .repeats a noun ,instead of using a 
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pronoun,when a p~onoun.would ·have been expected. The .well-known chapter 
the 
on charity., the thirteenth chapter ofA~irst Letter to the Coninthians, 
furnishes a Jood example; the word 'charity' occurs over and·over again. 
Gal.3,2i and 27. Other examples are: "ror ye are all the children of God by faith .in Chnist 
Jesus. For as many of you as have been baptized into ·Chnist have put on 
~· 1 ~im.4,?anQ a. Cbnist." "Exercise thyself rather unt~ godliness. For bodily exercise 
Gal. 5., 15. 
Gal. 6, 7--9. 
profiteth little: but godliness •is profitable unto all things." 
Figures of Speech tin the Letters of Faul: 
N6 study of the rheto~ic of the Letters of .. :Paul woul.d be com-
plete, and especially no study of the diction of those ·letters, without 
wi~~eti~ an inquiry ·into the figures of speech .which are used. The figures 
in the L\,tters of Pau.L reter especially to tindiv.idual .words because those \ . . 
figures are generally tropes, or words tur.ned from their ordinary app11cat· 
:ion, rather than extended formal similitudes. Such figures of speech as, 
metaphors, personification, synecdoche, and metonymy abound ·in the ·Letters 
of Paul. There are very few verses .in the whole of the letters but what 
have at least one trope, and -in many passages words used :in a figurative 
manner fairly-abound. 
Meiiepbots 
The king of tropes, tor purposes of clearness ef-~seag&~ and 
force, ,is the metaphor. The style of the Letters of Paul <iS picturesque 
because of the great number of apt metaphors.~ The following will suftice 
as evidence for this statement: 
""Wherefore the law was our schoolmaster to bring .us unto Cbnist. 
that we might be justified by faith~~ 
.nBut .if ye bite and devour one another, take heed that ye be 
not consumed on~ of another." 
."Be not deceived; God is not mocked: for .whatsoever a man soweth 
that shall he also reap. For he that soweth to his flesh shall of tbe 
flesh reap corruption; but be that soweth to the qpirit shall of the Spirit 
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reap .life everlasting. ·And let .us .not be .weary tin.well doing: for ein due 
season we sbf._l;ll reap, <if .we faint not." 
l Cor. 3, 2. ".l have fed you .with millt, and not with meat: for hitherto ye 
were not able to bear •it, neither yet now are ye able." 
Romans 4, 20. "He staggered not at the promise of God through unbelief; but 
. 
was strong tin faith, giv.ing glory to God." 
Epb. 2, li and -20. "Now therefore ye are no mor~ strangers and foreigners, but 
l '!lim. 2, 19. 
fellow citizens .with the saints, an d of the household of God; and are 
built upon the foundation of the apostles and prophets, Jesus Christ him-
self being tbe chief corner stone." 
"Holding faith, and a good conscience; which some having put awa1, 
concerning faith bave amde shipwreck." 
Personification. 
---+~~~+~~~-~--~ 
Personification \is not frequent tin the •Letters of Paul, but 
occasionally :inanimate objects and abstract •ideas are given ·life. ~ere tis 
an :instance: 
. . y 
1 Cor. a, 4~-8. "Gbar.ity suffereth long,and .is kind; charity envieth not; chari1 
vaunteth not~itself, .is .not puffed up, etc." tnis passage ;iS well known. 
§:t!!~£9.Q£!!~· 
In his letters Paul very frequently puts the part for the whole, 
or the whole for the part; the species for the genus, and the genus for 
the species; and so on. Here are examples: 
Romans 3, 13--15. "Their throat .is an open sepulchre; with their tongues they 
Romans 16, 4• 
have ·used deoei t; the poison of asps ·is under their ·11ps: .wh.1se mouth tis 
full of cursing and bitterness: their feet are swift to·sbed blood."' 
"Who have for my ·life ·laid down their own neoks." 
t Cor. 1, 18, 
. -?0-· 
Metonymy • 
.... ~---:--.. :-
The fiigure of Metonymy tis not so frequent ,1n the Letters of Paul as 
some other kinds of trope.and yet there are tinst~nces where the .name of one 
object !iS put for another ·in such a way as to suggest that otbe~, as beret 
."For the preaching of the cross is to them that perish, foo11sh-
ness; but unto us which are saved ., tit .is the power of God." 
There are ·longer comparisons ,in the Letters of 'aul. These are 
used for purposes of L11lustra:t.ionj and emphasis. Paul always makes compar-
:ison with something that .is very familiar to his readers, and thus makes 
\ 
~ many difficult theological points plain. A few .examples will suf~icsi 
Romans ?, 2-4. ."For the woman which bath a husband is bound by the ·law to her 
1 Cor. g, 
husband SO ·long aS be 11veth; but tif the husband be dead, she ciS •lOOSed 
from the ·law of her husband. So then ~f, while her husband ·liveth, she 
be marr.ied to another man, she shall be called an adulteress: but tif her 
husband be dead, she tiS free from that law; so that she tis no adulteress, 
though she be marDied to another man. Wherefore, my brethren, ye also 
are become dead to the ·law by the body of Christ; that ye should be married 
to another, even to him who is raised from the dead, that we should br.ing 
forth fruit unto Gmd." 
24-2?. "Know ye .not that they which run .in a race run all, but one re-
ceiveth the prize? So run, that ye may obtain. And every man that striv-
etb for the mastery :is temperatl! iin all things. Now they do tit to obtain 
a corruptible crown; but we an :incorrupti•le. .I therefore so run, not as 
uncertainly; so fight I, not as one that beateth the air: but I keep under 
my body, and bring ;it tinto subjection: lest that by any means, when I have 
preached to others, I myself should be a castaway.l 
There are several very ·lengthy comparisons ·in the ·Letters of Pau 
1 Thess. 5, .2. 
1 Thess. 2, ?. 
GC::i.Le 41 14. 
Page 99. 
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which cannot .well be quoted here. Chief amongst these are those found 
·in Galatians 4,.Z2--2s; 1 CoD1nth1a.ns 12, 12--3t; and 1 Corinthians 
3, 6--1 ?. Some of these compaDison~are so ·long that .we have compa.t~.isons 
.._;AP.tk 
within comparisons, efen tb the point of the mixing of figures, a61~ ,. 
charged against the ·last quoted example above. 
In this connection reference should be made to some of the 
not distinct similes ·in the ·Letters of Paul. These a.re"numerous but what there 
are add beauty to the expression. Here are a few: 
·similes. 
-----:---
"For yourselves know perfectly that the day of the ·Lord so 
cometh as a thief .in the night." 
."BJt we were gentle among you, even as a nurse cberisbetb 
her children." 
"And my temptation which was tin my flesh ye despised not, nor 
rejected; but received me as an angel of God." 
Fl.!iY~~lJ.,.2t:-~P1tlilil~· 
~tt\\b:::s. There are many · 1n the writings of Paul as well as com-
parisons. These also add beauty and strength to the style. An ,interesting 
characteristic of the contrasts of Paul (is that one contrast ·leads to a-
nother quite similar to tit. As Professor Wm. Minto says on the matter of 
Macaulay's Figures of Speech ·in his "Manual of English Prose ·Literatute~, 
so I thinK it might be said of Paul (in his letters, "The contrasts are 
really more numerous than might be thought at ~irst glance; the. bare frame· 
work iiB so overlaid and disguised by the extraordinary fulness of express-
ion that many of them escape notice·. When we ·look narrowly, .we ·see that 
there is a constant play of antithesis. Not only lis word set off against 
word, clause against clause, and sentence against sentence. There are 
contrasts on a more extensive scale; one group of sentences answers to 
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anothe~, and paragraphs are balanced against paragraphs. His pages are 
i tilluminated ·not only by •little sparks of ant.ltsesis, but by broad flashes:· 
1 Corr7,32-34.0ne of Paul's an~ithesis follows: ."He that tis unmarnied careth for the 
things that belong to the •Lord, -how be may please the ·Lord: but be that tiS i 
Col. ~~ 3. 
Phil. 1, ·21. 
Rom •. 2, 11. 
' 
married careth for the things that are of the wo~ld, how ·he may please 
I 
his wife. There tis difference also between a wife and a virgin. The un-
marnied woman careth for the things of the ·Lord, that she may be holy both 
:in body and •in spi~it: but she that tis married careth for the things of the, 
world, how she may please her husband." for several verses following .this 
passages the figures used :in tit are .not forgotten but they lead ;into other 
ctntrasts that develope and tillustrate kindred truths. 
The Figures of Speech tiD the ·Letters of Paul are by no means 
exhausted wfie~~we-s~~e •in the different kinds of companisons and contrasts. 
Examples of the following figures, .which are commonly spoken of as rhetor-
~ical, are not difficult to fiind; Epigram, Interrogation, Hyperbole, 
r Apostopbe, Irony, and Climax. We .will oite an example or two of each. 
"For ye are dead, and your ·life tiS hid with Christ tin God." 
"For to me to ·live is Christ, and to die :is gain." 
~For there .is no respect of persons with God." 
l~~~!!~B!!!!!~E· 
Rom. 2,3 and 4. "And thinkest thou this, 0 man, that judgest them which do such 
things, and doest the same, that thou shalt escape the judgment of God? 
• I 
ur aespisest thou the ~iches of his goodness and forbearance and ·longsuffe~ 
:ing; not knowing that the goodness of God leadeth thee to repentance~ 
Rom. 3, a. "For what tif some did not believe? shall their unbelief make 
the faith of God .without effect? 
Jr 
,. n zz 
\~ 
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Rom. q, -2~. 
One peculiar feature concerning the rhetorical questions of 
Pau~ ds worthy of mention because of tits ~rregularity~ namely~ the habit 
of frequently setting an answer to them, when no answer would be .expected 
because tit liS perfectly understood. As an example of this consider this 
pa~sage: "Is he the God of the Jews only? :is he .not also of the Gentiles? 
Yes, of the Gentiles also." 
2 Cor. 12, :2--4. "I knew a n::an tiD Christ above fourteen years ago, . twhetber ·in the 
2 Cor. 6, 11. 
Romans 2, 1. 
2 Cor. 11, 4. 
t 
body, I cannot tell; or whether out of the body, I cannot tell: God Knowetbf 
such a one caught up to the third heaven. And J knew such a man~(whether 
'in the body., or out of the body"1 I cannot tell: God knoweth;) now that he 
was caught up tinto paradise, and beard .unspeakable words, which tit tis not 
·lawful for a man to utter." 
. "O ye Cor,inthians, our mouth is open unto you, our heart •is en-
larged .. " 
"Therefore thou art :inexcusable, 0 n::an, whosoever th6u art that 
judgest: for .wherein thou .judgest another, thou condemnest thysel~; for 
thou tha) .judgest doest the same things." 
Irony. 
"Fo~if he that cometh pre~cheth another Jesus, whom we have not 
preached, or ~if ye receive another spirit; which ye have net .received, 
or another gospel which ye have not accepted~ ye might well bear aith him!' 
Climax. ____ ..,_ 
Clioax !is at the very top of the arts of rhetoric; and Pau~ 
tiS the climax expert. Many texts on rhetoric quote tbe climaxes from the 
1om. 8,38and 39. 
.. -- --- -· ------ --~- ----- -- - . 
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•Letters of Paul as models. We .will cite two examples: 
"For ~ am persuaded, that .ne~ther death, nor -life, nor angels 
nor pDinaipalilies, nor powers, nor things present, nor things to come, 
nor height, nor depth, ,nor any other creature, shall be able to separtte 
us from the ·love of God, .which tis tin Chnist Jesus our Lord.JJ 
2 Cor. 4, eand ~.: ."We are ·troubled on every side, yet not distressed; .we are 
perplexed, but not tin despai~; persecuted, but not forsaken; cast down, 
but not destroyed." 
With this study of the Rigures of Speech we will close the 
analysis of the Letters of iaul from the standpoint of the elements of 
their styl~. These .elements have consisted of the paragraphs, the senten-
ces, the vocabulary,· and the figures of speech. Along with these elements 
of style there has been a constant reference to the qualities of the style 
1 
of the letters. It is difficult to hqd these two apart. The qualities 
of style are those that belong to the elements of the expression. 
By way of gathering up was bas been said in the discussion of the 
different alements regarding the qualities of style let it be said that) 
1 u_.v... 
1 rhetorical strength is th_e outstanding quality of style in the Letters 
of faul. The unity and construction og the paragraphs and the sentences,· 
the mastery of words, and the effective figures of speech, all add force 
to tbe expression. The emotional quality of style stands out above the 
intellectual quality, clear as the expression usually is. Such epithets 
as nerve, vigor, fervor, energy, animation, passion, could truthfully be 
applied to almost any part of the letters of Paul.· Moreover in reading 
the letters you are always conscious of a reserve force, a controlled 
energy, which consciousness tends to de~pen the impression made upon your 
soul. 
- -%-
Speaking of· the emotional quality of Paul's style leads us to state, 
what has been implied more than once, that there is a touch of pathos 
in a number of the Letters of· Paul. It is the pathos of disappointment, 
such as is found in the Letter to the Galatians, on account of a turning 
~~u-t~~-
away from him and the true gospel~ef seRe e~lewePs. Where¥er the 
false· teachers have been at worK this pathos appears, sometimes mingled 
with wrath. In the Second Letter to Timothy the pathos is very manifest 
because of Paul's loneliness and the approaching doom. But in no place 
does the pathos amount to a tone of discouragement, and usually it is 
present only as an undertone • 
. The intellectual quality of style that pervades the letters, and 
that bas been referred to over and ove~, is clearness. Amid all the tbeo-
logical discussions and fine distinctions between the law and the gospel 
there is clear meaning for the earnest student. The passion of Paul's ~~ 
heart never beclouds his expression so that we are at a loss to know what 
be means. 
Paul cares very little for the elegancies of style. He feels too · 
deeply and thinks too strongly to care much for polished expression; clear 
and strong expression be is careful ibout for be wishes to maKe clear and 
strong impressions. The balanced structures and the brilliant climaxes 
are about the only instances of style that are truly pleasing to the ear. 
There is yet another angle of approach to the expression in the 
Letters of Paul. rhis is from the standpoint of the kinds of composition 
to be found in the letters, whether description, narration, exposition, 
argumentation, or persuasion. This viewpoint is not entirely distinct 
from these of the Elements of Style and the Qualities of Style, even as 
these two are not distinct from each other. However to discover and analyze 
the different kinds of composition is sufficiently distinct for a separatte 
treaiiien • 
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linas of Composition. 
-----~------------~-
rhe versatility of Paul as a writer becomes very apparent when 
we stop to consider the different kinds of composition of which he ·makes 
use in his letters. And he seems perfectly at home in any one of- them. 
Description,- Narration,· !Exposition, Argumentation, and Pc:rsuasion are 
all in evidence in the letters,· sometimes singly, and sometimes so care-
fully interwoven as to almost defy analysis. 
Ot one thing we can be sure, namely, that the kind of composition 
adopted for any specific purpose is best suited to that purpose. Pau! 
had unusual powers of literary discrimination. This power; seemed native I~ 
tl 
with him, fo~ his writing is so unconscious. Be never strained after effec~ 
but: sought only a clear and effective presentation. His mind was absorbed 
in his matter not in his method. The conscious analysis of his unconscious, 
composition becomes an interesting task. 
1. Description~ 
Paul~s purpose is not to represent external things or states 
occurrence 
j, 
l· 
l 
l 
of mind,and consequently description is not of~!reguent.in his letters. j 
! Apparently be bad little, if any interest,in the things of nature. Pau~'s 1 
gr~at tbe~e was religion, and religion is a subjective phenomenon. The 
descriptions in the Letters of Paul are therefore psychological, or sub-
Jective. 
Paul had the power to look int9 bis own consciousness and to 
read his own experiences to others. This faculty is proven by his speecht 
.. 
es as set down in the Book of Acts where he relates the incidents of his 
conversion. Tbis spiritual experience is thought of and represented in 
a very realistic way. ~or instance -in his defence ·before King Agrippa 
Acts 26,1a--16. Paul says, "At midday, 0 king, I saw in the way a light from heaven, 
above the brightness of the suo, Shining routxi about Ite aDd them which 
' ,; 
1 Cor. 15, · 8. · 
. ''' '"" 
-·----------------· --- ·-- ----·--· 
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journeyed with me. And when we were all fallen to the earth, I heard 
a voice speaking unto me, and saying in the H~orew tongue,· Saul,· Saul,· 
why persecutest thou me? it is bard for thee to kick against the pricks. 
And I said, Who art thou,· Lordf And he said, Lam aesus whom thou perse-
cutest. But rise,·and stand upon thy feet: for I have appeared unto 
i 
thee for this purpose, to make thee a minister and a witness both of these 
I 
things which thou hast seen,. and of those things in the which I will ap-
pear unto thee;."· 
In his letters Paul also makes reference to this experience, as 
for example,· "And last of all he was seen of me also, as of one born out 
of due time."· 
Paul's gift of personal religious description is as evident in 
later experiences and in this initial experience of conversion. Foo in-
stance to his dear friends, the Philippians, from whom he would with-
'I 
Phil.· 5, 7~~d a. bold nothing, Paul writes: ."But what things were gain ·to me, those I 
·counted loss for Christ.: Yea doubtless, and I count all things but loss 
rJ I. 
rl 
•.I 
for the excellency of the knowledge of Christ Jesus my Lord: for whom I 
:.1 
that l .
1
:.1 have suffered the loss of all things, and do count them but dung, 
and14• may win Christ."· And again in the same chapter: "Brethren; I count .iln1l. 5, 13 not my- I 
self to have apprehended: but this one thing I do, forgetting those 
things which are behind, and reaching t'ortb unto those things which are 
before, I press toward the mark for the prize of the high calling of God 
in Christ Jesus." 
Above the power of understanding and representing one's own 
inner states of conscousness is the power to discern and portray the 
motives and feelings of others. Paul could comprehend a spiritual situat-
ion from a single circumstance. A messenger from one of his churches 
would bring to him the slightest news and be inferred correctl; from 
f' II 
I 
f 
! 
.! 
t 
[j , 
I 
I· 
I 
(~ 
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the one item the religious state of the church. Professor Minto in his 
Manual of English Prose Literature,writesconcerning Thomas DeQuincey, 
"Not only is be deeply learned in the proper vocabulary of· the feelings; 
be bad acquired· by close study, and employs with exquisite skill, a pro-
found knowledge of the outward manifestations of feeling in tone, feature, 
gesture, ·and conduct. In reading motives from what he would have called 
the dumb hieroglyphics of observed or recorded behaviour, and in tracing 
the succession o~· feelings that must have passed under given circum-
stances, be is one of our greatest masters. "• I. feel that the very same 
statements could b~ made concerning Paui,the Apostle. 
Paul's marvellous discernment and expression ef according to 
1 cor.5,1and2,6.· what bas just been said is well instanced in this passage, ."It is report-
ed commonly that there is fornication among you, and such fornication 
as is not so much as aamed among the Gentiles, that one should have his 
father's wifep: And ye are puffed up, and have not rather mourned, that 
be that bath done this deed might be taken away from among you•---Your 
glorying is not good. Know ye not that a little leaven leaveneth the 
whole lump?" 
Descriptions of evil states and practices are specially graphic 
and telling in the Letters of Paul. The example just cited illustrates 
this, but here is another that surpasses anything of its kind anywberet 
Romans 1, 26-dG •. "r·or this cause God gave them up unto vile affections: for even their '-
women did change the natural useinto that which is against nature2 and 
likewise also the men, leaving the natural use of the woman, burned in 
their lust one toward another; men with men working that which is unseemlJ 
and receiving in themselves that recompense of their error which was meet. 
And even as they did not like to retain Godin their knowledge, God gave 
them over to a reprobate mind, to do those things which are not conven-
.ient; being filled with all unrighteousness, fornication,· wickedness, 
covetousness malt 10 f d it , c usness,; ull of envy, murder d bate ece , 
, e , 
----------~-----
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• malignity;· whisperers, backbiters, haters of God, despiteful,· proud,· 
boasters, inventors of evil things,· disobedient to parents, without .tnder-
' 
standing, covenant-breakers, without natural affection, implacable, un-
merciful; who,· knowing the judgment of God, that they which commit such 
things are worthy of death, not only do the same, but have pleasure in 
them that do them •. !'. 
Such a description of evil as the above needs little comment. 
Dante'~ !nterno is not. more lurid. Such a vivisection of evilheartedness, 
exposing th~aw, rotten tissue of wilful degenerateness is not to be 
found elsewh-ere on the pages of· literature.· Without a doubt P~ul has the 
faculty of subjective description. 
2. Narration: 
Paul is also a master of sequence. H~ can make events just as 
real to the reader as states of consciousness. The narratives in the 
Letters of Paul excel in their rapidity of movement and·in their caber-
ence. M1nute details are not given in Paul's narrati~es, but rather he 
selects the significant features, and the reader 1s interest is heighten-
ed by allowing him to imagine the details of the narrative. 
The narratives in the Letters of Paul impress us by their frank-
ness. They are so simple and straightforward. fhe main action and the 
main actor are always kept prominent. There is very little comment and 
his stories are not pointed with morals. There seems to be a cli~ax in 
every narrative to whicb all the facts tend, and when the climax is reach-: 
ed the narrative concludes. In all his historical matter faul.adheres 
strictly to the rule of truth. The narratives of Paul are as unimpassion-
ed as any part of his writings. 
The first two chapters of the Letter to the G~latians are 
narrative, for the most part,- and illustrate the principles of Paul's 
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narration mentioned above. We guote a few verses from these chaptersi 
Gal.· 1,· 15 - 18.· ~eu~ when it pleased God,· who separated me from my motherjs womb, and 
called me by his grace, to reveal his Son in me,· that I might preach him 
among tba heathen;·.immediately I conferred not with flesh and blood: 
neither went I up to J.erusalem to them which were apostles before me;· but 
I went into Arabia, and returned again unto Damascus. Then after three 
years I went up to Jerusalem to see Peter, and abode with him fifteen 
Gal. 1, 21.· 
, Gal. 2, · l· 
1 Thess. 3,· 1-S. 
1 Tbess. 3, · e. 
days.-------Afterwards I came into the regions of Syria and Cilicia;---
Then fourteen years after I went up again to derusalem with Barnabas, and 
tooK Titus with me also."• 
As an example of mingled description of feelings and narration 
• 
of events I would like to refer to the First Letter to the Thessalonians. 
The laws of description and the laws of narration~ are observed through-
out the passage: there is no confusion of· thought, and the literary effect 
is rather pleasing. A part of the passage follows: ."Wherefore when we 
could no longer forbear, we thought it good to be left at Athens alone; 
and sent Timotheus, our brother, and minister of G1d,· and our fellow 
labourer in the Gospel of Christ, to establish you, and to comfort you 
concerning your faith: that no man should be moved by these afflictions: 
for yourselves know that we are appointed thereunto.----But now when 
Timotheus came from you unto us, and brought us good tidings of your faith 
and charity, and that ye have good re~e~brance of us always, desiring 
greatly to see us, as we also to see you.n 
' G~l. 2,· 3. 
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3. Exposition: 
Paul was a teacher, as well as a word painter and a story-tellez 
He set forth .in clear statement general propositions. He believed his 
mission in writing to be the making very clear the principles of Christ-
ianity. This was the ultimate purpose of his description and his narrat-
ion. From mere facts, as found in the description and the narration, iaul 
passes, in .hYS expository matter, into the realm of truth. A fact is a 
something observed, some item of informationi a truth goes deeper, may be 
a matter of deduction or intuition,· rather than being subject to the 
ordinary senses. Truth implies a right habit of mind. Paul,· in his writ-
ings, seeKs to set forth the funda~ental principles of right and wrong 
as interpreted by the Gospel of Christ. 
Expository literature is scientific, attempting the explanation 
and expression of phenomena. The sciences are divided into two great 
divisions, namely, the positive or exact sciences; and the philosophical 
or speculative sciences. Theology is a philosophical science, and Paul's 
exposition belongs to this class. In his Letters Paul is intent on ex-
pounding God and His ways to ~an. Christ is represented as the Uediator 
between man and God, in whom dwelletb all the fulness of the Godhead, and 
through whom man may obtain salvation and honor. 
The first requisite of good exposition is a definite messag~, 
and this·surely appears in the ~etters of ~aul. Also there must be the 
faculty of expression on the part of the expounder, and that faul has this 
faculty we are now prepared to believe. 
One of tbe clearest methods of exposition is illustration- by way 
of example. Paul often resorts to this method in his letters. For instance 
ln setting forth the tolerance of the apostles when he and Barnabas went 
up to Jerusalem, after an absence of fourteen years,, Paul cites an ex-
ample, thus: ."But .neither Tttus, who was with ~e, being a Greek, was com-
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pelled to be circumcised."t 
Lite a true teacher Paul begins with that which .is, in part 
n 
at least, familiar to his readers. He discovers a po~t of contact. He 
leads t~eE his readers from the known to the untnown. This explains some 
of the differences .in the thought and style of the Letters of Paul. The 
members of some of his churches were predominantly Jewish, and in others 
predominantly ~entile. For instance, it is generally supposed that .in tbe 
Church at Rome there were a number of aews;· consequently in the tetter. 
to the Romans there are a great number of Old Testament references, and 
also references to ~ewish ceremonies. Again the Christians at Rome were 
more highly educated than those in many other places, for example, Galatial 
and so the Letter to the Galatians is simpler in language and arrangement 
than the Letter to the Romans. In short, Paul always begins on the level 
of his readers knowledge and experience and worKs up from that to his 
desired goal.· 
The truth of this statement that paul writes according to the 
level of his readers will appear if we atteffipt to e§eaeage transport 
some of the passages in certain letters to other letters. ~eeping to 
the Letters to the Romans and to the Galatians, can we .imagine to follow-
ing passage from the Letter to the Romans in the Letter to the Galatians, 
Rom. 10,1 and 2. "Brethren, my heart~s desire and prayer to God for Israel is, that they 
might be saved. For I bear them record that they have a zeal of God, 
Galatians a, 20.· 
but not according to Knowledge~? Or would the· following from the Letter 
to the @alatians fit into the Letter to the Ro~ans, "Now a mediator is not 
a mediator of one, but God is o~e."? 
The synthetic method is followe~ in the Letters of Paul rather 
the analytic. The synthetic method is the true expository ~etbod, .used 
for conveying truth rather than discovering it. The style of the Letters 
of Faul is cumulative, rising from one plane to another as the thought 
r 
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expands and as the way .is cleared. This orderly progressiveaess ·adds 
greatly to the· strength of a composition. 1t tends to arouse the emotions 
and put the reader on the alert. The Letters of· Paul sometimes close 
with a declaration of the statement that be has been striving to make 
clear throughout the entire letter. For instance, the Letter to the Phil~ 
.ippians: .uBut my God shall supply all your need according to his riches 
in glory by Christ Jesus.•· 
In his exposition Paul has a habit of repeating ~ certain for-
mula that expresses the keynote of the letter. rhis method makes for 
greater clearness and strength. It helps to keep the mind of the reader 
on the main thought of the letter. The formula is not always repeated 
in the same words but always in a terse and striking way •. In the S&ee~Hl 
Letter th~ Phil!iEfiaas to~ fleeea e aee the formula .is some form of 'rieJoice ye • t .in the 
Letter to the ~~fii~ae it is ., ' The just shall live by faith'i it is 
~he same .in the Letter to the Galatians as in the Letter to the Romans: 
in the Second Letter to the 'fhessalonians 1 t is, 'The coming of our Lord 
Jesus ·Christ'. 
l!;xposition forms the maJor part of the Letters of Paul and .it 
is very important tbat this Kind of composition should be skilfully 
constructed. Paul does not fail here. All the arts of the expositor seem 
to be well known to him. Any of his letters yield a very definite and a 
very deep meaning to the.earnest student. Just as truly as Paul stirs 
the e~otions, so truly does be enlighten the understanding. 
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·4. •rgumen~ation: 
·In ·.a sense :.all the :expository n:atter liD ·the 1i.etters cf f.aul 
might be .regarded ~s ~rgu~en~ative. ~n~ny case ·these ·two kinds cf cont 
· posi 'bion, :exposition ·.and argument_ation, are olcsely connected. But _argu-
mentation goes one step further ·than exposition: :exposition ~is cnly tin tent 
on making the ·~ersons~ddressed .understand .wbat ~is said; ·argument tis:kent 
on matting then be1ieve that what tis stated :is tr.ue. Exposition •aims ·_at 
explaining, argument ~t can~inoing. The Apostle faul waa·too deeply dn 
:earnest to ever be aa'biafiied with rrere understanding en ·the part of 'his 
:readersi ·be could .not -rest !satisfied so ·lent as there .was any rrent.al .reser-
vatian:wbatsoever on their part. They must feel ·the truth of ·his ·statement! 
:even ~a ·be ·himself cfelt tit • 
. It might .be .Rise to obaracterize.all of the Ratter tin the lett~ 
of Faul, outside of ·the narration and description, ~s expository-argument-
ative. And .even ·the narration:and description bas fer :its purpose the 
bring.ing ·heme ·to ·the n:inds of the .reade•s ·son:e deep truth. 
There tis a legal ·maxirr to the effect ·that ·be who affirms nust 
prove. faul ~as~lways :willing to accept the burden of proof. So con-
fident was be that he .was -right tin the natter of faith ·t~at ·be ·laid down~a 
proposition without any·besiiation, .even .when his enemies had made deep 
'inpressions before ·him. For tinstance~ :in ·the Letter ·to the Colossians 
~aui's purpose was·to convince cf tbe sufficiency of Christ.. False 
·t~acbers bad been dweeling en ·the doctrine cf _angel-worship, ~nd ·the necess-
"'1\.0 
:ity of secondary mediatorial agents. Paul II-ade,Aooncessions whatsoever to 
~hem. Be .wrcte very positively. At the beginning of ·the letter we findt 
Col. 1,14-19~ -~In whom we ~ave redemption tbrcugb ·bis blood, even the forgiveness of:sin~l 
;who tis the !image of the tinvisible God, the firstborn of every oreaturei 
for by ·bin .were:all things created, tbat·are :in ·heaven, and that are !in 
earth, ~isible and dnvisible, whether they be thrones, or dominions, 
~ Cor. 1, 10-12. 
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or principalities,· or tte•~s powers,-: all thi,&s were created by him, and 
for him: and he .is before all things, and by him all things consistl and 
he .is the head of the body,. the church: who :is the beginning, the first-
born from the dead; that .in all things be might have the preeminence. 
For .it pleased the father that in him should all fulness dwell.~• 
The arguments .in the· Letters of Paul are .usually very direct. 
!~e~-as-~he Some debaters will seem to agree with their opponents until 
they have gained the good-will of· prejudiced bearers. Such was Antony's 
scheme after Caesarts death, when he wished to turb the tide of popular 
e p;judice against the slayers of Caesar. But Paul bad few tricKs of ex-
pression. To speaK truthfully he did not need them. His great mind 
bad such a grasp on truth, and he had such a power of expression, that 
he gained his points by straightforward arguments. 
Paul at times ~ very definitely to one argument through 
several chapters of his ·letters. Tale, for .instance, the argument for 
Christian ijnity :in the First Letter to the Corinthians. This extends 
over the first four chapters of the ·letter after .nine verses of tintro-
duction ·in the ~pening chapter. Eaul goes straight to the subjeot by 
d 
a declaration of the fact that divisions exist. DFor ,it ·hath been declare 
unto me of you, my brethren, by them which are of the house of Chloe, 
that there are contentions among you. Now this I say., that every one of 
you saith, I am of faul; and I of Apollos; and I of Cephas; and I of 
Cnr..ist." 
,A. 
After this certain statement of disunions, Paul proceed~ in the 
• 
following direct way to show bow they are foolish and harmful: 
Chapt~r One, 13- 17: Divisions put the servants of Cb~ist tiD place of 
Christ. 
Chapter One, 18---lwo, 5: Such divisions make Paul and Apollos to be 
teachers of philosophy rather than preachers of Ch~ist•s 
uospel. 
----------------------,..--. -_-_ --.. -... .. o··: .. c·.·c_ .•• -, 
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Chapter Two, 6--Tbree, 4~ The Goop<::lJ. preached by paul and Apo1los ;.is not 
a ·human philosophy but a divine revelation. 
Chapter Three, 5---rou~, :2'1 Paul and Apollos ·are not rivals, but fellow-
·apostles tin Christ. 
The conclusion at which Paul arnivea.in the above argument and 
~ Cor. 3,21-23. to which, no doubt, be 'Qrought his readers, .was: . "Tnerefore -let .no man 
glory 1in men: for all thigs are yours; whether Paul or Apo1los, or Cephas, 
or the world, or ·life, or death, or things present, or things to come; 
Rom. 7, Sand 7. 
G?-1. a, 1-s. 
all are yours; and ye are Cbnistfs; and Christ :is God's." 
Some of the subtlest arguments of Saul are found cin the !Jetter 
to the Romans where be 1is striving to barminize the ·law and grace. It tis 
here that we see plainly one of the methods of Paul .in deep argument, 
namely, that of 1imagining the obJections and arguments of his readers. 
The question and answer method iis thus .introduced. In this procedure 
~aul establishet propositions and refute~arguments aPg~me~~~ at the same 
time. It becomes a sort of double argumentation. Here .~s an example: 
"But now we are delivered from the ·law, that being dead wherein we were 
held; that we should serve in newness of spiDit, and not tin the oldness 
of the letter. What shall we sa; then? !d ~u= law sini God forbid. Nay, 
I bad not Rnown sin, but by the law: for I bad not Rnown lust, except 
the law had said, Thou shalt not covet." 
~ The nearest approach that Eaul to .indirect argument .is 
in showing up the false side of any question by rhetorical questions. 
This rtetbod tiS ·liKe to the'reductio ad absurdum! vf aebaters. It ~is always: 
a ~ 
tinged.with surprise and sometimes witb_scorn. Paul~ not often resort 
to this method of argument. Here ,is one instance from the severe •Letter 
to the Galatiansi .au foolish Galatians, who hath bewitched you, that ye 
should not obey the truth, before whose eyes Jesus Christ bath been avid-
ently set forth, cruoifiied among you? This only would I ·learn of you, 
'2 ·Cor. 1, lS. 
Gal. 4, ~ - 11. 
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Received ye the Spirit .by the works of the ·laN, or .by the h~ar.ing of 
~aith~ .Are ye so foolish~ ·baving.begun 1in the Spir.it,- are ye now made 
perfect ·in ·the flesh? ·ha~e ye 'SUffered rso many things ·in vain? ·if•tt be 
yet:in vain. \ He ·therefere ·that mintst:ereth ·to you Yin ·the ·spirit, :an d 
worketh miracles •among you, doeth·be tit by ·the .works of the law, or by 
·the ·hearing of faith? .hen .as 1Ab~aham .believed God, :and ·it :was accounted 
to ·him for .righteousness." 
It •ts very clear ·that Paul ;was ·a master of!argument. In ·the 
Second Letter ·to ·the ~Corinthians·he bears ·hts own testimony.as·to ·the 
effect of :the first ·letter, thus, . "For. we ~write none other things untp 
you, ·than :what ye :read or •acknowledge; :and I ·trust ye ·sball•acknowledge 
even ·to tbe.eod." 
5. Persuasion: 
But :while ·leading ·M:s readers to •acknowledge ;was better 
in ~aul's.estimation ·tban merely ·helping ·them to understand .it ;was not 
sufficient. He ·bad •as ·hts.aim ·in all ·his church~s tbe.actual practice 
of ·the Gospel of 'Christ. All the Kinds of compos! tion :*bleb Paul used 
·in·bts letters;were means to ·the great:end of persuading ·the ·will ·to 
. conform. Unless ·Christian conduct .. resulted from Eaul' s praacning •and 
.writing these.e%erctses failed of their purpose•according ·to Paul~s ~way 
of tbinl!in~. 
The futility of understanding:alone ~•ithout continued con-
fermi ty .appears :in the following passage to the. Galatians: . "But· now, •aftel 
·that ye ·have known God, or rather •are ltnoan of Goa, ·how ·turn ye ·again to 
·the :wealt and beggarly elements, .whereunto ye desire:again·to be .in bond-
.age? Ye observe days, ·and months, ·and ·times,·and years. I .am :afraid of 
you, lest I ·have bestowed upon you labor ·in vain.n 
Paul understood ·that the feeligs ·have!a greater ·influence 
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.upcn the will ·than dces ·the .underst.anding. For ·this -r~ason f_aul ·.addressed 
hinself ·to ·the feelings of ·his•audience nore ·than ·be did ·to:tbair tintellects 
Composition that ~s~ddressed to the feelings tis knownias Jersuasion. Qf 
course .just ~s ·the :elements of consciousness are tin :reality all bound .up 
·together-~thinking, feeling~and -willing, baing acti~ities of tbe:same mind--
sc :exposition, •argumentation, ,_and persuasion cannot be ·separated .except 
fpr purposes 'of ianalysis. .But :anp ·appeal ·that enlists ·the enoticns ·directly 
·.is more certain to :affect ·the ·life than one ·that <addresses llilself chiefly 
~o ·the .understanding. 
The Gre_at :Apostle w_as :essentially :_a preacher. :As ·a describer 
of the natives of nen ·be .was ~ psychologist .aith the gift of expressicnt 
as ·a narrator of events he .w_as :_an ·historian: _as an :expositor of ·the pr.in-
aiples of Christ he :was _a .religious te_acher2 '.as an one endeavoring .tc con-
vince nen of the ·truth cf God •he .wa&,a:religious debater: ~s~n orator .ap-
pealing to the deepest feelings •in the ·human ·h~art :in crder~o make ·the 
outward ·life conform to·the pDinoiples of -nighteausness ·be .was a preacher. 
The grea~est gift cf~ny preacher :is·the gift of exhortation. 
He nust be:able ·to describe outward scenes and dnward states, to :expound, 
and to argue, but •all of these go for naught unless the preacher ~an per~ 
suade men to •lead holy ·lives~nd ·to perform geed works. After ·all ·the ex-
·bcrtation tis the main part of ·the :sermon. And ·these parts of the •Letters of 
Paul that ·have been regarded the nost ·lightly are ·the nost t1npartant. a 
:refer ·to·the practical directions and .exhortations ·that ~ppear 1in ·the alos1n 
chapters or verses of tbe majority of ·tbe ·letters. When the doctnines of ~ny 
·bad been borne ·hoKe to the minds of ·his .readers Faul did .nat consider ·that 
his duty .was done. -Rather ·be .judged tbat·the .way·had just been opened 
for ·his main task. 
Consider, far example, ·the •Letter ·to tbe Romans. ·.If ·any system 
;~· 
of ·truth 'Should rstand of •itself, because of ·its matter ana rstyle, ·surely· 
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that ·in·the Letter ·to·the -Romans 'should. But Paul ~-the ·last rsix 
chapters of·the Letter over·to·a·hortatory •app1ioation of-the plan ·that 
he ·ba-s been .·expounding. In ·this ·section ;we ,read :such practical directions 
Rom. 1:8, lj and11~as ·tbe following: . •Be kindly •affeotioned one ·to .•another .with brotherly 
love; ·in ·honor preferring one :anotbet~; .not ·slothful ·in business; fervent 
Rom. 112, 20. 
Rom. 13, "' c.Da8. 
·in 'Spirit; 1serving the Lord .. ~· ~.ITberefore •if ·th*ne :enemy ·hunger, feed ·him; 
if ·be-thirst give ·bim drink; for ·in '80 doing ·tbou rsbalt ·heap coals of 
fire on ·hts·head.• '~.l:(ender ·therefore to •_all ·their dues: ·tribute ·to :whom 
·tribute •ts due; custom ·to :whom custom; fear ·to :whom fear; ·honour ·to ;whom 
honour. O•e no man •anything, but to love one ·another1 for be ·that ·loveth 
•another hath fulfilled ·the law." It may be ·that such exhortations:as·tbeae 
represent ·the creal purpose rather ·than ·the ~etting forth a rsystem of 
:Christian doctrine. 
Let us ·inquire ·into ·the reasons of Paul's power over the wil~s 
of men, :as that power ·1s~evidenced in·his letters. 
;e-oeg~B fhe letters of Paul -reveal ·him ~as•a aan .capable of very 
rstrong ·emotions. To ·stir the feelings of others one must feel deeply 
himself. There ts·a contagion •about deep feeling that cannot be ·ignored. 
Paul was:angry with the Judaizers .with such ·an anger ·that ·spread itself 
·to ·the ·hearts of-the ~hr1stians;wbo read ·his letters. He·loved ·his ·friends, 
at Philippi ·and ~hessalonica :with ·such a love ·that called out ·their love, 
and •indire~tly molded ·their characters ·aright. His·language :was ·ever •as 
eloauent of his feelings .as of his thoughts, ·and ·if ·h±s ·r.eaders 'Should 
deny bis ·theories ·tbey :were very•apt ·to fall.vtctims-to ·bts feexin~s. 
The following passa~e will represent ~he.convinoing poser of 
·Rom. 9, ~·and 4. the feelings of Paul: . "F'or I could .wish that myself :were ·accursed from 1 
I 
Christ for my brethren, my kinsmen ·according to the flesh: who are Israel-i 
i·tes; ·to :whom pertainetb the •adoption,·and ·the glory, •and ·the covenants, 
"'-- .-, t ~- ~ 
.· .. and ·the giv.ing of the ·law, '.and ·the serv..ice cf God, :_and ·th~tromises. n 
No one could ;read ·this passage .w.itbcut ·hav.ing ·his scorn cf those Jews 
who~·had 'rejected Ghr.ist ·turned ·to pity _and gr.ief. 
The feelings cf jlaul .which -~ave ·the gre_atest :effect ,_are ·these 
which .never come ·to ·the sur~ace. His emotions never override ·his ~judg-
ment. jaul -~ad wonderful pcwer of self-oontr_ol. Be presented ·a ~alm :ex-
·tel'ior even .when a storm of ;wr_ath ,w_as r_aging .w.ithin. ~But ·the force of ·the 
·storm :was felt 1_a11 ·the more because •1 t .w_as ·held tin check. We ,_are bound 
to ·think that ·there were oc~asions when iaul1s -readers felt ·the passion of 
·his own·hot ·heart, .when ·they :were convinced ·that ·the ·~alf of ·his feelings 
.were not espressed, when the .unutt_ered and ·the .unutterable .were acre 
:eloquent ·than ·the ·spoken word. Such controlled .energy soarvely.ever fails 
of :influenc·e. 
There .were few things t~at ruffled the-feelings of iaul more 
than to ·have ·his :apostolic ,_autbor.ity called :into questia:;, ·and :especially 
by those .who .were pretenders themselves. .False teachers ·b_ad so timpugned 
·his _authcr.ity ·to ·the Cor.intbi_ans. L!n ·his Second -~etter ·to ·the Cor.intbians 
be ~refuted the ·statements of these:enemies, very plainly but .not ;recklessly. 
2 Cor. 10, 12. . "For .we dare not make ourselves cf ·the number, or coiipare ourselves w.itb 
·so)!l·e ·that commend ·themselves: but they., measuring themselves by ·themselves, J 
and oompal'!ing themselves ._aiicL:g ·themselves, ·are not .wise." These false 
brethren deserved mtob more than ~is here expressed, but Paul maintained 
·his self-respect, an~'bis .words ·bad greater force because ·be did not speak 1 
.out all his mind. 
Eaul·had ·the power of control over the ·softer emotions as .well l 
as over the sterner. Be ·h_ad a 'heart of ·love. Be loved ·his fniends .with ! 
. . • J 
~exemplary ·tebderness and fidelity. -He never forgot them ,in the ·s_alutaticns) 
of ·his ·letters. But ·be ·loved them as strong men love strong men, with 
lj 
a love-that :is ·silently understood. i~en for Timothy., whom ·be ~alled 
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·2 'll.im.l,~ :and 5. his son, ·he ·bad. only expressions of masculine regard. ·"l 1;.11anlt God, .whom 
1Tbess.2,1'l" ~i 
and t::O. 
·I serve from my forefathers .Kith pure conscience, that ·Ritbout ceasing 
I ·have -remembrance of thee tin my prayers night ·and day; greatly desiring 
to see tbee, being mindful of thy tears, that ·I may be ~illed with joy.• 
But ,J am ·sure tbat timothy felt that iaul ·loved ·him .with a ·lovelpassing 
the ~ove of .women.l 
It"was .just the same .with the ·love that :Paul bore the churches 
that ·he founded. It was tintense though ·subdued dn expression. 1 suppose 
he loved the members of no church more than the members of the church 
at T~essalonica. They bad -responded graciously to ·his efforts .while he 
was with them and after he ·bad been forced to depart they held ·him tin 
grateful .remembrance. Be .wrote to them from Corinth. ~At the time of .writ-
dng he ·is tin·need of friendshipi as yet ·be has found ·little :response tin 
Corinth, and Timothy and Silvanus had not yet come to him. However tin 
. u 
his first Letter to the Tnessalonians iaul &&&S not ·lay his 'heart bare • 
..eut He-~ the Thessalonians to tee-,*aee-w~e~e-•~ef tnow ·bow deep·a place 
\W they ha~ ~in ~A-heart oof Paal but •in no sentimental way. The plainest 
expression of affection ~in the ·letter tis the following: .~But we, brethren, 
being taKen from you for a short time •in presence, .not •in heart, .endeav-
ored the more abundantly to see your face with great desire.--For .what 
.e 
·is our hope, or joy, or crown of rejoicing? Are not even ye tin the presenc1 
of our ·Lord Jesus Christ at his coming? For ye are our glory and joy.• 
We cannot pass the methods of Raul's persuasion without referr-
to his habit of concrete examples. -An example, ·incorporating a theory, 
will ofttimes be follo•ed, .when the abstract statement of the theory 
would maKe very ·little timpression. A olear example ·is often more power-
ful than pages of generalities. We remain children in so far as preferring 
the concrete to the abstract tis concerned, and tin our moral ·lives the 
es 
concrete .is the molding !influence. In the Letters of Paul concrete exampl 
--
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often appear with great persuasive effect. That part of the t.etter to 
·the Galatians .where the bondage of the ·law and the freedom of faith are 
allegorically 1illustrated and contrasted .will serve as an example. ~n 
Gal. 4, 22-29. part tit .reads thus: 11 For tit tis .wl'litten, that -Abraham bad two sons, the 
one by a bondmaid, the other by a free .woman. But ·be who .was of the bond-
woman was born after the f.lesh; but ·he of the free woman .was by promise. 
Which things are -an allegory: for these are the two covenants; the one 
from mount Sinai, which gendereth to bondage, which :is ·Agar. For. this 
Agar tis mount Sinai ·in -Arabia, and answereth to Jerusalem, .which now 'is, 
and 1is ·in bondage with her children, But Jerusalem .which tiS ·above tis free, 
.which :is the ~other of us all~~ The .untrained minds of the Galatians 
might not be able to grasp a subtle distinction between ·~aw and faith ., 
•ion 
and so not be able to choose the better way; but this concrete presentat-
they could .not ·help but 'See, and most ·likely would be constained to govern 
themselves accordingly. 
From the Book of -Acts .it can easily be proven that Jau~ n~a 
unusua..l P,Ower of persuasion. Bercre his conversion be was a member of the 
Jewish council, and, although the youngest man of that bodJ, he .was given 
the extremely difficult task of finding something worthy of ddath against 
the disciples. That he .was wholly devoted to this work, putting his soul 
:into it, and attaining some success at ·least :in the project, be himself 
Acta 2;, 10 andll. later testifies. _nAnd many of the saints did .I shut up :in pnison, having 
recfived authority from the chief pniests; and .when they .were put to 
death, l gave my voice against them. And l punished them oft ·in every 
synagogue, and compelled them to blaspheme; and being exceedingly mad 
against them, I persecuted tbem even .unto strange cities.~ 
Following his conversion Paul preached that aesus was Oh~1st 
with the same effect of ~oving his hearers to action as when be gave his 
voice in compelling people to bla.spherr.e. Almost -immediately .night ·in the 
I 
I 
I 
• 
Acts i, 22. 
Acts, 27, 2~. 
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aity of Damascus, .which was to be the ·scene of ·bts persecutions, but .wbict 
became the aity of his Chnistian·anainting, ·be preached Ghrist with such 
power that the Jews were confounded and others con~inced of the truth of 
·his words. ~But Saul iincreased the more tin strength, and confounded the 
Jews which dwelt at ~amascus, proving that this very Ghrist.• iY the 
time of his ~irst missionary ·journey men were moved to·action by his 
eloquence. ef his ministry at Riaidian Antioch·at this time tit liB .written, 
~Now when the congregation .was broken up, many of the Jews and religious 
proselytes followed iaul and Barnabas; who, speaking to them, persuaded 
· them to continue tin the grace of God." 
n iaulls woderful tintluence over iing Agrippa tiS very well known. 
:During faulls .i~pnlsonment at eaesaaea *1ng Agrippa came from his capital, 
Oaesarea Philippi, to see the 'rocurator, festus.· Festus·told ling !grippe 
or his .notable prisoner·and of ·his wonderful story. ijing Agrippa expressed 
a desire to hear faul. Under Paull~ eloquence the king1s tinterest was 
transformed to deep personal concern. Under the circumstances 1 suppose 
no 'power could ·have 1induced ·Agrippa tp ·surrender his ·life to Christ. To 
even make him think of such a thing was a great achievement. And iaul did 
more than to merely make Agrippa think about the Christian ·lifes he made 
tit ·bard for Agrippa to turn away to his old life. 0 tnen Agrippa said unto 
. convinced 
Paul, Almost thou persuadest me to be a Chnistian.- Further Jaul ~efe~aeee 
Agrippa of the 1injustice of his own detention, 8 Then said Agrippa unto 
festus, This man might have been set at ·liberty, 1if be had not appealed 
unto Cesar~ • 
. In the oases where ~ore than one letter was sent to the same 
church there 'is some ev.idenoe •in tbe second letter that the previous 
·letter ·bad been effe4t1ve. In the case of the Second Letter to tbe Thessa] 
on1ans there is evidence that the first ·letter had been m1scontruedt but 
~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------.-~---·~-~-~· 
~ 
·accordtng to their tinterpreta,ion of dt so they acted. ,ln the oase of the 
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Second Letter to the Goninthians thei'e 1is plain st.atement that a former 
• 9 ~ 7 n a ·letter bad changed the ·habits of the ·Coninthiansi ~~evertheless God. that 
" '"'or. ., , - .,. , 
Romans ~~ 16. 
comfortetb those that ai'e cast down, comforted .us by the coming of !itus; 
and ·not by his coming only, but by the consolation .wberewitb·be was com-
forted ·in you, when ·be told us your earnest desire, your mourning, your 
fervent min~ toward me; so that l :rejoiced the more. For though ,l made 
you sorry wi tb ·a ·lettei', :J do .. not .repent., though ,l did .repent i for ·I per-
ceive that the same epistle ·hath made you sorry., though !it were but for•a 
season. Now .I rejoice, not that ye were made sorry., but that ye sorrowed 
to repentance: for ye .were made so~ry·after a godly mannei', that ye migbt: 
receive damage by us •in ·nothing." 
By speech and by ·letter Paul had power over the hearts and lives 
of men .in his own day. This tis the true test of :expression. Given a great 
character and a great message there may be failure because of the lack 
of powjer to body forth the truth: but a great character speaking out 
a great message ~in ·language coordinate .with the speaker and the ti'uth 
cannot fail to tinterest and move men. Paul .was a man of ·strong :intellect-
ual powers., of olear conscience, of sterling Christian characters ·his 
message was the greatest Sod ever sent to man, one .with the .incarnate 
did 
Wordt Paul'B expression as found tin his ·letters do•• full ,justice to ~be 
·his sin~ere soul and to the word vouchsafed to him by ·Almighty Sod. Bis 
w~s . gift of ·language ~e .reason for thanksgiving and pride even as ·he express-
es pr.ide ·in the Gospel and tits power tin these .words1 . •tor ~I am not ashamed 
of the Gospel of Christ: for dt .is the power of God unto salvation to 
every one that believeth; to the dew !irst and also to the ;reek•• 
'I' The .worth of the ·Letters of Raul, the ~pastle,); -95-
aince the :Death of their Author. 
----~~------~~-------------!---~-~~--~------~~ 
1. Their Worth tin the Eirst ·Centuniesi 
The final test of the -rhetonio of a ·speaker tis the timmed-
tiate power of ·his words to con•ince and p~rsuade men who hear, that of 
the rhetoric of a wniter tis the permanent power that .rests 1in ·tb~ .words 
to convince and persuade all men .who may :read •in whatsoever time. 'e 
believe the :Letters of Paul the 1Apostle·had their deaigned effect .upon 
those for whom they were specially .written. But their tinf.luence did .not 
stop therej the ·letters of Paul continued to do a mighty Christian work 
after their *~eiP author ·had passed on. 
Even as Christ ·left his disciples, so Paul ·left his. ~n fact 
!it ·is not at all !improbable tha~ the disciples of Jesus, or some of them 
at ·least, became disciples of iau.l, Gbe ·Apostle, studying his ,letters 
aad from them receiving doctrine and tinspiration. They would surely become 
better disciples of Jesus by studying the ·Letters of paul. The teaching 
of faul dn his ~etters :is more theological than that of the Master in 
·his talks, but tit .was necessary that a system of Gospel truth be .worked 
out after the voice of ·Chnist was stilled. No one of the Gospel writers 
was gualified to .work out such a ·system of doctrine·as well·as the trained 
Paul, although ·be bad .not .walked directly with Je~us. The Gospel writers 
wrote after Vaul and \it may be that his ·letters helped them. At ·least 
they ~ay have studied ·his expression. 
At least Luke, the author of the third Gospel, was ~ disciple 
. '
of paul. ln."St Paul, the Traveller and the Roman Oitizen~, W. M. Ramsay 
,fage 385. has written, referring to the third Gospel, "ita have found traces of 
deep and strong emotion which must be understood:as Paul'o o•n feeling." 
~ And this same aut hot, ·Luke, ,in the Book of Acts, at times ·a.dopts a~ 6 t.yle 
Page 886. 
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that liS stfikingly similar to ·the style of ·the ~etters of~aul. The style 
throughout the Book of ·Acts !iS .rapid, olea~, ~nd strong, -and these~ qual-
·as -we ~1ties are manifest tin the Letters of iaul,a•e•have ·seen. 
Ur. W. Sanday •in 'Dictionary of ~bnist and the ·Apostlesl, dn ·the 
Appendix, ·bas claimed that the first •Letter of Peter tis timpregnated -with 
the teaching of Jaul. Also·he shows ·how many modern critics number among 
the disciples of iaul the author of the Fourth Gospel, and ·bow they olaim 
that there tis a strong Pauline coloring !in ·the three Johannine ~etters. 
Whatever the truth may be -regarding the disciples of Ohnist baing 
followers of iaul we believe there were many to follow tin ·his •steps. 
There .were Luke and n1mothy and ]1tus ·and Mark and Barnabas and scores 
of unnamed converts. These :remembered ~aul with suf~iaient gratitude to 
carry on ·his work·as best they could. His -letters were their meat day 
·and night. 
The very fact that these thirteen ·Letters Of iaul .were tinoluded 
·in the canon proves that they were held tin the ·highest regard during th-e 
early centuries of the Church. They -represented the tinspired Word of God. 
The Third Council of ·Carthage, a91 A. -D~, representing the Western Church, 
accepted all of these ·letters as of -Di~ine origin. With other Biblical 
2 Tim. a,tSand1?. Literature they .were esteemed asnpro~itable for doctrine, for reproof, 
for correction, for t1nstruct1on •.in -r.ighteausness1 tbat the man of God 
may be perfect,thoraugly furnished unto•all good works•. 
2. The Worth of the ·Letters of Paul to the Chr.isti_an Reformersr 
The tendency of .religion seems to be to degenerate from 
tinner devotion to external observance, from the spirit to the letter. 
There was a time -when the Pharisees -were given up to real righteousness, 
but with the passing of the yea~s they gradually ~oved the emphasis from 
purity of heart to r~tes and ceremonies. Saul, whose name was later chang-
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·ed to· Paul, fell on ·_a time when adherence to ·the Mosaic law~ especially 
:the ·law of oircumoision, was considered ·the essence of the Jewish religion 
But iaul proved the tinadeguaoy of ·law to give .religious power ·and peace. 
He :reformed his own ·thin~ing and ·his own •life and ·set·aboot :reforming 
the whole Jew.ish 'System. }!e 'SUCOg,.ded to the extent Of '-·~ •introduaing 
many ·souls •in !sia•and Europe •intt the .expenience of Justification by 
faith ~in Ch~ist, and ·to the extent of ·leaving on :record ·letters that 
tell of the tinner secrets of pure •and undefiled -religion. 
Since the time of iaul pure religion bas '~offered many a .relapse. 
• h..o..,.. 
But :in each time of apostasy there ·fiti always been ·a faithful few, !in-
s~ired and ·led on by some man of God. The greatest source of ·strength 
and ·light ·in the dark times of:religious decline ·has been the .,etters 
of faul. To ·these the faithful have turned for ·the truth as tit •is tin Godt 
to these ·letter~ many•a :reformer owes ·his own peace of consoience.and 
his pewee among men. Paul's struggles and viotot~ies, ·in essence, have 
been ·lived over by those who have been called of God to forsake the empty 
for~s of religious custom and ·lead Bis people out. We .will bniefly .refer 
to Martin Luther and John Wesley. 
Martin ·Luther became•a German monk tin the -Ro~an Catholic Church. 
That church ·bad dropped t1nto a religiosity that .was as empty as that 
Pharisaism that cursed the Jews •.in the days of ,llaul. Nartin ·Luther sought 
peace for ·his ·honest, troubled ·heart by baing ·a better Roman Catholic, 
even as Paul ·had sought peace by being ·a better Jew. But with :neither 
faul nor :tuther did 11t .work. ·Luther said, "If ever ·a monk got to ·heaven 
by monkery, I would have gotten there." He was diligent tin fasting, ·in 
v.igils, ·in self-disoipl:ine, •and 1in ·self-mortification. But peace of con-
science did :not come to ·him while ·be·attended to :such fleshly things. 
-Luther made a pilgrimage to Home ·hoping to find peace tin the Holy Oity. 
In Rome ·be found sin stalking forth tin the name of -religion. WoulB- ·be 
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ever ~ind peace, :and tif sa, ·bow •and .where~ • 
•Light and peace came to this second iaul through the pages of 
the ·letters of ~he first Paul. For days •and weeks ·Luther pondered on .words 
like theses ~For ·£·am tOOt ashamed of .the gospel of -Ohnist2 for tit ds the 
power of God unto salvation to :every one that believeth; to the Jew first, 
and also to the Sreek. For therein •is the :nighteousness of God -revealed 
from faith to fait_bs as \it tis .wnitten, The .just shall live by faith." 
., 
The ·~et~ers o! Paul to the Romans and the Galatians beoaae the Way., the 
Truth, and the ·L1fe ·to ·Luther's sincere, benighted spirit. What ·Luther 
expe:nienced ·he first taught ·as professor iiD Wi ttenbnrg f,lniversi ty, :and 
afterwards heralded abroad so that the .world might ·again have ·light. The 
Letters of Faul tind full proof in the -1ife and works of Martin •Luther. 
John Wesley was another Faul, anotber £~ther. The fires kindled 
,by Luther bad .burned to the •shes of dead .ecclesiasticism when Jobn Wesley 
was born into the Anglican Church at the beginning of the eighteenth 
century. .n He belo;ed to a race of preachers: John Wesley's mother was a 
saint. Ee grew up in the usage of the church. At 6xford he .became the 
rather of the Holy Club. This was his Sanhedrin. Like Faul,Wesley was a 
religious zealot. He went to America to convert the .+ndians. But all the 
while John Wesley was not happy• Good works did .not make him just before 
God. In Wesley's Journal for february 1, 17H8, this entry appearst ."This, 
then, have .I learned in the ends of the -earth, that ±I •am !allen short 
of the glory of God;' that my whole heartie .is 'a~together cor~upt and 
abominabl~;•---that my own works, my own sufferings, my own righteousness, 
s 
are so far from reconciling ae to an offended God~---tbat the ~ost speciot 
1 anall find 
of them need an atonement themselves. I have no hope but that if l seekA 
Christ, and 'be found in him, n~t having my own righteousness, but that 
which is through the faith of Christ, the righteousness which .is of Sod 
---------------------------------------------
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by faith. t -~ Via.nt.. that faith which enables every one that hath .it to cry 
. out, 'I live not; .but enrist liveth ~n me; and the life which I now live, · 
I live by faith in the Son of God, who loved me,· and ~ave himself for me.l 
.I want tnat taith wllicb none can have without .kno~ing be bath it; when 
'the Spirit itself bearetb witness with his spirit, that be is a child 
of God. 1."· .(See fCiotnote) 
The above entry from the Journal of Wesley,and many others ·that 
might be referred to, shmw bow thoroughly be was steeped in the ~etters 
of faul, and how they were the instrument under God of. giving his mind 
light and his heart rest. ~n that memorable daJ, Wednesday, ~ay 24, 
when Wesley entered into perfect peace be attended. a little meeting in 
. . 
Nettleton Court, London, on the east side of Aldersgate etreet, where a 
few pious souls met in a society for prayer and Bible study. Some one was 
reading Luther1s preface to the epistle to the Romans descriptive of sav-
ing .faith. The light burst in upon the soul of Wesley. He began to trust 
Christ, and him alone for salvation. Sacerdotalism died out of him that 
hour and be was fully justified by faith in Christ. 
To my mind the real apostolic succession is .in the line of 
such men as tutber and Wesley, and other sincere souls before and between 
and since. The official document of all bas been the Letters of Paul, the 
Apostle. Letters that can thus live and inspire have a garment of express-
. ion ungainsayable. James Jernon Bartlett in the eleventh edition of the 
Encyclopaedia Bpitannica has written thus in his article on ·~aul'i.~In 
nis epistles Pau! found a fitting vehicle for his personality,, whereby 
to speak not only to his own age but also to kindred souls all down the 
Notez This entry from the Journal of John Wesley is taken from~~onn 
Wesley, the Methodist~, by a Methodist freacher, iaton and ~a1ns,190~, 
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ages, so coming to spiritual life again and again, when .buried under con-
\ 
vent1on and tradition."· 
$. The Worth of the Letters of Paul as forming a basis for themlogy:· 
The founder of Christianity left on record no treatise of 
Christian doctrine. So far as the Gospel writers have reported Jesus 
we are justified in concluding that he was concerned with the practical 
principles of right living. 
Paul was not a theologian in the stric) sense of the word. 
His mind was fundamentally semitic and the Semites do not systematize. 
Paul's tneology was that of a prophet rather than that of a philosopher. 
But Paul went farther than Jesus in giving to the world the principles 
t 
of Christianity. His letters so expound the principles of Jesus in abstrac 
s form that those principles could be handed down to posterity. The doctrine 
of Paul as set forth in his letters are essentially the doctrines of 
Jasus, so far as we can determine the doctrines of Jesus from his life 
and practical utterances. 
Dr. ~a~es Stal~er in "The Life of St. faulJ~ has writtent 
0 The epistles contain the best explanation of Christianity possessed by 
the world. The right way to loo~ at the~ is to regard them as the con-
tfnnation of Christ's own teaching. They contain the thoughts which Christ 
~Arried awav from the earth with Him unuttered." 
Any formulated system of Christian Doctrine in use in the Church 
to-day has drawn heavily on the Letters of faul for technical vocabulary, 
for subject-~atter,and for references. The themes discussed in any work 
on Christian Dog~atics are those relating to God, those relating to Min 
as subjects of God's moral govern~ent, those relating to Christ and His 
redemptive work, and these relating to the Kingdom of Grace. On all of ~fie 
,-------------------------------------------~~~~~,_c~ 
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these themes there are significant utterances in the tet~s of Raul, 
and concerning the office of Christ what is written by iaul is the·most 
E h ~ a S conclusive in the Scriptures. The following is a passage in points .neut p • ~~ 1 -1 • ~ 
Eleventh edition, 
Article on Paul. 
now in Christ Jesus ye who sometimes were far off are made nigh by the 
blood of Christ. For he is our peace,· who bath made both one, and bath 
broken down th~e middle wall of partit~on between us;~ having abolished 
in his flesh the enmity, .even tbe law of commandments contained in ordin-
ances; for to make in himself of twain one new ~an, so making peace;· and 
that be might reconcile both unto God in one body by the cross, having 
slain the enmity thereby: and came and preached peace to you which were ·a~ 
afar off, and to them that were nigh. For through him we both have access 
by one Spirit unto the father.q~ 
Paul's theology arose out of his own experience. This explains 
why ~it is so vital and persistent. The religious needs of men are essent-
ially the same through the centuries. To a certain degree Paul is a Christ 
ian representative, experiencing the common religious need, and finding 
the only possible satisfaction in Christ. His letters are in a sense 
autobiographical. They represent his progressive experience. We must adopt 
the historic standpoint in studying tbem. The early letters are predom-
inantly personal; the later letters set forth a maturer Christian exper-
ience, and a type of Christian society. To re~ove doubts-from our own 
minds, to find a good example of Christian biography, we can do no better 
than to read the Letters of Paul,the Apostlep These letters outline the 
life of Paul, even more clearly than the history of Paul according to 
Luke in the Book of Acts. 
The theologians would have been badly off for Scriptiral mater-
ial in constructing their systems if the thirteen Letters of Paul bad 
been omitted from the canon. James Vernon Bartlett in the Encyclopaedia 
Britannica has written; "Paul's letters are indeed 1 tne life-blood of 
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a noble spirit•., poured forth to nourish its spiritual of~pring. They 
are data for his life and form incidentally an immovable critical .basis 
for historical Christianity on which the hypercriticism of Van Ma•en 
and others can make no real impression.wc 
The inlarging influence of Paul and his Letters. 
--~-------+---~--------------------------------
-~ 
Ernest Renan in his book entitled ~Saint Paul~, which bas been 
translated from the French by Ingersoll Lockwood, wrote as followss ."After 
having been for three centuries, thanks to orthodox Protestantism, the 
Christian teacher par excellence, Paul sees in our day his reign drawing 
to a close. .It .is no longer the epistle to the Romans, which .is the 
resume of Christianity,--it is the Sermon on the Uount. True Christianity 
which will last forever,· comes from the gospels,--not from the epistles 
. 
of Paul. The writings of Paul have been a danger and a hidden rock,--
tbe cause of the principal defects of Christianity. Raul is the father 
of the subtle Augustine, of the unfruitful Thomas Aguinas,· of·the gloomy 
Calvinist, of the peevish Jansenist, of the fieree theology which damns 
and preaestinates to damnation."• 
Matthew Arnold in his "ot Faul and Protestantism", with special 
reference to Ernest Renan's book:in general and the above quotation in par-
ticular, said that Renan would like to think Paul dying in order that 
Protestantism might die. Then he goes on, "But the reign of the real St. 
Paul is only beginning; his fundamental ideas, disengaged from the elabor-
ate misconceptions with which Protestantism has overlaid them, will have 
An influence in the future ~reater than any which they have yet bed,--
Rn influence proportioned to their correspondence with a number of the 
deepest and most permanent fa~ts of hu~an nature itself." 
Dr. James Stalker,in "The Life of St. Paul", respecting this 
matter of the permanent influence of Faul through his letters, wrote: 
( 
.. 
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• ~P~ul lives among us to-day with a life a hundredfold more influential 
than that which throbbed in his brain whilst the earthly hull which made 
him visible still lingered on the earth. Wherever the feet of them who 
publish the glad tidings go forth beautiful .upon the mountains, he walks 
by their side as an inspirer and a guide: in ten thousand churches .every 
Sabbath, on a thousand thousand hearths every day., his eloquent lips 
still teach that gospel of which he was never ashamed.'· 
The Letters of Paul, the Apostle, have indubitable credentials 
for their message and their expression in the fact that they continue to 
be Spirit and life to all sincere souls seeking· after God. As long as 
Christ stands as the.one Mediator between earth and heaven so long will 
l Cor. 15, 25. Paul and his Letters endure as His chief exponent. 'For be must reign, 
till he bath put all enemies under his feet.~· 
